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ABSTRACT 
 
Enhanced Radiation Tolerance in Sputtered Cu/V Multilayers. (August 2009) 
Engang Fu, B.E., Dalian University of Technology; 
M.E., Tsinghua University; 
M.Phil. The University of Hong Kong 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Xinghang Zhang 
 
 High energy particle (neutron, proton and He ions) irradiation to materials 
typically leads to deteriorating properties, including void swelling, blistering, 
embrittlement, fracture and exfoliation of surfaces. This dissertation examines size 
dependent radiation damage in nanostructured metallic multilayers synthesized by the 
magnetron sputtering technique at room temperature. It reveals the roles of interface in 
achieving enhanced radiation tolerance in metallic materials. The microstructure and 
mechanical properties of as-deposited Cu/V multilayer films are systemically 
investigated, providing the basis for studying radiation damage mechanisms.  
 Sputter-deposited Cu/V multilayers are subjected to helium (He) ion irradiation at 
room temperature with a peak dose of 6 displacements per atom (dpa). The average 
helium bubble density and lattice expansion induced by radiation decrease significantly 
with decreasing ,h  where h  is individual layer thickness. The magnitude of radiation 
hardening decreases with decreasing ,h  and becomes negligible when h  is 2.5 nm or 
less. The interactions between interfaces and radiation induced point defects and the 
evolution of microstructurs and mechanical behavior are discussed. This study indicates 
  
iv
that nearly immiscible Cu/V interfaces spaced a few nm apart can effectively reduce the 
concentration of radiation induced point defects.  
 Dose dependent radiation damage at room temperature in these Cu/V multilayers 
is systematically investigated with a peak dose in the range of 1-12 dpa. Peak bubble 
density increases with increasing dose, but it is much lower in Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayers 
than that in Cu/V 50 nm specimens. A similar radiation hardening trend is observed in 
multilayers irradiated at different fluences. Radiation hardening increases with dose and 
seems to reach saturation at a peak dose of 6 dpa. Negligible hardening for fine ( h  ≤ 2.5 
nm) multilayers is observed at all dose levels. 
 Thermal stability of Cu/V multilayers is revealed by in situ annealing inside a 
transmission electron microscope. During isothermal annealing at 600 °C  grain boundary 
grooving occurs across layer interfaces in Cu/V 50 nm specimens, whereas Cu/V 5 nm 
multilayers appear rather stable. Annealing of Cu/V multilayers at 400 °C leads to 
hardening of multilayers, whereas softening occurs in Cu/V multilayers annealed at 600 
°C. The evolution of mechanical properties during annealing is correlated to the 
degradation of the layer interface and the consequent reduction of interface resistance to 
the transmission of single dislocation. 
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CHAPTER І  
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Applications of metallic multilayers 
 Mechanical properties of metallic multilayers have been the subject of intense 
studies since the first attempt to design a strong solid via using alternate layers of 
materials with high and low elastic constants by Koehler in 1970 [1]. Besides mechanical 
properties, many multilayer systems have novel and unique magnetic, thermal, optical 
and chemical properties. Tailoring the microstructure and interface at atomic length scale 
has been proven vital to achieve these properties. A popular technique to synthesize the 
metallic multilayer films is physical vapor deposition, which allows us to choose 
combinations of almost any materials. One of the most prominent characteristics of 
multilayer systems is their ultra high ratio of interfacial area to volume. For instance, 
multilayer film with an individual layer thickness of 2 nm has an interfacial area density 
(number of interface per unit distance along the direction normal to layer interface) of 
m/105 8× . Such a high interfacial area density plays a critical role in determining the 
novel properties of multilayers.  
 Extensive studies have shown that metallic multilayers have unique mechanical 
properties. Numerous multilayer systems with individual layer thickness, ,h  of a few nm, 
typically exhibit ultra high strength, approaching the 1/2 to 1/3 of the theoretical strength. 
The theoretical strength of metallic materials is estimated as ~ 30/μ , where μ  is the 
shear modulus [2]. Such high strength can lead to improved wear resistance, making 
metallic multilayers promising candidates of wear resistant coatings.  
This dissertation follows the style of Journal of Nuclear Materials. 
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 Metallic multilayers also exhibit unusual magnetic properties, such as giant 
magnetoresistance (GMR). In data storage device industry, a primary goal is to store 
increasing amount of information while decreasing the dimensions of storage device. 
Since the discovery of the GMR effect, scientists and engineers keep on making 
impressive progress in increasing the data storage capacity. These research efforts also 
lead to a new exciting research area, named “spintronics” where metallic multilayers play 
a critical role in the electron spin dependent transport properties. The magnetizations 
could be altered in metallic mutilayers, a reason why metallic multilayers with very fine 
scale became the proving ground for the GMR effect. Since 2003 the GMR effect had 
become the most practical application of magnetic metallic multilayers [3]. Additionally, 
new classes of thin film materials, suitable for magnetic random access memory (MRAM) 
based devices and magnetic sensors, have been set up thanks to the discovery of GMR 
effect and oscillatory behavior of exchange coupling in multilayers made of transition 
metals.  
 Besides their applications enabled by unique mechanical or magnetic properties, 
metallic multilayers have enjoyed a number of other applications, such as x-ray optics 
and microelectro-mechanical systems (MEMS) [4-6]. Recently, the application of 
multilayer concept in designing structural materials in nuclear reactors was proposed. 
Studies of enhancement of radiation tolerance in nanoscale metallic multilayers are the 
subject of the current dissertation. The microstructure and mechanical properties of 
irradiated metals and alloys typically exhibit significant changes. One focus of the 
dissertation is to evaluate evolutions of microstructure and mechanical properties induced 
by radiation. Section 1.2 will review the studies of microstructure of multilayers, and 
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section 1.3 will summarize current understandings of their mechanical properties and 
strengthening mechanisms. 
1.2 Microstructure of metallic multilayers 
1.2.1 Single crystal multilayers 
 Certain applications of metallic multilayers, in data storage device for instance, 
necessitate the fabrication of single crystal multilayers. To promote the formation of 
single crystal structure, a variety of single crystal substrates have been used, including 
MgO, NaCl, Al2O3, etc. Many single crystal or highly textured magnetic materials exhibit 
uniaxial magnetic anisotropy along the c -axis. One of the most effective parameters for 
determining the magnetic properties of a medium is the preferred orientation. The bulk 
materials with tetragonal 01L  phase, such as near equiatomic ordered alloys of CoPt and 
FePt, in nature are known for their high magnetocrystalline anisotropy and magnetic 
moment, properties desirable for high density magnetic recording media [7-9]. A typical 
crystal structure of the tetragonal 01L  ordered structure, which consists of alternate 
stacking of different elements, is shown in Figure 1.1 [10]. This type of 01L  ordered 
structure, generally produced by heat treatment of samples below the order-disorder 
transformation temperature, exhibits novel magnetic properties including enhanced 
magnetoresistance, long-range exchange coupling and large perpendicular magnetic 
anisotropy [11]. For metallic multilayer films, the potential applications in magneto-
optical recording media require that their layer structures have 01L  ordered structure. The 
magnetic properties of polycrystalline films depend mainly on the distribution of the c -
axis of the crystals. It is difficult to study the orientation dependence of the magnetic 
properties of each grain in polycrystalline metals. However, by making use of epitaxy 
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technique, there is a possibility of preparing artificial single crystal with 
crystallographically different stacking such as 01L  ordered phase. Atomic layer 
deposition techniques using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), appropriate to control well-
defined layered structures at atomic scale, have made it possible to fabricate epitaxial thin 
films with metastable ordered 01L  phase. The advantage of MBE is this technique can 
easily fabricate single crystals of the ordered alloy with high degrees of structural and 
chemical order compared to bulk sample preparation technique accompanied by 
complicated heat treatment procedures. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1. Crystal structure of the tetragonal 01L  ordered structure [10].  
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 Among the large numbers of metallic multilayer systems studied, two metallic 
multilayer systems with 01L  structure stand out with regard to their significance. They 
are Co-based system, such as Co/Pt, and Fe-based system, like Fe/Pt, Fe/Pd and Fe/Au 
multilayers, and they exhibit very high magnetocrystalline anisotropy [12,13]. Since 
several groups firstly reported the good epitaxial growth of Fe/Au (100) multilayers [14-
16], numerous studies have focused on the fabrication of 01L  ordered single crystal type 
thin films [17-20]. Fe/Au ordered alloys having a phase separation and disorder 
consistent with their equilibrium phase diagram, and Fe/Pt having a natural 01L  ordered 
structure around equiatomic composition according to the equilibrium phase diagram [21] 
were first artificially fabricated by employing alternate deposition of epitaxial monatomic 
stacking of bcc Fe (001) and fcc Au (001) or fcc Pt (001) layers on MgO (100) substrates 
under an ultra high vacuum in Mitani’s group [22]. Both epitaxial films with 01L  
structure exhibited large uniaxial anisotropy, considerable magneto-potical Kerr rotation 
and perpendicular magnetization. Furthermore, M. Ohtake reported the successful 
preparation of Fe/Au epitaxial multilayers with 01L  structure grown on the single crystal 
MgO (001) and MgO (011) substrates, respectively [23-25].  
 Co-based multilayer films including Co/Cr, Co/Cu and Co/Fe have also been 
widely studied for their magnetic properties, such as perpendicular magnetic anisotropy 
and GMR effect. In order to investigate the intrinsic magnetic properties, efforts have 
been made to grow well-defined single crystal magnetic films of Co and Co-alloy on 
various single crystal substrates to achieve desired magnetic properties [26-30]. Studies 
on Co-alloy/Cr bilayer films deposited on single crystal substrate of NaCl (100), Co-alloy 
films deposited on single crystal substrates of Cr (100) and Cr (110), and Co/Cr bilayers 
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grown epitaxially on MgO (100) and (110) substrates have been reported [31-33]. The 
mechanism of magnetization reversal in MBE-epitaxial growth of Co/Fe multilayers on 
MgO (001) substrates, the epitaxial growth and structures of Co/Fe magnetic multilayer 
films on SiTiO3 (111) substrates, and epitaxial growth and texture of Co/Pr, Co/Sm and 
Co/Pt multilayer system have been systematically studied [34-40]. Co magnetic bilayer 
films with different stacking structures of fcc/hcp and hcp/fcc were successfully prepared 
on Al2O3 (0001) substrates employing Au and Cu as underlayers, and their structures and 
the magnetic properties were investigated by Ohtake et al. [41]. Other groups have 
prepared epitaxial Co thin films by employing other underlayers such as Ag, Ti, and Ru 
[26, 42, 44]. All these single crystal type Co-based and Fe-based multilayers with high 
quality epitaxial structure exhibit desired magnetic properties and are being considered to 
be possible candidates in the applications of perpendicular magnetic recording media and 
patterned media for high-density magnetic recording. Table 1.1 summarized the epitaxial 
growth of Fe-based and Co-based multilayer with different substrates, buffer layers and 
synthesis techniques.  
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Table 1.1. Summary of epitaxial growth of Fe-based and Co-based multilayers. 
System Substrate Buffer layer Deposition technique 
Fe (100) /Au (100) 
Fe [001] /Au [001] 
GaAs (100) 470 Å Au MBE  [44, 45] 
Fe (110) / Au (111)  
Fe [001] /Au [110] 
Al2O3 (111) Au (111) Alternate UHV evaporation 
[45] 
Fe (001) / Au(001)  
Fe [110] /Au [100] 
MgO (001) 50 Å Au MBE [10, 24, 25] 
Fe (100) / Au (or Pt) (100)  
Fe [100] / Au (or Pt) [110] 
MgO (001) Au (Pt) UHV deposition with two 
independent e-guns [46]  
Fe (001) / Pt (001) 
Fe [110] /  Pt [100] 
MgO (001) 500 Å Ag E-beam evaporation in UHV 
[47]  
Fe (001) / Pt (001) MgO (001) 400Å Pt  DC magnetron sputtering [20] 
Fe (112) / Au (011)  
Fe [110] /Au [100] 
MgO (011) 50 Å Au MBE [23] 
Co 0001 /Ag (Cu, Au) 111 
Co [110] /Ag [110] 
Al2O3 
(0001)  
50 Å Ag MBE   [30] 
Co (1120) / Cr (100) 
Co [0001] / Cr [011] 
MgO (100)  E-beam evaporation  [33, 48]  
Co (1100) /Cr (211) 
Co [0001] / Cr [011] 
MgO (110)  3 source E-beam [33, 48]  
Co (001) /Cu (001) 
Co [001] / Cu [001] 
MgO (001) 
or LiF (001) 
 MBE [49] 
 
 
 
1.2.2 Polycrystalline multilayers 
 In general a majority of metallic multilayers have polycrystalline nature and yet 
exhibit ultra high mechanical strength. Unlike the single crystal metallic multilayers 
grown by epitaxy, the polycrystalline metallic multilayers can be synthesized at room 
temperature by sputtering technique. Typical sputtering deposition rates of metals are in 
the range of a few tenth of a nm/s to a few nm/s. Low deposition rate is applied to control 
the individual layer thickness precisely down to a few nm. Cross-sectional transmission 
electron microscopy (XTEM), together with selected area diffraction (SAD) techniques, 
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provides a conventional method to observe the microstructure of metallic multilayers. 
The microstructures of immiscible Cu/Nb, Cu/Cr, Cu/V, Cu/SS 304 (SS stands for 
stainless steel), Cu/SS 316, Cu/Ag and miscible Cu/Ni and Al/Nb have been extensively 
studied by several groups. Sputter-deposited metallic multilayers typically exhibit 
polycrystalline grains with chemically sharp and distinct interfaces between adjacent 
layers. XTEM images and SAD patterns of immiscible Cu/Cr multilayer with h  of 50 nm 
and 2.5 nm deposited on Si substrates are shown in Figure 1.2 [50]. Both Cu/Cr 
multilayer films have polycrystalline columnar grains. When the h  is greater (50  nm), 
the columnar grain size is on the order of the layer thickness, whereas its size is much 
greater than h  in the Cu/Cr 2.5 nm multilayers. Furthermore, Cu/Cr 2.5 nm multilayer 
has stronger Cu {111} and Cr {110} fiber texture than that of Cu/Cr 50 nm specimens. 
This system has fcc/bcc type of immiscible interface. In other immiscible systems, such 
as Cu/Ag multilayers, polycrystalline nature and textures of Cu {111} and Ag {111} are 
observed, and this system has fcc/fcc type interface [51]. 
 
 
 
(a) 
Figure 1.2. Cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) images and SAD patterns of sputtered Cu/Cr 
multilayers with individual layer thickness of (a) 50 nm and (b) 2.5 nm [50]. 
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(b) 
Figure 1.2 Continued. 
 
 
 
 Most of metallic multilayers with different crystal structures of metals, such as 
fcc/fcc, or fcc/bcc have different orientation relations along interfaces. The 
crystallographic orientation between layers of fcc/fcc systems could be either cube-on-
cube, i.e. fcc {100}/fcc {100}, or with close-packed configurations in both components, 
i.e. fcc {111}/fcc {111}. In fcc structure, a close-packed {111} plane has the lowest 
surface energy and is typically the preferred growth direction. Hence the fcc {111} / fcc 
{111} multilayers are more stable than other fcc/fcc type of configurations if coherency 
stress in epitaxial system is not considered. On the other hand, in fcc/bcc system, the fcc 
{111} and bcc {110} orientation planes are preferred due to similar reasons. Two types 
of orientation relationships have been observed experimentally in fcc/bcc systems [52, 
53]. One is so-called Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) orientation relationship, i.e. fcc {111} // 
bcc {110} and fcc <110> // bcc <111> [54]. Another type of orientation relationship is 
the Nishiyama-Wassermann (N-W) relation, i.e. fcc {111} // bcc {110}, fcc <110> // bcc 
< 001> [55, 56]. Geometrical analyses of the moiré pattern induced by overlap of two 
lattice planes at the interfaces [52] and the calculations of the interfacial energy of the fcc 
{111}/bcc {110} interfaces have been studied by several researchers to interpret the 
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preferred orientation relationship of two adjacent crystals [57-59]. Gotoh et al. calculated 
the interfacial energy of the fcc {111} / bcc {110} by assuming a sinusoidal function as 
an interaction potential at the interface. The results showed that K-S orientation 
relationship will appear in the region of the atomic diameter ratio ( fccbcc dd / ) of (0.88, 
0.96). On the other hand, the N-W orientation relationship will occur when fccbcc dd /  is in 
the range of (0.83, 0.88) and (1.02, 1.19) [60, 61]. Kobayashi and Sarma used an 
interaction potential with a two-fold symmetry based on the bcc {110} plane at the fcc 
{111} / bcc {110} to calculate the interfacial energy between them [62]. Both results are 
in good agreement with the experimental observations. The orientation relationships at 
interfaces in multilayer systems are typically examined by SAD experiments. For 
instance, orientation relationships of Cu {111} // Ag {111} in polycrystalline Cu/Ag 
multilayers and Ag {111} // Ni {111} in polycrystalline Ag/Ni multilayers have been 
confirmed by XTEM and SAD studies. Both systems have fcc/fcc type of interfaces [51, 
63]. Furthermore, in fcc/bcc multilayer systems, the K-S orientation relationship has been 
observed in Cu/Nb and Cu/Cr systems [64, 65]. The driving force to form the orientation 
relationships between the interfaces in the metallic multilayer system lies in pursuit of 
minimal system energy. 
1.3 Mechanical properties of metallic multilayers 
1.3.1 High strength of multilayers 
 The mechanical properties of metallic multilayer films attract great interest 
because these multilayers with ultra high mechanical strength are not only promising for 
technological applications but also significant in providing an ideal vehicle for 
understanding the influence of the length scale on the fundamental deformation 
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mechanisms [66]. Metallic multilayer film made of alternate layers with high and low 
elastic constants was first proposed by Koehler in 1970 with an attempt to construct high 
strength material by trapping dislocations in the soft layers due to a repulsive image force 
[1]. After Koehler’s attempt, there have been numerous experimental and theoretical 
studies on the mechanical properties of the metallic multilayer systems. A couple of 
groups reported the yield and fracture strengths of the multilayer films are on the order of 
GPa when the layer thickness is very small [6, 67-69]. The enhancement in the yield 
strength of multilayer films compared to the rule-of mixture (ROM) yield strength of 
single layer films for each component has been observed in the numerous metallic 
multilayer systems. The observed yield strength of metallic multilayers can approach 1/3 
- 1/2 of the theoretical strength of the materials [70-71]. A number of models to interpret 
hardening mechanisms at different length scales have been proposed and developed. 
These include the Hall-Petch model based on the piled-ups of dislocations between layer 
interfaces [72-74], and ‘Orowan’ model based on single dislocation loop bowing within 
the layers [2, 75, 76]. 
 Typical plots of the indentation hardness of Cu-based multilayer films as a 
function of ,5.0−h  where h  is the individual layer thickness, are shown in Figure 1.3 [50]. 
In general yield strength (estimated from one-third of hardness) increases with decreasing 
,h  reaches a maximum or plateau at h  of a few nm length scale. When h  is greater than 
50 nm, the indentation hardness of multilayer films is proportional to 5.0−h , following the 
Hall-Petch relation based on the dislocation pile-up model. The Hall-Petch type of 
strengthening mechanism deviates from experimental values when h  is reduced to less 
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than 50 nm. Rather, the hardness is proportional to hh /ln  at length scale of tens of 
nanometers. When h  is reduced to a few nanometers, the peak hardness is achieved.  
 
 
 
Figure 1.3. The plots of nanoindentation hardness as a function of 5.0−h for Cu-based 
multilayer systems. The rule-of-mixture (ROM) hardnesses of single layer films for each 
of the three multilayer systems are indicated by horizontal dashed lines, respectively [50]. 
 
 
 
1.3.2 Deformation mechanisms  
 In polycrystalline metallic multilayer systems, two microstructural length scales 
of the in-plane grain size ( d ) and the individual layer thickness ( h ) are the major factors 
to determine the dependence of yield strength on the microstructure. Generally, the 
smaller one will play a dominant role at a given number ( n ) of dislocations. The 
correlation of d  and h  in polycrystalline metallic mutilayers has been developed by A. 
Misra et al. by taking dislocation-based model into account. By equating the back stresses 
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of the two dislocation arrays (one is interface edge array at the center of the grain, the 
other one is screw dislocation pile-up), the correlation of d  and h  can be given by the 
equation: 
))2/(coth(3
8
λππ
λ
h
nd =  (1)
where λ  is the spacing of the interface dislocations at the interfaces. If λ  is known, the 
plot of d  as a function of h  for different dislocation numbers ( n ) can be given by the 
equation. Furthermore, for the case of hd >>  or dh >> , by considering a pile-up of 
edge dislocations at the interfaces and assuming 1=n , both critical th  and td , below 
which pile-up is invalid, can be achieved by the equation: 
th  or 
m
t
bnd εν )1( +=  (2)
where ν  is Poisson’s ratio and mε  is strain. The region with pile-up and the region 
without pile-up are defined by the lines of th  and td . In the region without pile-up, 
single-dislocation strengthening mechanisms including Orowan model, Koehler stress, 
and coherency stress will dominate the yield strength. As an example, the deformation 
mechanism map based on the ideas above for Cu-based multilayers with misfit of ~ 2.5 % 
to predict correlation of d  and h  and region related to deformation mechanisms and 
numbers of dislocations is shown in Figure 1.4. When h  or d  is small enough, the single 
dislocation model will dominate the strengthening mechanisms. At the smallest values for 
both h  and ,d  non-dislocation deformation mechanisms will be applicable due to too 
few spaces to accommodate one dislocation. The details of the explanation can be found 
elsewhere [77]. 
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Figure 1.4. The deformation mechanism map for Cu-based multilayers with misfit of ~ 
2.5 % predicting correlation of h  and d and regions with different numbers of 
dislocation [77]. 
 
 
 
1.3.3 Strengthening mechanisms at full length scales 
1.3.3.1 Continuum dislocation pile-up based strengthening mechanisms 
 Typical indentation hardness plots of metallic multilayer systems indicate when h  
is greater than 50 nm the indentation hardness of multilayer films is proportional to .2/1−h  
This pronounced size effect is consistent with the classical Hall-Petch relation [78, 79], 
which predicts the yield strength of a polycrystalline material by  
2/1
0
−+= kdys σσ  (3),
where ysσ is the yield strength (estimated as indentation hardness divided by a factor of 
3), 0σ  is a measure of the lattice friction stress to slip, k  is a material dependent constant 
often referred to the Hall-Petch slope and d  is the average grain diameter. Although the 
Hall-Petch relation can be interpreted by several models, dislocation pile-up theory is the 
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earliest and the most prominent explanation and physical mechanism of the Hall-Petch 
relation. In this theory, the dislocation emitted from the source is stopped by the grain 
boundary (obstacle) after it propagates to the grain boundary by gliding on the slip plane. 
The trailing dislocations cease moving and pile up behind it because of mutual repulsion 
[80]. When the stress concentration of the pile-up dislocation eventually exceeds the 
obstacle strength, the polycrystalline materials plastically yield. The pile-up of 
dislocation against interlayer interfaces has been observed in the multilayer system [81]. 
Therefore, the most applicable model is the continuum dislocation pile-up model for 
multilayer systems, where h  is big enough and treated similarly as grain size, according 
to the observation and their deformation mechanism maps. Figure 1.5 shows the 
dislocation pile-up strengthening mechanism between layers at micrometer length scale. 
The transmit slip will not cross the interfaces until the stresses due to the pile-up of 
dislocation plus the applied stress is greater than the barrier strength. The increasing 
number of dislocations increases the stresses at the tip of the dislocation pile-up. In the 
limit of continuum dislocations, the stress has a proportional relation with  the square root 
of the pile-up length and its maximum can reach the theoretical yield strength levels, 
enough to nucleate a crack or slip in the structures. As h  is reduced, the number of 
dislocations in the pile-ups decreases due to a smaller space between the layers for 
accommodating the dislocations, and thus the length of pile-up is also reduced. 
Consequently, stresses at the tip of pile-up are lower, making it difficult to transfer slips 
across interfaces, and larger applied stresses must be offered to overcome the barrier 
strength and accomplish the transfer.  
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Figure 1.5. A strengthening mechanism based on the dislocation pile-up model between 
layers at micrometer length scale. The strength of metallic multilayer films at length scale 
of sub-micro to micron is proportional to 5.0−h , where h  is individual layer thickness. 
 
 
 
1.3.3.2 Strengthening mechanisms based on discrete dislocation pile-up model  
 The evidence from the plot of hardness vs. 5.0−h  as shown in Figure 1.3, however, 
shows the Hall-Petch relation deviates when h  is reduced to an intermediate range, tens 
of nm. This indicates the continuum dislocation pile-up model does not work properly at 
such a length scale. The region of dislocation pile-up may transfer from continuum to 
discrete where few dislocations reside due to small spaces for accommodating 
dislocations between interfaces. Previous studies indicated the deviation from the Hall-
Petch linear relationship occurred when the number of dislocations ( n ) in the pile-up is 
less than 3 for a circular pile-up ( 3≤n  for a double-ended pile-up and 6≤n  for a single-
ended pile-up). A modified Hall-Petch relation is applied at discrete pile-up region to 
predict the yield strength of metallic multilayer films shown below: 
a
ys kh
−+= 0σσ , ( 5.0≠a ) (4)
where a  is exponent parameter of the modified Hall-Petch model. 
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 In several metallic multilayer systems, the values of a  ranging from 0.2 to 0.6 
have been adopted to fit the experimental data of yield strength by using the modified 
Hall-Petch relation [4]. Another estimation of exponent value of 0.35 for modified Hall-
Petch in multilayer system based on the discrete pile-up model was performed by P.M. 
Anderson and C. Li [72]. Due to the inhomogeneous elastic properties in multilayer 
system, the scaling exponent a ( 5.0≠ ) in modified Hall-Petch model depends on a 
couple of dimensionless parameters [80]. L.H. Friedman developed a model to predict the 
appropriate scaling exponent for Hall-Petch behavior in the metallic multilayers by taking 
into account the dimensionless parameters, including the ratio of the shear moduli, the 
Poisson ratios, the angle of the pile-up to the interface normal, and the character of the 
dislocations comprising the pileup as given by the angle between the dislocation line 
direction and Burgers vector [80, 82]. The results by comparing with a numerical discrete 
dislocation simulation and with the experimental data indicate although the model 
solutions are expected to be worse with decreasing length scale, they are better than 
applying the classical Hall-Petch ( 5.0=a ) relation and give reasonable agreement with 
reported measurement for a couple of multilayers at intermediate length scale.     
1.3.3.3 Single dislocation based strengthening mechanisms 
 At the length scale of a few nanometers, the continuum and discrete dislocation 
pile-ups models cannot operate. The region will be dominated by single dislocation and 
the strengthening mechanisms based on single-dislocation have been developed 
accordingly. Eventually at the smallest length scale, the bowing stress of a dislocation, 
confined by closely spaced layer interface, approaches the theoretical shear strength.  
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 The strengthening mechanisms in the single dislocation region include the 
Orowan bowing model at length scale of tens of nanometers and Young’s modulus 
mismatch model (Kohler stress) and/or lattice mismatch model (coherency stress that is 
only applicable in fcc/fcc or bcc/bcc multilayer systems) at a few nanometers. Other 
factors affecting the peak yield strength include step creation on crossing of interface by 
dislocations, cutting of misfit dislocations at the interfaces [83], a super-modulus effect 
[84] and solid solution strengthening mechanisms [85]. Overall, the total yield strength of 
the multilayer system is a combination of the initial stress to yield in the softer layer and 
the stresses that force the dislocation to penetrate the interface from the softer to harder 
layers. Note that the peak hardnesses in all these multilayer systems are much higher than 
the hardness derived from the simple rule-of-mixture (ROM) principle for the 
corresponding metallic multilayer systems. The ROM hardness is achieved by averaging 
the hardness values of single layer films for each component. Numerous multilayer 
systems including fcc/fcc (e.g. Cu/Ag, Ni/Au) [86, 87], fcc/bcc (e.g. Cr/Ag, Fe/Pt) [4], 
bcc/bcc (e.g. Fe/Cr) [4] and fcc/hcp (e.g. Al/Ti) [88] showed the similar length scale 
dependent hardening behaviors.  
 There are numerous analytical approaches to predict the yield strength of metallic 
multilayers. The work by Li and Anderson by studying the effects of coherency strains 
and interfacial misfit dislocations (dislocation sources) indicated macro-yield strength is 
governed by an internal source length for sufficiently small individual layer thickness 
[89]. Kerlavarma and Benzerga used a two-dimensional (2D) discrete dislocation 
plasticity framework, which incorporated some three-dimensional mechanisms through 
constitutive additions, to analyze the response to uniaxial tension of nanoscale 
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multilayers [90]. Confined layer slip mechanisms involving glide of single Orowan-type 
loops bounded by two interfaces were first proposed in plastic yielding of thin films on 
substrates by Freund and Nix [91, 76] and later developed by A. Misra et al. [2, 92, 93]. 
The Orowan model shown in Figure 1.6 takes into account of a single dislocation loop 
propagating within one layer [2, 75, 76]. A dislocation can be bowed into a semicircle 
within a layer of the softer phase in Orowan model, which deviates from the linear elastic 
behavior [2]. The shear stress in Orowan model is approximately proportional to ./ln hh  
In the plot of mechanical behavior, the hardness of multilayer is approximately 
proportional to hh /ln  at length scale of tens of nanometers, which is consistent with 
Orowan bowing model. In this model, a dislocation is emitted at the interfaces. After it 
glides across the layer with lower shear modulus, it will be blocked by next interface. The 
dislocation needs bow parallel to the interfaces on its slip plane within each layer to slip 
cross the interface. The stress to bow the dislocation in the softer phase is required and its 
value is predicted by the Orowan model.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.6. Dislocation bowing based on single dislocation model between layers at 
length scale of a few tenths of nanometers. The strength of metallic multilayer films is 
proportional to ,/ln hh  where h  is individual layer thickness [2, 75, 76]. 
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 Based on the Orowan model, a numerical analysis method of confined layer slip 
mechanisms to calculate the yield strength of multilayers at length scale of a few tens of 
nanometer to a nanometer within the region of single-dislocation ( 1=n ) in the 
deformation mechanism maps was proposed [76, 91] and developed later by A. Misra et 
al. [64]. In the normal confined layer slip (CLS) model, by considering the self-energy of 
the dislocation segment with 60 ° deposited at the interface, the applied shear stress ( clsτ  ) 
required to propagate a glide dislocation with Burgers vector (b ) confined to one layer 
can be predicted by the equation:  
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where μ is shear modulus, h  is the layer thickness measured parallel to the glide plane, 
α  represents the core cutoff parameter and is often equal to 1 for compact core. The CLS 
model successfully predicted the trend of increasing yield strength with decreasing h . 
However, the prediction has a discrepancy with experiments that the strengthening rate is 
much faster with decreasing h  than those observed experimentally [92]. In order to 
eliminate the discrepancy, the refinement of the CLS model was developed by taking 
three factors into considerations [64]. Firstly, the atomistic simulation already showed the 
absorption of the glide dislocation by the interface and significant spreading of the 
dislocation core along the Cu/Nb interface by shearing the interface after the stress field 
of a dislocation gliding to the interface was exerted on the interface [94]. The applied 
shear stress predicted in the CLS model can be reduced by the core spreading [95], so the 
CLS model must be refined by reducing the core cutoff parameter, .α  Secondly, the 
elastic deformation along the interfacial region results in an interface stress ( f ), which 
can be expressed by the gradient of the interfacial energy to strain, and assist the applied 
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stress in the indentation hardness test of multilayer system. Its contribution to the applied 
stress can be given by ,/ hf−  where a negative sign indicates it has the same direction 
with applied stress, h  carries the same meaning as described before. The interface stress 
becomes very significant when h  is on the order of a few nanometers. Thirdly, the 
interactions between dislocations [96, 97] instead of an isolated dislocation are 
considered to refine the CLS model. This consideration results in the saturation stress 
( )1(/ νλμ −b ), which is applied to estimate the resistive force from the glide array of 
dislocations. By considering all these three factors, the refined CLS model can be 
expressed as follows: 
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where the first term is the same as normal CLS model, hf /−  is the interface stress and 
)1(/ νλμ −b  is saturation stress from the interactions between dislocations. Note the core 
spreading was considered by taking .1<α  The refined CLS model was applied to a 
typical example of Cu/Nb multilayers and the calculated results indicated a good 
agreement with the experimental results until at a very small length scale of 2=h nm. 
However, the refined CLS may not be operative when h  is less than the core cut-off 
dimension. Alternately, other strengthening mechanisms like interface crossing will be 
applicable at this length scale. 
 When h  is a few nanometers, the hardness of multilayer systems either gradually 
increases with decreasing h  (e.g. Cu/Nb), or be independent of h  (e.g. Cu/Cr), or even 
decreases (softening) with decreasing h  (e.g. Cu/Ni) [65]. The strengthening mechanism 
at this length scale is dominated by the interface cutting by single dislocation. The peak 
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strength of the multilayer is determined by the stress required to transmit a single 
dislocation across the interface. Such resistance in general can be determined by Young’s 
modulus mismatch (the Kohler stress) or lattice mismatch (a coherency stress) as shown 
in figure 1.7a and 1.7b. The Kohler stress model originates from the large difference in 
the shear modulus between layers. In system with a large modulus mismatch (typically by 
a factor of 2), the isotropic elasticity theory indicates a repulsive image stress exists when 
a dislocation in softer layer is going to cross layer interface and enter into the component 
with higher elastic modulus. Resolved shear stresses will be required to overcome the 
repulsive images stress to drive dislocations across the interfaces. This model is 
applicable in the multilayers with very small h  where a Frank Read source can not 
operate inside one layer, and predicts the yield strength is independent of h . Coherency 
stresses that alternate from compression to tension between layers are significant in 
multilayers with coherent interface. They will decrease dramatically if the coherency 
decays due to either large misfit strain or h  values of greater than the critical thickness 
for coherency. The applied stresses must overcome the periodic resistance of coherency 
stresses to drive the glide of dislocations across layer interfaces. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 1.7 (a). The Kohler stress model based on single dislocations between layers with 
shear modulus mismatch at length scale of a few nanometers. The strength of metallic 
multilayer films is independent of h  and proportional to ,2bμ  where μ  is shear modulus. 
and b is Burgers vector; (b). A coherency stress model due to lattice mismatch at the 
length scale of a few nanometers. The strength of metallic multilayer films equals 
to misfitμε , where μ  is shear modulus and misfitε is lattice misfit between adjacent layers 
[50].  
 
 
 At this length scale, the interface barrier strength depending on the interfacial 
structures will dominate, and the models involving atomic simulation of dislocation 
transmission across interfaces can evaluate the upper bound of the interface barrier 
strength. The different interfacial structures in the polycrystalline metallic multilayers 
were firstly taken into considerations to predict the peak strength by Hoagland et al [94]. 
As mentioned previously, fcc/fcc or bcc/bcc metallic multilayer systems have cube-on-
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cube orientation relationship between interfaces, whereas the K-S orientation relationship 
is observed in the fcc/bcc multilayer systems. They distinguish interfaces with the cube-
on-cube relation as transparent interfaces and with K-S orientation relationship as opaque 
interfaces [94].  
 In the fcc/fcc metallic multilayer system with transparent interfaces, the slip 
directions and slide planes for dislocations are almost continuous across the interfaces. 
The resistance is determined by several factors including the coherency stress, and 
cutting of misfit on the interface. For comparison, fcc/fcc multilayers of Cu/Ag with large 
misfit strain of 0.12 % and Cu/Ni with small misfit strain of 2.5 % were studied [98, 99]. 
In Cu/Ni system, the coherency stress is significant approaching 2.4 GPa, very close to 
the in-plane applied normal stress of 2.6 GPa required to force the lead partial to cross a 
coherent interface in an infinite bilayer Cu/Ni model. These studies indicate that the 
coherency stress plays perhaps the most critical role in determining the peak strength in 
multilayers with coherent interface. In Cu/Ag system, the misfit strain is too large to 
achieve coherency, and hence misfit dislocations form along interfaces. A high misfit 
strain also leads to the overlap of dislocation cores. Due to the insignificant coherency 
stress, the peak hardness in Cu/Ag multilayers is lower than that in Cu/Ni multilayers.  
 Unlike the transparent interfaces, opaque interfaces with discontinuity of slip 
plane and slip direction exist in the fcc/bcc metallic multilayers such as Cu/Nb. The 
resistance to the slip of dislocations across the interfaces is different from that in 
transparent interfaces due to significant variation of slip direction and slip plane. The 
EAM potential of Cu/Nb multilayers to examine the behavior of slip through opaque 
interfaces of unstressed Cu/Nb models has been applied by Hoagland et al [94]. The lead 
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partial of a dissociated glide dislocation, which is already contained in the Cu layer, is 
attracted to the interfaces, but the trailing partial is at some distance away.  The trailing 
partial can enter the interface if a low stress is applied. However, the slip of dislocations 
across the interfaces and emerging into Nb layers requires very large strains, which has to 
be induced by a very large applied stress. A new dislocation need to be nucleated as well 
due to remaining of Burgers vector in Cu layers. Furthermore, the interface begins to 
slide in a stick-slip manner at a very low shear stress due to the low shear strength of the 
interface in the Cu/Nb multilayers. This weak interface provides a strong barrier to slip as 
the sliding of the interface initiates the core spreading of the dislocations, which loses the 
singularity of the dislocation enabling the dislocation to move easily through lattices. 
1.4 Thermal stability of metallic multilayers 
 The advanced engineering applications of nanoscale metallic multilayers require 
they have to have high thermal stability at elevated temperature. Excellent thermal 
stability at elevated temperature in immiscible single crystal W/NbN multilayers has been 
observed [100], where W and NbN are neither miscible nor forming of intermetallic 
compounds. Theoretical study of the elastic stress-driven instability mechanisms has been 
performed in single crystal multilayers as well [101]. In polycrystalline metallic 
multilayers experiencing high temperature, the phenomena of layer pinch-off induced by 
grooves developed at columnar grain boundaries have been observed [102-104]. Figure 
1.8 shows the classical mechanisms of thermal grooves at the triple-point junctions (an 
intersection of a grain boundary and interphase interface). Two cases of intersections are 
included in the model. In case 1 as shown in Figure 1.8a, grooving occurs in both layers 
where columnar grain boundaries are laterally offset [103]. On the other hand, case 2 in 
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Figure 1.8b with coincident grain boundaries in both layers indicates grooving 
preferentially occurs in the layer with higher grain boundary energy [105]. In both cases, 
the extent of groove expressed by the groove half-angle (θ  is in the Figure 1.8) is 
determined by the ratio of the grain-boundary energy gbγ  to interface free energy erfaceintγ  
by the equation: 
erface
gb
int2
cos γ
γθ =  (7)
 Smaller θ  of grooves indicates deeper grooves, which facilities the layer pinch-
off. Accordingly lower ratio of the grain-boundary energy to interface free energy will 
lead to larger ,θ  which will prevent layer pinch-off by stabilizing the layered structure. 
Therefore enlarging half angle of grooves by selecting system with low ratios of  gbγ  to 
erfaceintγ  will be one approach to develop multilayer with shallow groove and high thermal 
stability [103, 106, 107]. However, for the same metallic multilayer system, the in-plane 
grain size ( d ) and individual layer thickness ( h ) also play a critical role to determine the 
extent of groove during development at elevated temperature. The influences of ratio of 
d  to h  at a given metallic multilayer system on the development of thermal grooving 
and layer pinch-off have been studied [103, 106, 107]. Larger hd /  means larger 
diffusion distance between two consecutive grooves on the same layer. So the grooves 
can keep on growing with the same half-angle without interruption. When the ratio is 
below a critical value, the development of grooves will be limited [108]. The study from 
Lewis, et al. on the annealed Cu/Nb multilayer system with ratio of hd /  much larger 
than the critical values showed thermal grooving and also indicated higher thermal 
grooving in Nb than in the Cu layers due to higher ratio of gbγ  to erfaceintγ  in Nb [109]. On 
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the other hand, the study of thermal stability of Cu/Nb multilayers with h  of a few tens 
of nanometers (lower ratio of hd /  compared to Lewis’ study) has been performed by A. 
Misra et al. [110]. In their study, the unstable quadruple points were formed by aligned 
grain boundaries due to the fast in-plane boundary migration and nanoscale initiated in-
plane grain size. Then the quadruple points break into two triple points. The diffusive 
mass transport at both of triple points will occur to build up the equilibrium groove 
angles and finally lead to the extremely stable configuration where the layers are 
effectively sheared across the vertical plane formed by the overlap of sideways migrating 
grain boundaries. This shear of layers across the grooving triple points and an anchored 
structure are resistant to further instability [110].  
 
 
(a)                                                  (b) 
Figure 1.8. Schematic diagram of classical grain-boundary grooving-driven instabilities 
in polycrystalline multilayers for case (a) columnar grain boundaries are laterally offset 
along the interface, and case (b) columnar grain boundaries are coincident [110]. 
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1.5 Radiation damage mechanisms 
1.5.1 Introduction of ion-solid interactions 
 The collision of energetic ions, atoms, or molecules with condensed matter is 
called ion-solid interaction. The microstructure and properties of materials including 
mechanical, optical, electrical, and magnetic properties are sensitive to the introduction of 
atoms by bombardments of the solid with energetic ions. The studies on the modifications 
of materials by the presence of the foreign atoms have been stimulated by their potential 
and practical applications in the semiconductor, tribological, corrosion and optical fields. 
On the other hand, the violent collisions between the implanted ions and solid substrate 
atoms displace the lattice atoms called primary knock-on atoms (PKAs) from their lattice 
sites. Consequently radiation leads to atomic displacement damages, such as vacancies 
and interstitials, in a highly disordered region around the path of the ions [111-116]. 
Almost immediately following a cascade, a significant fraction of the opposite type of 
point defects (interstitials and vacancies) starts to recombine. However, a small fraction 
of the damage cascade will be left behind without recovering. This residual damage 
accumulates in various ways to form different extended defects such as vacancy clusters, 
voids and dislocation loops as shown in Figure 1.9 [117]. In certain cases, significant 
radiation of neutron could lead to the collapse of the ordered lattice, and the structure is 
transformed into an amorphous phase [116]. Radiation induced defects can significantly 
degrade the mechanical properties of structural materials, in form of embrittlement or 
loss of ductility typically accompanied by voiding swelling and radiation hardening. 
Several important parameters frequently used in the ion-solid interactions are discussed 
as follows. 
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(a)                                                                                   (b) 
Figure 1.9. Observations of (a) voids and (b) dislocation loops from TEM images in the 
irradiated stainless steel [117]. 
 
 
 
Ion dose is described by the number of ions per centimeter square penetrating into 
the solid substrate. But usually, the nomenclature of fluence is applied instead of the 
dose. The flux or dose rate is usually defined as the numbers of ions per centimeter 
square per second. The density of ion beam current is given in the unit of amperes per 
centimeter square. As the energetic ion comes to rest, its actual integrated distance 
traveled during the whole irradiation process is called range, whereas net penetration into 
solid substrate, examined along the vector of the ion’s incident trajectory, is called the 
projected range. The distribution in projected ranges is defined as the range distribution 
or range straggling. Numerous work has been conducted to predict the range distribution. 
A series of collisions with the atoms and electrons lead to the loss of the energy of the 
energetic ions, and therefore the energetic ions slow down and eventually come to rest. 
The energy-loss rate ( dxdE / ) is depending on the incident energy, ion mass and solid 
substrate mass. Two different mechanisms are used to distinguish the mechanisms of 
(b)(a)
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energy loss due to the collisions between energetic ions and particles in the solid 
substrate materials. In nuclear collisions, the energy of energetic particles is partly 
transmitted as translatory motion to solid substrate atoms as a whole due to collisions 
with nucleus. In electronic collisions, the valence electrons are excited or ejected by the 
energetic particles due to the deposition of the energy. Nuclear collisions and electronic 
collisions correspond to elastic collision and inelastic collision, respectively. Large 
discrete energy losses and significant angular deflection of the energetic ions are induced 
by nuclear collisions due to the much greater mass of nucleus compared to electrons. 
Therefore, nuclear collisions are the cause of the production of lattice disorder or 
radiation damage by displacing atoms from their equilibrium positions. Because of 
negligible mass of electrons with respect to ions, much smaller energy losses per 
collision, and negligible deflection of the ion trajectory and lattice disorder or radiation 
damage are the results of the electronic collisions with energetic particles [116]. 
Subsequent passages will describe all of these considerations or definitions in detail.  
1.5.2 Ion stopping mechanisms 
1.5.2.1 Scattering cross section 
 The definition of a cross section in nuclear and particle physics is given to express 
the likelihood of interaction between particles. Therefore the probability of occurrence of 
a particular nuclear reaction or the statistical nature of scattering events can be 
characterized by the cross section in the unit of area (e.g. typically centimeter square) or 
barn (1 barn = 10-24 cm2) [116]. In the ion-solid interactions to examine the probability of 
ion-solid scattering events, a large number of interactions require to use differential cross 
section to statistically answer the questions like ‘how much energy will deposit in the 
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lattice from an energetic ion in a collision?’ and ‘what the scattering angle will be?’[116]. 
The definition of differential cross section in scattering is the probability to observe a 
scattered particle in a given quantum state per solid angle unit ( Ωdd /σ ) expressed by: 
surfaceofUnitfluxIncident
anglesolidofUnitfluxScattered
d
d
/
/=Ω
σ  (8)
where σd is defined as the differential scattering cross-section, and Ωd  is the solid angle 
of the detector [118].  
Energetic particle incident with the impact factor parameters between b  and 
dbb +  will be scattered through angles between cθ  and cc dθθ + . The probability for 
scattering through, also differential cross section σd  is found by taking: 
dbb
AI
AdbbI
incident
scatteredd ⋅=⋅⋅== ππσ 2
/
)/2(  (9)
where I is the number of ions incident, per unit time, over an area of A  with the 
assumption of only one target atom in the area of A  [116].  
The calculation process of the solid angle of the detector is presented in Figure 
1.10 [116]. The magnitude of the entire area of the sphere with the radius of R  is 24 Rπ . 
The shaded ring has the area of cccc dRRRdR θθπθθπ sin2))(sin)(2( ⋅=  with a ring 
radius of  cR θsin  and a width of cdR θ⋅ . According to the definition of solid angle, unit 
solid angle can be given by:  
ccdRaread θθπ sin2/ 2 ==Ω  (10)
So the scattered particle in a given quantum state per solid angel unit ( Ωdd /σ ) can be 
produced by combining equation (9) and equation (10) and the result is given by: 
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||
sin cc d
dbb
d
d
θθ
σ ⋅=Ω  (11)
In order to keep the differential cross section as a positive value, the absolute value of 
cddb θ/  is applied. A schematic of the process to determine equation (10) is illustrated in 
Figure 1.10 [116]. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.10. A schematic of process: ;4/sin2)4/()4/( 222 πθθπππ ccdRRaread ==Ω  
therefore ccdRaread θθπ sin2/ 2 ==Ω  [116]. 
 
 
 
As a fundamental and important parameter to describe ion ranges and lattice 
disorder, differential cross section can measure the probability of scattering a projectile 
ion into the angle with the range from cθ  to cc dθθ +  and the probability of transferring 
energy T  in the range of T and dT to a solid target atom.  
 The integral cross section, often referred as cross section, is the integral of the 
differential cross section on the whole sphere of observation and is given by: 
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∫∫∫ ===ΩΩ=
maxmax
0
2
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0
2
bb
bbdbdd
d
d ππσσσ  (12)
The smaller the collision parameter, the stronger the interaction between two particles. A 
limitation up to maxb  is used to define occurred scattering. The integral of differential 
cross section therefore can measure the effective surface area seen by the penetrating 
particles to have a scattering with all possible scattering angles.  
The interatomic potential plays a leading role in determining the differential cross 
section. If the interaction between projectile particle and solid target nucleus is 
Coulombic only, the interactomic potential for Coulomb interaction is described by: 
reZZrV /)( 221=  (13)
where 1Z  and 2Z are the numbers of protons contained in the nucleus of projectile and 
target, respectively. r is the distance between the two nuclei, and 2e =1.44 eV nm.  
 The differential cross section for scattering into a solid angle for the Coulombic 
potential is given by: 
)2/(sin
1)
4
(||
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4
2
2
21
cccc
c
E
eZZ
d
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d
d
θθθ
θσ ==Ω  (14)
 Another form of Coulomb angular differential scattering cross sections, also 
called the Rutherford differential cross sections, can be given by: 
)2/(sin
)2/cos(
)
2
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3
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2
21
c
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c
c
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eZZ
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d
d
d
d
d
θ
θπθ
θσ
θ
θσ =ΩΩ=  (15)
The increase of both cc dd θθσ /)(  and Ωdd c /)(θσ  with decreasing cθ  indicates the 
Coulomb scattering process favors small-angle scattering.  
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 The probability of an energetic ion with energy E  undergoing a collision with a 
solid target nucleus or a scattering event is given by: 
dxENEP )()( σ=  (16)
where N  is total target atoms per unit volume, )(Eσ  is the total collision cross section, 
and dx  is the thickness where the projectile traverse.  
 Similarly, the probability of scattering in an energetic ion into the angular range 
from cθ  to cc dθθ +  can be expressed by:  
dxNP cc )()( θσθ =  (17)
and the probability of a projectile with energy E  being scattered into a solid angle 
traveling dx  in the angular region from cθ  to cc dθθ +  can be given by 
Ω⋅⋅Ω=ΩΩ=ΩΩ ddxNd
Edd
d
EdPdEP )()(),( σ  (18)
Because of ,),(),( ΩΩ= dEPdTTEP ccdd θθπ sin2=Ω  and the transferred energy 
)cos1(5.0 cMTT θ−= , then: 
||
sin
4)(
ccM d
dbb
TdT
Ed
θθ
πσ ⋅=  (19)
where MT is the maximum transferred energy [116]. 
 This equation allows us to calculate the differential energy-transfer cross section 
at a given angular differential cross section.  
 The power law potential energy-transfer differential cross section can be given as 
follows by using the angular differential cross section and the center mass (CM) energy 
transfer function: 
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dTTEMMeZZEd )()/()2(25.0)( 21021
22
21
−−= πσ  (20)
but this function still has six major parameters. To simplicity, a universal one-parameter 
differential scattering cross section formula was proposed by Lindhard et al. in the 
reduced notation [119]:  
dtttfad TF
2'32'12 )(5.0 −−= πσ  (21)
where ,])2(1[)( /112/12/1 qqmm tttf −−− += λλ  TFa  is Thomas-Fermi screening length, and 
qandm,,λ  are fitting variables. For )( 2/1tf  in Thomas-Fermi version, 309.1=λ , 
3/1=m  and 3/2=q [119, 120]. 
1.5.2.2 Nuclear stopping 
 Nuclear stopping due to nuclear elastic collisions between projectile and solid 
target nucleus involves large discrete energy loss and significant lattice disorder. The 
nuclear stopping power is the energy loss of an energetic particle undergoing the elastic 
collisions with solid target nucleus at per unit traveling length in the solid target. The 
nuclear stopping power (
ndx
dE ) can be expressed by: 
∫= MTT
n
dT
dT
EdTN
dx
dE
min
)(σ  (22)
where MT is the maximum transfer energy and can be descried by 
,)/(4 22121 MMEMMTM +=  and ,minT the lower limit in the integration, is the 
minimum energy transferred. Its value is often referred to the displacement energy of the 
materials. The nuclear stopping cross section at a given ion energy E  can be obtained by:  
∫== MTT
n
n dTdT
EdTN
dx
dEES
min
)(/)( σ  (23)
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 Based on Thomas-Fermi atom, an equation for the calculation of stopping cross 
section is given by: 
m
m
m
n MM
MM
m
ECES −
−
+−=
1
2
21
21
21
]
)(
4
[
1
)(  (24)
where m  is power-law variable without unit and mC  is a power law constant. At 
intermediate energies, the stopping power by application of the power law approximation 
is energy independent and can be shown by: 
3/2
2121
2112
))((
)(28.0
ZZMM
ZNZMnmeV
dx
dE
n ++
=  (25)
 The calculation result based on the equation indicates this is reasonable 
approximation in the range of most of the keV energy [116].  
 After introduction of the reduced energy ε  (proportional to ion energy) and a 
reduced length Lρ  [121], the reduced stopping cross section )(εS  can be expressed by: 
∫−== εερεε 0 2/12/11 )(|)( dttfddS nL  (26)
 It can be solved by the power law approximation and the power law 
approximation to the reduced nuclear stopping cross section is given by: 
m
mn mS
211)]1(2[)( −−−= ελε  (27)
 The comparison of reduced nuclear stopping cross section calculated from the 
Thomas-Fermi potential (solid lines), and from the numerically integrated solutions 
indicated by dashed line is shown in Figure 1.11 [116].  
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 Figure 1.11 indicates three energy regions. In the high-energy Rutherford regime, 
)(ESn  decreases with .
1−ε  In the intermediate energy regions where ,2/1=m  
)(ESn with value of 0.327 is independent of .ε  In the low energy region where 3/1=m ,  
3/1981.0)( ε=ESn  (28)
 
 
 
Figure 1.11. Reduced nuclear stopping cross-sections calculated from Thomas-Fermi 
potential. Thick solid line indicates Lindhard’s numerical result, and dashed line stands 
for numerical integrated solutions [116]. 
 
 
 
 Ziegler, Biersack, and Littmark (ZBL) universal screening function is used to 
provide another method to calculate stopping powers and cross sections with more 
accuracy and wider reduced energy. The reduced nuclear stopping cross section can be 
given by: 
∫∞== 0 22202 )()2/(sin)/()()( bdaEaESS cUUnn θ
εγπεε  (29)
where Ua is the universal screening length, and 
2
2121 )/(4 MMMM +=γ [116, 122]. 
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 Figure 1.12 shows the calculated ZBL cross section, together with other cross 
sections based on other four classical atom screening functions [116, 122]. After fitting to 
the Figure, the equation for ZBL cross section in the region of 30<ε  can be obtained  
)19593.001321.0(
)1383.11(ln5.0)( 5.021226.0 εεε
εε ++
+=nS  (30)
and in the region of 30>ε  
)2/()ln()( εεε =nS  (31)
where 
))((
53.32
23.0
2
23.0
12121
02
ZZMMZZ
EM
++=ε  is the ZBL reduced energy [116, 122]. 
 If we use the relation in equation (29), for energy of 0E  ion, the ZBL universal 
nuclear stopping is: 
)/(
)((
)(10462.8
)( 2)23.0
2
23.0
121
121
15
0 atomcmeVZZMM
SMZZES nn ++
×=
− ε  (32)
and nuclear stopping power can be calculated as follows: 
)( 0ESNdx
dE
n
n
⋅=  (33)
where N  is the atomic density [116]. 
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Figure 1.12. The calculated ZBL cross section, together with other cross sections based 
on other four classical atom screening functions [116, 122]. 
 
 
 
1.5.2.3 Electronic stopping 
 Another mechanism of energy loss is electronic stopping due to electronic 
collisions between projectile and electrons in solid target where the energy of projectile is 
transferred to the electrons of solid target. Because of the significant mass difference 
between electrons and projectiles, the electronic collisions have much lower rate of 
energy loss per collision, negligible deflection of the projectile direction, and 
insignificant displacement of atoms.  In the electronic collisions, the velocities of ions 
determine their charge state and consequently determine the mechanisms of energy loss 
by electronic stooping. There are two electronic stopping regions in terms of the 
projectile’s state of ionization or its effective charge, which is related to the ion 
velocities. Bohr proposed that the ion charge fraction or the effective ion charge can be 
expressed by: 
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)( 3/2
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1
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ZZ
Z
υ
υ=  (34)
where Z  is the atomic number and equals to the total number of electrons of projectile 
atom in ground state, *Z  is the charge of the ion, sm /102.2 60 ×≅υ  is the Bohr velocity 
of an electron in the innermost orbit of a hydrogen atom, and 1υ  is the velocity of an 
energetic ion [116].  
 For effective charge of moving ions, there are two extreme states (cases) for a 
projectile with charge. When an energetic ion velocity is much smaller than Bohr 
velocity, that is, ,3/210 Zυυ <  then ,* ZZ <  which indicates that energetic ion is not fully 
stripped and the ion carrying its electrons tends to neutralize by capturing the electron.  
When an energetic ion has high velocity, i.e. 3/210Zυυ > , then ZZ ≅* , which indicates 
the energetic ion becomes a bare nucleus. Bohr suggested that the energetic ions will lose 
electrons if their orbital velocities are smaller than the ion velocity. In this ion velocity 
regime, a sudden energy transfer occurs from the projectile to electrons in the target. The 
electronic stopping power will vary in different velocity regimes [116]. 
 In the low velocity region where ,3/210 Zυυ <  there are three major models 
(Fermi-Teller, The Firsov, and Lindhard-Scharff) of electronic stopping, all of which 
show the stopping cross section is proportional to the energetic ion velocity.  
 Fermi-Teller model qualitatively exhibits the trend that electronic stopping power 
is proportional to the velocity of an energetic ion; however, its quantitative calculation is 
questionable as only valence electrons with velocities near the maximum possible 
velocity contribute to the energy transfer.  
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 Firsov proposed when the energetic ion with a velocity in the region of 
3/2
10Zυυ <  capturs the electrons in the solid target, it is slowed down by the work 
involved in the transfer of momentum [123]. The energetic ions have to lose a small 
amount of momentum to accelerate the captured electrons to reach the same velocity. He 
introduced that Firsov plane, which divides the quasi-molecule formed during collision 
where the electrons are grouped into two regions, that is, the target atom region (T-
region) and the projectile region (P-region) as shown in Figure 1.13 [116,123].  
 Due to the momentum transfer ( υem ) from the projectile to the captured electron, 
the force on the projectile is: 
∫=
FS
Feee dSnmF υυ 25.0  (35)
where en  is the electron density of the solid target in the Firsov plane, eυ  is the mean 
electron velocity with assumption of isotropic, and FS  is Firsov plane. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.13. Quasi-molecule formed during the collision of the moving ion and a target 
atom. It is divided into two regions by the Firsov plane [116, 123]. 
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 The total losing energy of the projectile per electronic collision due to momentary 
transfer should be equal to the work done by the forces on the projectile at a certain 
distance dx . This can be expressed by: 
∫∫ •== xdFdWbTe )(  (36)
and the electronic stopping power is: 
bdbbTNZ
dx
dE
e
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e
)(2max
min
2 π∫=  (37)
where 2NZ is the number of electrons per unit volume, and N is given by the atomic 
density in the stopping medium [116].  
 Substitute F  into the equation, and the electron density can be calculated based 
on the Thomas-Fermi model of the atoms which shows the connections between the 
interatomic potential and the electron density. So the mean energy transferred to an atom 
in solid target per collision with an impact parameter is 
υ5
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 So the electronic energy loss per unit distance with a cross section of bdbπ2 can 
be obtained by: 
atomcmeVZZZZaKebdbT
dx
dE
Fe
e
/10)(34.2/)(22 215210 0210
2 −∞ ×+=+== ∫ υυυππ  (39)
where the FK  is a constant with a value of 1.08, 0υ is Bohr velocity, and υ  has an unit of 
scm /108 [116]. 
 Unlike the Firsov model, Lindhard and Scharff used a different interatomic 
potential which assumes that the twice geometrical mean of the individual Coulmb fields 
can represent the average interaction Coulomb field for the quasi-molecule formed by 
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combination of any arbitrary projectile and atom. The electronic stopping power with 
such an assumption is: 
2/33/2
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3/2
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=  (40)
The expression of Lindhard-Scharff model has wide applications [124, 125].  
 In the high velocity of ion region ( 3/210Zυυ > ), the ion is a bare nucleus and pure 
Coulomb interaction potential ( reZZrV /)( 221= ) can accurately show the interactions 
between projectile and electrons in the solid target.  
 The electron kinetic energy in this region can be obtained by:  
)/(2)2/()( 22421
2 υeeye mbeZmpbT =Δ=  (41)
After putting this equation into equation (37) and choosing meaningful value of 
)/( 221min υemeZb =  and 2/1221max )2(2 −= ImeZb eυ , the electronic stopping power with 
consideration of distant resonant energy transfer is: 
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where I is the average excitation energy in the unit of eV, and is roughly equal to ten 
times of the atomic number of the stopping atoms [116].  
 Although the calculations of stopping power above don’t consider the shell 
structure of the atoms and difference of electron binding, only small derivations can be 
observed between the approximations and experiments [116]. 
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1.5.3 Radiation damage mechanisms 
1.5.3.1 Introduction of radiation damage 
 In the collisions between projectile and atoms in the solid target, the lattice atoms 
can be displaced from the equilibrium sites if enough energy from the projectile is 
transferred to them. The displaced atoms by projectile from the lattice site are defined as 
primary knock-on atoms (PKAs). Similarly, the energetic PKAs can induce the secondary 
knock-on atoms by transferring the energy, and tertiary knock-on atoms, and so on until 
the energy in the atoms is not enough to displace atoms. Radiation damage including 
point defects such as vacancies, interstitials and other types of defects in the region 
surrounding the ion track is the result of the displaced atoms by creating a cascade of 
atomic collisions. The displacement threshold energy is the minimum energy required to 
displace the lattice atom. The displacement energy varies for different elements, and 
differs in different directions for the same elements in the solid. The displacement energy 
in single crystal materials can be measured experimentally by monitoring electrical 
resistivity changes during electron irradiation at liquid helium temperatures [126]. The 
elastic model to calculate the displacement energy was employed by Olander [127] by 
examining the energy gap between the equilibrium and saddle point positions. Due to 
variation of displacement threshold energy, average displacement energy, often one or 
two times larger than the displacement threshold barrier, is calculated by weighting 
average over a range of displacement energy at which a displacement can occur.   
1.5.3.2 PKA damage function and energy 
 The PKA damage function is used to describe the production of atoms displaced 
by a single PKA with energy of .E  If the PKA has much higher energy than the 
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displacement energy, it will displace secondary knock-on atoms by transferring energy. 
The secondary knock-on displaced atom can in turn displace the other atoms. The knock-
on process will continue until no atoms have energy bigger than displacement threshold 
energy. Finally the collision cascade is created consisting of many collisions and 
displacement events. The average number 〉〈 )(EN d  of atoms displaced by an energetic 
PKA with energy E  in collision cascade is called displacement damage function. Based 
on the Kinchin and Pease (1955) hard-sphere model [128] and assumptions made by 
Olander [127] and M.W Thompson [129], the Kinchin-Pease displacement damage 
function for a PKA with energy of E  is given by: 
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where cE  is the energy in the center of mass, and dE  is the displacement energy.  
 After consideration of electronic stopping power and usage of realistic interatomic 
potential to describe the atomic interactions, the modified Kinchin-Pease damage 
function was obtained by Robinson, Oen and Sigmund [130-132]: 
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where )(Eν is the PKA damage energy not including the energy lost to electronic 
stopping, ξ  depends on atomic interactions and its value is around 0.8 without unit 
suggested by both computer simulation and analytical theory [116].  
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 The PKA damage energy )(Eν  model has been derived by Lindhard et al. in 1963 
[133] based on which a detailed analytical approach of NRT model has been developed 
by Norgett, Robinson, and Torrens [134] and is given by: 
)](1[/)()( εη kgTTTTv +=−=  (44)
where T is PKA energy, 2/13/22/1 /1337.0 MZamuk = is the reduced electronic energy-
loss factor and 6/14/3 4008.340244.0)( εεεε ++=g  is Lindhard’s function and  can be 
expressed by this analytical form by Robinson [135]. The reduced energy of ε  can be 
expressed by: 
]93.86[/ 3/7ZeVT ⋅=ε  (45)
 On the other hand, the projectile’s energy and mass determine the damage density 
deposited on the solid target during the ion irradiation. The reduced damage energy in a 
specific region is approximately given based on the comparison of calculation and 
experimental results [133, 136]:  
εεν 8.0)( ≅p  (46)
where ε  and 1Z  are in the range of 1<ε  and 51 >Z , respectively. The laboratory 
damage energy can be given below by taking advantage of the relationship of 
EEpp /)(/)( νεεν = : 
EEp 8.0)( ≅ν  (47)
1.5.3.3 Damage production rate and DPA 
 According to modified Kinchin-Pease function, the damage production rate of 
displacement number per unit volume )(xNd  at a depth of x  is: 
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)2/()(8.0)( dDd ExFxN φ=  (48)
where φ  is dose in the unit of ion/cm2 and )(xFD  is the deposited energy depth 
distribution function without considering the electronic energy losses from recoiling 
target atoms.  
 The extent of irradiation damage can be expressed by displacements per atom, 
also called dpa. Radiation damage at 1 dpa level means that in the irradiated region, on 
the average, every atom has been displaced once from its original lattice site. Due to the 
relationship of ,/)()( NxNxdpa d=  dpa as a function of depth at a given dose can be 
expressed by: 
)2/()(8.0)( dD NExFxdpa φ≈  (49)
 By integrating )(xdpa and making use of εεν 8.0)( ≅p  in the range of 1<ε  and 
51 >Z , the total dpa over the energy range of ( dEE ,0 ) approximately equals to: 
dpd NRENRNdpa /)8.0(4.0)/())(( φενφεν ≅≅  (50)
where )(εν pdN is the modified Kinchin-Pease damage function for calculating damage 
energy. 
1.5.3.4 Displacement and thermal spikes 
 In ion-solid interactions, a spike is defined as a high density cascade that occurs in 
a limited volume in which the majority of atoms are temporarily in motion [137, 138]. 
The studies by Brinkman [139] showed that when the average distance traveled by a 
projectile with energy E  between displacement collisions with target atoms approaches 
the atomic spacing of solid target, a heavily damaged region formed where every 
displaced atom is forced away from the ion or PKA path can produce displacement spike, 
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which creates a volume of material composed of a core of vacancies surrounded by a 
shell of interstitial atoms as shown in Figure 1.14 [139]. Usually the time to form the 
displacement spike is the same as the period of PKA energy from E  to the rest [138].  
 After the displacement spike, the energy of the moving atoms or ions smaller than 
the displacement threshold energy will be shared between the neighboring atoms and 
hence diminish as lattice vibrations or in the form of heat. This localized heating is called 
thermal spike, and will last for several picoseconds to be quenched to the ambient 
temperature [116].  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.14. Schematic of a highly damaged volumeo f material, formed when the mean 
free path between collisions approaches the atomic spacing of the target atoms [139]. 
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1.5.3.5 SRIM simulation based on Monte Carlo 
 Numerous techniques including transmission electron microscopy, positron 
annihilation spectroscopy, X-ray scattering and small angle neutron scattering have been 
used to analyze radiation damage and radiation effects, however, it is very challenging to 
capture the temporal development of the collision cascade and the resolution of many 
techniques are not yet sufficient to image individual defects. Hence computer simulations 
have been extensively used to understand the spatial and temporal development of the 
collision cascade. Major simulation techniques include the binary collision approximation 
(BCA), molecular dynamics (MD), and the kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method. KMC, 
used for ion-solid interactions, depends on a binary collision model and is the most 
powerful method to predict long-time dynamics at the mesoscale with little questionable 
assumptions. It allows for a more rigorous treatment of elastic scattering and leads to 
accurate determination of angular and energy distributions. Among a large number of 
KMC computer simulation code, the program of stopping and range in the matters (SRIM) 
developed over decades by Ziegler et al. is the most commonly cited to determine ion 
range, damage distributions and angular and energy distribution of backscattered and 
transmitted ions in irradiated materials [122].  
 SRIM is a group of programs [140]. The stopping and range of ions (up to 2 
GeV/amu) into matter can be calculated by SRIM by using a quantum mechanical 
treatment of ion-atom collisions. The interaction between the ion and atom is Coulomb 
and thus there is a screened Coulomb collision including exchange and correlation 
interactions between the overlapping electron shells. The long range interactions in the 
ions create electron excitations and plasmons within the target, which are described by 
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including a description of the target's collective electronic structure and interatomic bond 
structure when the calculation is setup (tables of nominal values are supplied). The 
effective charge including a velocity dependent charge state and long range screening due 
to the collective electron sea of the target describe the charge state of the ion within the 
target [141]. 
 SRIM can provide much useful information related to ion-solid interactions. For 
an example, dpa, which is a relative measure of lattice damage, can be written as: 
)/(
)/()(10( 3
27
cmatomsN
cmionsdose
cm
nmDdpa =  (51)
where D  is the number of displaced atoms per ion per Å thick of target materials, and is 
a direct output of SRIM simulations.  
1.5.3.6 Radiation damage in metals 
 The radiation damage in the metals involves a series of microscopic events, which 
precede the appearance of macroscopic changes in the irradiated materials and the time 
scale for these events is less than 10-11 second. The studies on radiation damage in 
irradiated materials are concerned with the density and configuration of the point defects 
including vacancies and interstitials induced by bombardment of projectiles. Because the 
binding energy of lattice atoms is typically lower compared to the energy transferred to 
the lattice atoms from the projectile, on the order of tens to hundreds of eV during 
radiation, radiation damages composed of displaced atoms certainly occur. Almost 
immediately following a cascade, a majority of point defects (interstitials and vacancies) 
start recombining and the structure recovers to its original state. However, a small 
fraction of the damage cascade (point defects) will be left behind without recovering. The 
remaining interstitials and vacancies forms the foundations of the most observed 
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radiation damage effects. An atom located between the regular lattice sites in crystalline 
solids is called interstitial. Interstitials of the same type of matrix atoms is called self-
interstitial atoms (SIA), and impurity interstitials are different from matrix atoms. 
Multiple interstitials can be formed by the agglomeration of mobile SIAs due to their 
strong interactions. A vacancy is another type of point defect in a crystal. Single vacancy 
is a lattice site where the lattice atom is missing. Multiple vacancies composed of several 
vacancies are often observed in irradiated materials. The formation energy of point 
defects is given by [111]: 
μσπμσπσπ /6/124 222 aaaf rrrE +−=  (52)
where σ  is the surface energy per unit area, μ  is shear modulus and ar is the atom radius. 
Due to greater ar  induced by interstitial, the formation energy of vacancies is smaller 
than that of interstitials. The vacancies have low formation energies of smaller than 2 eV 
and high migration energy of greater than 0.5 eV. Conversely SIAs have high formation 
energy of greater than 2 eV and low migration energy of smaller than 0.15 eV. The 
comparison indicates the vacancies are much less mobile than SIAs. The equilibrium 
concentration of point defects can be expressed by [111]: 
))/(exp()/exp( kTEkSC ff −=  (53)
where fS  is entropy, k  is Boltzmann’s constant, T  is temperature and fE  is formation 
energy of point defects. Because of the higher formation energy of interstitial, the 
equilibrium concentration of vacancies is much higher than that of SIAs. The solutes or 
impurities in the lattice can often act as efficient raps for vacancies because the binding 
of vacancies with solute or impurity can lower the overall free energy of solid.  
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 These vacancies and interstitials can form vacancy clusters and interstitials loops 
to reduce the overall energy of the irradiated materials further. Subsequent section will 
introduce the point defects clusters in the form of void, dislocation loops, and the 
consequent radiation effect of these clusters. 
1.6 Radiation effects in metals 
1.6.1 Introduction of radiation effect 
 Radiation effects are the macroscopic events, including void swelling, hardening, 
embrittlement and fracture, many of which degrade the performance and properties of 
irradiated materials. Radiation induced vacancies and interstitials accumulate in various 
ways to form extended defects such as vacancy clusters, voids and dislocation loops, 
which could lead to the collapse of the ordered lattice, and in some cases, the crystalline 
structure can be transformed into an amorphous state [116]. Stacking fault tetrahedra 
(SFT) shown in Figure 1.15 [142] as a result of agglomeration of vacancies is frequently 
observed in irradiated metals with faced-centered cubic (FCC) structure, such as Au, Cu, 
Ni, Pd and stainless steel [142-148]. A high concentration of vacancy clusters and SFT is 
observed in FCC Cu, whereas interstitial loops seem to prevail in irradiated V [149]. In 
fusion reactors, besides the aforementioned displacement damages, a high concentration 
of He atoms created via (n, α) or other transmutation reactions typically leads to a large 
number of He bubbles shown in Figure 1.16 [150] where He atoms combined with 
vacancy clusters in irradiated structural metals. 
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Figure 1.15. Observation of stacking fault tetrahedra (SFT) from TEM micrographs of 
Cu, Ni and Pd irradiated at room temperature [142]. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.16. TEM images of He bubbles in 12Cr-1MoVW-2Ni steel irradiated in HFIR at 
600°C to ~ 40 dpa at (a) low magnification and (b) high magnification indicating the 
bubbles on martensite lath boundaries, precipitate boundaries, and in the matrix [150].  
 
 
 
 Macroscopically, void swelling, as shown in Figure 1.17 [151], frequently occurs 
in structural steels as a result of the growth of vacancy clusters [152, 153], and can 
significantly degrade the mechanical properties of structural materials, in the form of 
embrittlement and loss of ductility typically accompanied by radiation hardening. 
Degradation of mechanical properties, manifested as radiation induced embrittlement and 
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loss of ductility, is a serious challenge to the application of structural alloys in nuclear 
reactors. Early studies on neutron irradiated FCC (such as Cu) and BCC (such as V) 
metals showed that pronounced hardening is due to the presence of radiation-induced 
point defects, dislocation loops, SFT, and He bubbles [154-156]. The shear strength of 
proton irradiated Cu increases with the extent of damage as shown in Figure 1.18 [157]. 
The increase of yield strength is approximately 200-300 MPa in Cu and V irradiated at a 
damage level of ~ 1 dpa [158]. Significant void swelling, ~ 14 %, has been observed in 
neutron radiated 316L stainless steels [159]. 
 
         
 
Figure 1.17. Photo of radiation induced swelling in 316 stainless steel rods before and 
after irradiation at 533 °C to a fluence of 1.5×1023 n/m2 in the EBR-11 reactor [151]. 
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Figure 1.18. The shear stress-strain of Cu irradiated to different doses by proton at 
ambient temperature [157]. 
 
 
 
1.6.2 Defect clusters and dislocation loops  
 Collision cascade (or displacement spike) is composed of a shell of interstitials 
surrounding a core of vacancies. In addition to single interstitial and vacancy in cascade, 
most of defects are their clusters. Interstitial clusters are created either in the transition 
between collision and thermal spike or during thermal spike where the short-range 
diffusion of interstitial is induced by elastic interaction between neighboring interstitials. 
Vacancy clusters are created inside the core of the cascade as shown in Figure 1.14. Their 
structures are strongly dependent on the solid target structure [160, 161]. In FCC metal, 
such as Cu, the configuration of the smallest interstitial cluster has the form of two <100> 
dumbbells and it changes to a set of <110> dumbbells or a set of <110> crowdions as the 
size of clusters increases. For vacancy cluster in Cu, the most stable configurations are 
the SFT and faulted clusters on {111} crystallographic planes. Figure 1.19 shows 
radiation induced vacancy type dislocation loop and SFT observed by TEM in gold and 
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silver [162]. In BCC metal, like α -Fe, small interstitial cluster with number of SIAs 
smaller than seven has configuration of a set of <111> crowdions and big interstitial 
cluster with more than 7 SIAs has two configurations of <111> and <110> crowdions. 
The crowdions in metals can be transformed into interstitial type dislocation loops during 
later development. The most stable configurations of a set of di-vacancies concentrated 
on two adjacent {100} planes and a set of first nearest neighbor vacancies on a {110} 
plane are the major vacancy cluster in BCC metal such as α -Fe. The interstitial clusters 
will invariably grow to interstitial type dislocation loops, while vacancy clusters can 
either grow to vacancy type dislocation loop from collapsed platelets or agglomerate into 
3D cluster, which is called void.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.19. Micrographs of TEM for (a) defect clusters in gold irradiated to 1.1× 1022 
n/m2 at 200 °C and (b) stacking fault tetrahedra in silver irradiated to 4.4× 1021 n/m2 at 
400 °C [162]. 
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 Dislocation loops including interstitial and vacancy type developed from the 
defects clusters are of importance in determining the influence of radiation on both 
microstructure and mechanical properties. A dislocation loop is the result of the defect 
agglomeration and is formed by the condensation of vacancies or interstitials into roughly 
circular disks followed by collapse of the atom planes adjacent to the platelet [127]. 
Figure 1.20 shows the schematic diagram of the formation of dislocation loop for (a) 
interstitial type and (b) vacancy type [127]. The collapse of interstitial shell in the 
cascade onto a close-packed plane results in an extrinsic stacking fault and the 
condensation of vacancy core leads to the intrinsic fault. The dislocations loops are called 
Frank sessile dislocation loop or Frank loops, which are not mobile because its glide 
plane defined by the projection of the loop perimeter and Burgers vector are 
perpendicular to the plane of the loop. The diameter of a Frank loop can change by 
absorbing or emitting the point defects. For an example, additions of more interstitial 
causes interstitial type dislocation loop grow, but cause vacancy type dislocation loop 
shrink. The immobile frank loops can unfault by reacting with other type of loop to form 
a perfect loop. For an instance, the Shockley dislocation react with Frank dislocation to 
form a mobile dislocation at the original position of Frank dislocation due to the interior 
of the loop in perfect stacking region with the neighboring (111) plane [127]. This 
unfaulted dislocation is usually called a prismatic loop. In irradiated FCC metals, SFT 
has very common three dimension stacking fault configuration, which evolve either 
directly from vacancy clusters induced in cascade or from consuming of vacancy type 
Frank loop. The detail of formation of SFT can be found elsewhere [111].  
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                                                                (a) 
 
 
 
 
                                                                (b) 
 
Figure 1.20. Schematic of formation of dislocation loops for (a) interstitial type and (b) 
vacancy type [127]. 
 
 
 
 Many studies on determining the nucleation rate of dislocation loops have been 
performed. In a classical model [127], the energy of a Frank dislocation loop without 
unfaulting is: 
faultStackingLoop EambE +Ω= 2/102 ))/(3(2 ππμ  (54)
where μ  is shear modulus, b  is Burgers vector, Ω  is the atomic volume, m  is number 
of interstitial, and 0a is lattice parameter. Based on the equation above, Russel et al. [163] 
estimated that the dislocation loop energy mε , by using a slightly different formula to 
calculate strain energy of the loop and neglecting the stacking fault energy, is: 
Condensation of vacancies 
in crystal plane 
Condensation of interstitials 
between crystal planes 
Vacancy loop 
Interstitial loop 
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where m  is the number of point defects. According to this equation at a given interstitial 
supersaturation of 1017, the emission rates can be given by: 
)1(103)2( 4 ii βα ×≈ , )2(106)3( 5 ii βα ×≈  (56)
where )(miα is the loop emission rate and )(miβ  is the rate at which a loop size of m  
captures interstitial [127]. However, due to the inappropriate energy formula for di-
interstitials and tri-interstitials and crude analytic method, an advanced model to analyze 
the loop nucleation based on chemical reaction-rate theory has been developed by Hayns 
who considered presentence of vacancies and the kinetics of annealing of point-defects 
[164]. There are four reactions including reactions between vacancies and di- and tri-
interstitials to the nucleation of interstitial cluster:  
2iii ↔+ , 32 iii →+ , iiv →+ 2 , 23 iiv →+  (57)
so the forward rate of reaction 1 and the rate of the reverse of reaction 1 can be given as: 
iif CR )1(1 β=  and 21 )2( NR ir α=  (58)
Similarly, the rate of reaction 2, 3 and 4 can be written as: 
22 )2( NR iβ= , 23 )2( NR vβ= , and 34 )3( NR vβ=  (59)
where 20, /)( aCDzm iiimi Ω=β  is the arrival rate of interstitials at a cluster of size ,m  imz ,  
is the number of sites surrounding an interstitial cluster with m  interstitial from which a 
single interstitial can jump to form interstitial cluster having 1+m  interstitials. 
2
0, /)( aCDzm vvvmv Ω=β  is the rate for an interstitial cluster with m interstitials to 
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capture vacancies and vmz , is the number of locations surrounding an interstitial cluster 
with m  interstitials from which a vacancy reduces the number of interstitial by one jump.  
By taking into account of 32 NN = , the nucleation rate of loop during steady-state 
nucleation is given by: 
2)/1( NI iivloop βββ−=  (60)
where 2Niβ is the nucleation rate in the absence of vacancies, and the rate of loop 
nucleation is decreased by a factor of )/1( iv ββ− , when the vacancy supersaturation is 
achieved in the irradiated metals [127].  
1.6.3 The nucleation and growth of voids and bubbles 
 Interstitial clusters can grow to the interstitial type dislocation loops in irradiated 
materials. Void, a 3D vacancy cluster is one of two results of agglomeration of vacancies 
in irradiated materials. A large number of studies on understanding void nucleation and 
growth have been performed experimentally and theoretically, since Cauthorne and 
Fulton [165] first observed voids in the irradiated materials. Void nucleation refers to the 
rate at which tiny embryos of these defect clusters start to appear in the lattice, and it 
includes two types of nucleations: homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation. 
Homogeneous nucleation is the buildup of tiny clusters by accidently encountering of 
many single point defects which are performing random work in the lattice. 
Heterogeneous nucleation is the appearance of voids on structural features different from 
that of the solid, including impurity gases, incoherent precipitate particles, dislocation 
loops, thermal spike zone, etc. The supersaturation of radiation induced vacancies in the 
irradiated materials is the force to drive the nucleation of the void, and it can be written 
as: 
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0/ VVV CCS =  (61)
where )/exp(0 kTNC vsV ε−=  is the concentration of vacancies at thermal equilibrium 
conditions, Ω= /1sN  is the number of atom sites in a unit volume of solid, and vε  is the 
vacancy formation energy [111, 127].  
 The number of vacancy absorbed must be greater than that of interstitial absorbed 
by vacancy cluster for growing void. It is therefore important to know the void 
distribution function in the equilibrium conditions. Equilibrium void distribution 
function, giving the number of vacancy clusters in each cluster, has been developed based 
on supersaturation of vacancy and is written as follows: 
)lnexp()( 3/20 mSmNmN Vs ξ−=  (62)
where ξ  is a constant without units, and its values are in the range of 10 - 30 [127].  
 This equilibrium void distribution function is derived from thermodynamics. 
When at equilibrium the rate for capturing one single vacancy by vacancy clusters with 
size of m  equals to rate for emitting one vacancy from the clusters with size of 1+m  and 
can be expressed by: 
)1()1()()( 00 ++= mNmmNm νν αβ  (63)
where )(mνβ and )(mνα  carry the same meaning as before, but this time the clusters are 
of vacancy type. )(mvβ  can be approximately expressed by 3/1)( mCDam ov ννβ ≅  given 
that 1/ <Rao . Where oa  is lattice constant, νD is the diffusion coefficient of vacancy 
and νC  is the concentration of bulk vacancy. So the emission rate is given by [127]: 
)3/2exp()1( 3/13/10 −≅+ mmCDam o ξα ννν  (64)
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 The comparison of the capture and emission rate indicates that )(mvβ  increases 
but )(mνα  decreases with the increase of m . When m  of the cluster reaches to a certain 
minimum size, it will continue to grow into a full-fledged void. The nucleation current or 
nucleation rate ( I ) termed for a flow rate of voids is the net rate where the size of 
clusters grow from m  to 1+m  per unit volume and can be expressed by the rate at which 
the size of cluster from 1+m  to m  minus the rate at which the size cluster from m  to 
1+m .  
)1()1()1()1()()( ++−++−= mNmmNmmNmI iβαβ νν  (65)
where )(mN is the nonequilibrium void distribution function in a steady-state. The first 
and second term stands for the capture of vacancies and interstitials, respectively, and the 
third term represents the emission of vacancies. The emission of interstitials has been 
neglected in the equations due to very large formation energy of interstitials. 
 Because )1()1()()( 00 ++= mNmmNm νν αβ , the nucleation rate can be modified 
to: 
)]1(/)1()(/)()[()(
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 (66)
 where νννββ CDCD iii // = is called arrival-rate ratio and plays an important role in 
determining nucleation rate, and )(mh  is a defined function [127]. 
 When a derivative is approximately used to express the difference of   
)]1(/)1()(/)([ ++− mhmNmhmN , so  
dm
hNdhI )/(νβ−=  (67)
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After integrating, the solution for nucleation rate is: 
)()(])ln(
2
1[ 2/12
2
ccm mhmdm
hdI
c νβπ=  (68)
where cm is obtained by .0)/ln( =cmdmhd Therefore the nucleation rate can be 
determined by both vacancy capture rate of void and near function )(mh ’s  minimum 
[127].  
 By far, the nucleation rate of void is derived based on sufficient supersaturation of 
readily mobile point defects to create void embryo. It is well accepted that the He atoms 
created by transmutation reaction act as the immobile stabilized site for void nucleation.  
Indeed previous studies have suggested the gas atoms are always involved in the process 
of void nucleation [166-168]. A couple of theories about void nucleation accounting for 
He atoms in the metal have been proposed and can be found elsewhere [169-172].  
 The prediction of void growth can be described as the rate of change of the void 
radius at any instant time during irradiation, which is termed as void growth law with the 
assumption of spherical void and its growth controlled by the diffusion of interstitials and 
vacancies from the lattice of solid to the void surface. When some gas is contained in the 
void, the growth law is given by: 
)]()([ iRiiR CCDCCDRdt
dR −−−Ω= ννν  (69)
where νC and iC  are the vacancy and interstitial concentration in the solid, RCν  and iRC  
are the vacancy and interstitial concentration at the bubble surface. If the void does not 
contain gas, i.e. the pressure inside the void is zero, the void growth rate can be expressed 
by: 
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)])]2exp(([ 0 iiCDRkT
CCD
Rdt
dRR −Ω−Ω==• γννν  (70)
where Ω−= /)/exp()/exp(0 kTksC ννν ε  is the thermodynamic equilibrium vacancy 
concentration for a solid without stress, νs  and νε  are the vacancy entropy and energy of 
formation, respectively [127].  
 Also the void growth rate can be described by [173]: 
eRFRR
••• += )(0 η  (71)
where 
•
eR  is the void-shrinkage term, 
•
0R  is the void growth rate without homogeneous 
recombination and thermal emission ( 00 =νC ), and the factor ηηη /]1)1[(2)( 2/1 −+=F  
is a factor related to the effect of homogeneous recombination during void growth, and η  
is a temperature dependent-constant without unit .  
 In the void growth model, the vacancy diffusion coefficient νD and the 
equilibrium vacancy concentration 0νC  determine the η . The reduction of νD  with 
decreasing temperature results in the increase of η . Consequently, both )(ηF  and 
•
eR become small at low temperature, and thus void growth stops. At very high 
temperature, 
•
eR  becomes increasingly negative whereas η  reduces and )(ηF  approaches 
unity. There is a temperature range, at which the void growth rate reaches a maximum 
value, corresponding to the observed maximum swelling temperature. The dependence of 
the void growth rates on temperature for typical fast reactor conditions is shown in Figure 
1.21 [127, 173]. 
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Figure 1.21. Temperature dependence of the void-growth rate in stainless steel under 
fast-neutron irradiation [127, 173]. 
 
 
 
1.6.4 Void swelling 
 Embrittlement induced by excessive hardening at low temperature or helium 
agglomeration at grain boundaries at high temperature is the most detrimental radiation 
effect in the structural materials in the reactors before void swelling was found. It came 
as somewhat of a shock when void swelling was first reported by Cawthorne and Fulton 
in the stainless steel fuel claddings irradiated in a test reactor [165]. Figure 1.22 shows 
the TEM micrograph of neutron irradiated stainless steel at 510 °C to a dose of 4.7×1022 
cm-2. As much as 7 % void swelling was observed at a neutron fluence which was about 
25 % of the target fluence for a commercial reactor [165].  
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Figure 1.22. TEM Micrograph of fuel element cladding irradiated at 510 °C to a neutron 
dose of 4.7 × 1022 n/cm2 [165]. 
 
 
 Void swelling is a volume increase in a material caused by the collection of 
interstitial atoms as extra planes in the lattice and void formation and growth. It is 
expressed as ./VVΔ  The origins of void swelling are described as follows. A large 
number of Frenkel pairs are induced by collision cascade between the energetic 
projectiles and atoms in the solid. Most of the Frenkel pairs eventually recombine or 
migrate to the sinks in the solid where they lost their identity. The effective sinks include 
dislocations, precipitates, and grain boundaries. However, a small fraction of interstitials 
and vacancies remain uncombined. If the temperature is high enough so that they become 
mobile, the interstitials can agglomerate into interstitial type dislocation loops and the 
vacancies can agglomerate in the form of either 2D vacancy type dislocation loops or 3D 
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clusters termed void. The collections of interstitials and void growth cause the solid swell. 
As described above, the void growth is difficult at low temperature due to the difficulty 
of the defects migration. At high temperature, the defects are highly mobile, but they are 
preferred to be trapped by the sinks. Thus it indicates that void swelling is not favored at 
high temperature. At intermediate temperature, the defects are mobile but not removed by 
recombination or migration to sinks due to insufficient mobility. Void swelling reaches 
its maximum as shown in Figure 1.21. So the irradiation temperature plays an important 
role in determining the void swelling. Void swelling was observed in most metals and 
alloys in the temperature range of 0.3 to 0.6 ,mT  where mT  is the melting point. 
Unfortunately the temperature range for void swelling in stainless steel overlaps with the 
temperature where liquid metal fast breeder reactors are operative. The strong 
dependence of temperature on the void swelling is indicated in the void swelling 
observed above 300 °C in annealed 12X18H10T with the following chemical 
composition: 0.12% C, 18% Cr, 10% Ni, 0.7% Ti, 0.8% Si, and 1.5% Mn [174] flow 
restrictor, as shown in Figure 1.23 [175]. 
 With the increase of temperature, the density and size of void increases 
significantly, and so does the magnitude of void swelling. Another example of the effect 
of irradiation temperature on the void swelling, as shown in Figure 1.24 [176], correlated 
well with the production of void growth model.  
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     302°C and 50.3 dpa                    308°C and 10.3 dpa                    324°C and 8.9 dpa  
 
Figure 1.23. The strong dependence of temperature on the void swelling observed in 
annealed 12X18H10T flow restrictor [175].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.24. Swelling in Ni as a function of irradiation temperature for a fluence of  5 × 
1019 n/cm2 [176]. 
 
100 nm 100 nm 100 nm 
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 The magnitude of void swelling depends strongly on radiation dose as well. Void 
swelling is an increasing function of the irradiation dose and can be described empirically 
by a power law function [127]: 
nDAVV )(/ =Δ  (72)
where A  is a constant, D  is dosage, and n  is the exponent greater than unity. 
 Void swelling increases with increasing dosage, however, there appears to be an 
incubation period, i.e., generally, void swelling only becomes noticeable after a certain 
dosage is reached, and then scales almost linearly with dose. Figures 1.25 shows the 
TEM micrographs of void swelling in 20 % cold worked 316 SS as a function of dose. 
The size and density of void increase with increasing dose.  
 
                  1 dpa                                       20 dpa                                        30 dpa 
 
Figure 1.25. Dose dependent void swelling in 20 % CW 316 SS irradiated at ~ 375 °C 
[117, 177]. 
 
  
 The incubation period depends strongly on the nature of the material, the alloying 
elements, dose and temperature, and it increases with temperatures. The dose rate and 
stress are also important parameters that affect void swelling. Other parameters affecting 
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void swelling and incubation period include chemical composition, transmutation gas, 
sink strength, crystal structure, etc.  
1.7 Radiation hardening  
 In general, radiation hardening refers to the increase of yield strength and ultimate 
tensile strength (stress) of the metals and alloys. It occurs over a wide temperature range, 
and is most pronounced when the irradiation temperature is lower than one third of the 
melting point. Radiation hardening is also a function of the total fluence of radiation. 
Radiation hardening can be affected by many parameters, including point defect clusters, 
impurity, dislocation loops (interstitial or vacancy type), dislocations and their networks, 
voids and bubbles, and precipitates. Most of these defects are produced by the collisions 
between the energetic particles and atoms in the solid during irradiation as described 
previously in section 1.5.3. Compared to larger defect clusters, such as dislocation loops 
and voids, point defects and impurity atoms are considered to play a minor role in 
radiation hardening. Here we focus on the review of radiation hardening by dislocation 
loops and voids (bubbles). Reviews on radiation hardening by other factors can be found 
elsewhere [127]. The typical radiation hardening at temperatures of below 1/2-1/3 of Tm 
in FCC and BCC steels is indicated by engineering stress-strain curves as shown in 
Figure 1.26 [111]. 
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Figure 1.26. Effect of irradiation on the stress-strain behavior for (a) an austenitic 
(fcc) stainless steel and (b) a ferritic (bcc) steel [111]. 
 
 
 
 
 In both FCC and BCC steels, the magnitude of radiation hardening, indicated by 
the increase of yield strength, increases with increasing dose.  
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 There are basically two types of strengthening mechanisms that account for 
radiation hardening in metals. One is called source hardening, i.e. the increase of stress to 
activate the glide of dislocations. The applied stress needed to release or activate a 
dislocation onto its glide plane is defined as the unpinning or unlocking stress. The other 
strengthening mechanism is termed as friction hardening, which is the resistance from the 
natural or radiation-induced obstacles, such as dislocation loops and voids, which impede 
the glide of the dislocation. Although the strengthening mechanisms are categorized into 
these two groups, there is often unclear distinction due to many characteristics of the 
radiation induced deformation that has been attributed to the source hardening. 
Subsequent passage will describe these two strengthening mechanisms in terms of the 
obstacles induced by radiation.  
1.7.1 Source hardening 
Figure 1.26 shows the source hardening, manifested by the yield drop, observed 
in irradiated FCC and BCC metals. Radiation induced defect clusters in the vicinity of 
Frank-Read sources could be the reason for developments of source hardening. These 
defect clusters act as obstacles to raise the stress that is needed to expand dislocation 
loops and induce dislocation multiplications. If a sufficient stress is reached to release the 
source, the mobile dislocations will destroy the small defect clusters such as dislocation 
loops and thus reduce the stress required to continue deformation. Singh et al. [178] 
derived that the shear stress Sσ  in the source hardening can be given by: 
2)(4.0
y
r
l
b
S
μσ =  (73)
where l  is the spacing between edge character loops, r  is the radius of loops, and y  is a 
stand-off distance from the straight edge dislocation and was suggested via observed 
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microstructure to be ~ r5.1 . Therefore, lbS /09.0 μσ =  is much less than that required to 
initiate a Frank-Read source by bowing of dislocation, which can be expressed by 
lbFR /μσ = . 
1.7.2 Friction hardening 
The friction hardening mechanisms, that describe the impedance to the glide of 
dislocations, can be classified into two types: long range and short range. The total 
friction stress to move dislocations can be given by: 
SRLRF σσσ +=  (74)
where Fσ  is the friction stress, LRσ  is the long range stress and SRσ is the short range 
stress [127].  
1.7.2.1 Long range stresses 
Long range stress is induced by interaction among dislocations via their stress 
fields. It results from the repulsive interaction between a moving dislocation and 
components of the dislocation network of the solid. The long range force, also called 
interaction forces between the loop and the network dislocation at an angle of zero can be 
approximately given by [111]: 
r
bFLR )1(2
2
νπ
μ
−=  (75)
so the stress required to overcome long range force of LRF  is: 
r
b
b
FLR
LR )1(2 νπ
μσ −==  (76)
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Taking a Poisson’s ratio of 3/1=ν  for typical ductile metals, the distance 
between dislocations is ,)/(1 2/1dr πρ=  where dρ  is the density of dislocation, so the 
long range stress is: 
ddLR bb ραμπρμσ ≈≈ 4/)( 2/1  (77)
 Note that the long range stress on the mobile dislocation increases with increasing 
dislocation density. For an example, the process of cold working, unfaulting of prismatic 
loops induced by radiation, or work hardening can increases the long range stress via 
increasing the dislocation density.  
1.7.2.2 Short range stresses 
The short range stress refers to the stress that occurs between a very close moving 
dislocation and an obstacle on its glide plane. This indicates the short range stress is 
active only when the moving dislocation comes very close to or in contact with the 
obstacle. The moving dislocation will be exerted a force from the obstacle. The short 
range stress can be grouped into two types: athermal and thermal stress. The athermal 
stress is independent of temperature and involves bowing of a dislocation around the 
obstacle. In the thermal stress mechanism, the moving dislocation is required to cut 
through or climb over the obstacle. The energy to overcome the barrier by cutting 
through the obstacle or climbing of dislocation is partly assisted by thermal fluctuations. 
Higher temperature results in the lower thermal component of the short range stresses. 
For spherical obstacles, the distance l  between obstacles can be given by [111]: 
2/1)/(1 Ndl =  (78)
where d  is the diameter of the spherical objects, and N is a concentration of these 
spherical objects which are randomly distributed throughout the solid.  
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1.7.2.3 Precipitate, void (bubble) and dislocation loop hardening 
Precipitation induced hardening refers to the increased strength produced by 
impenetrable obstacle through which a dislocation line moves only by bowing around 
them. Bowing will continue until two edges of the dislocation touch and annihilate each 
other due to their opposite signs. This process is called “pinch-off’ and exactly the same 
as that occurs in a Frank-Read source. Then the dislocation will be free to move 
continuously until it touches the next obstacle. The short range stress due to an array of 
obstacles of density N and size of d  is approximately given by [111]: 
NdbS αμσ ≈  (79)
where )2/()/5.0ln( πα crl=  and cr  is the dislocation core radius.  
A relation between the applied yield stress yσ  and the resolved shear stress Sσ  is 
described by Sy Mσσ = , where M is the Taylor factor. So 
NdbMy μασ =  (80)
In FCC and BCC metals, M  is an upper limit for the ratio of uniaxial yield strength to 
resolved shear strength and equals to 3.06 as suggested by Stoller and Zinkle [179]. 
Therefore, the increase in the yield strength yσΔ  due to the precipitate with size of d  
and density of N  is expressed as follows: 
NdbMy μασ =Δ  (81)
This is the so called dispersed barrier hardening model. Like precipitate, the void 
and bubbles are also considered to be hard barriers. But the difference between them is 
that the dislocation segments touch the surface of void or bubble at 90 degree and leave 
no dislocation loop surrounding the void or bubble after moving through them. Following 
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the dispersed barrier model, radiation hardening due to void or bubble is usually written 
as NdbMy μασ =Δ , but this time α  has a very small value of  ~ 0.16.  
1.7.2.4 Dislocation loop hardening 
The dislocation loops including interstitial and vacancy type will provide the 
resistance to the motion of dislocation if the slip plane of a moving dislocation is close to 
or intersects a loop. The dislocation will experience a significant resistance if its glide 
plane lies close to the center of the dislocation loop. The dislocation loop induced the 
increase in the yield stress of the metal and alloy is given by [127]: 
)/(max lbF eS =σ  (82)
where eb is the burgers vector of the moving dislocation, l  is the spacing of the loops on 
the glide plane, and maxF is the maximum force to overcome the loop resistance. maxF can 
be approximately expressed by [127]: 
211
max )()1(2 y
RbbF eν
αμ
−=  (83)
where α  is a numerical coefficient on the order of unity, and depends on the relative 
orientations and the Burgers vector of the loop and the dislocation line. Kroupa and 
Hirsch [180] proposed that the average of maxF  induced by the distributed loops 
uniformly in a slab of thickness 12R  is approximately ,8/1bbeμ so the stress due to 
dislocation loops is written by: 
)8/(1 lbs μσ =  (84)
Furthermore, the bulk of experimental evidence on loop induced hardening give the stress 
as follows: 
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βμσ /)2( 2/111NRbs =  (85)
where 1N  is the loop concentration and β  is a constant between 2 and 4. 
Another form of the stress due to dislocation loop is written as: 
NdbMy μασ =Δ , with 1.0=α  (86)
1.8 Difference between He, proton and neutron radiation 
Figure 1.14 shows the cascade as a displacement spike with a high core density of 
vacancies surrounded by an interstitial shell. Based on this picture, Seeger revised the 
picture by taking account into the crystallinity such as focused energy packets (focusons), 
and long range transport of mass by replacement collisions and channeling, and termed 
the vacancy core a depleted zone, as shown in Figure 1.27 [181]. The distribution of 
damage energy can be described by the definitions of the deposited energy depth 
distribution )(xFD  and primary recoil spectrum.  
 By using the nuclear sopping power and range given by the power law potential 
the deposited energy depth distribution is written by: 
mR
RxTxF
m
D 2
)/1()(
)1)2/(1( −−=  (87)
where T  is the PKA energy, R  is the PKA range, and sm /1=  is the power law 
exponent. 
 By using the K-P model and 8.0=ξ , the displacement rate as a function of depth 
in units of dpa can be written by: 
)/()(4.0/)()( DDd NExFNxNxdpa φ==  (88)
 And the total dpa produced over all the recoil range by replacing )(xFD  with DE  
is )./(4.0 dD NREEdpa ≅  
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The weighted average recoil spectra for Coulomb potential is: 
]ln)/[(ln)ln(ln)( didc EEETTW −−= γ  (89)
and for hard-sphere potential is: 
222 /)()( ddh EETTW −=  (90)
 
 
 
Figure 1.27. Revised version of Brinkman’s displacement spike as drawn by Seeger 
accounting for crystallinity in the damage cascade [181].  
 
 
 
 Proton irradiation can be described well by the Coulomb potential while neutron 
irradiation is matched by hard sphere potential well.  The screened Coulomb is the best 
approximation for heavy ion irradiation and its collisions can create many PKAs with low 
energy. Coulomb force increases slowly as the particle approaches the target in the 
Coulomb model, and the repulsive force goes to infinity only when the distance between 
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particles and atoms is at the hard sphere radius in hard sphere model. The hard sphere 
tends to create fewer PKAs with higher energy. 
 Radiation induced damages by different types of particles including electrons, 
protons, heavy ions and neutrons have been illustrated in Figure 1.28 [182]. The electrons 
and protons, which are light particles, produce isolated Frenkel pairs or small clusters. 
Conversely, heavy particles like heavy ions and neutrons induce large clusters damage.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.28. Difference in damage morphology, displacement efficiency and average 
recoil energy for 1 MeV different types of particles incident on Ni [182]. 
 
 
 
1.9 Motivation and objective 
The national nuclear energy- and defense-related missions require the 
development of highly radiation resistant (tolerant) materials to be used in extreme 
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radiation environment. Basically, radiation damage in solid is induced by violent 
collisions between the energetic particles (neutrons, protons, and ions) and target atoms. 
Radiation damage could lead to the collapse of the ordered lattice, and the structure could 
be transformed into an amorphous phase. Failure of structural metals in advanced nuclear 
reactors is typically a consequence of deteriorating materials properties due to long term 
radiation, including void swelling, blistering, embrittlement, fracture and exfoliation of 
surfaces. Nanoscale materials often have new and technologically useful properties. 
Understanding radiation response of materials in this extreme state of matter is great 
relevance to fundamental science and to a wide range of materials applications under 
harsh environments. We attempt to attack such grand challenge by using a novel concept 
derived from our previous studies of nanostructured metallic composites.  
 Recently we discovered that certain multilayer composites possess unusual 
resistance to the accumulation of radiation-induced damage when individual layers are 
very thin, on the order of a few nanometers. The idea of exploring radiation tolerant 
metallic multilayer materials comes from the following rationale: It is well known that 
radiation induced defects tend to migrate to the interfacial regions in irradiated materials 
[183]. Nanostructured  metallic multilayers have a large volume fraction of interfacial 
regions. These interfacial regions are expected to act as effective sinks for radiation 
induced defects. Due to the high diffusivity of solute atoms along interfaces, especially at 
medium to high temperatures, these interfacial regions may become freeways to “pipe 
out” defects at a high rate. Recovery processes may occur simultaneously with defect 
generation/accumulation in nanostructured metallic multilayers and therefore maintain 
their ability to continuously absorb radiation damages without significant void swelling 
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or blistering. Materials possessing a high volume fraction of interfacial regions may 
therefore be more radiation tolerant than conventional polycrystalline materials.  
 The goal of the study is to explore the fundamental radiation tolerance 
mechanisms through which certain types of interfaces in metallic multilayers may attract 
radiation induced point defects and facilitate the annihilation of unlike point defects by 
increasing their diffusivity along layer interfaces. We hypothesize that multilayer metals 
with immiscible interfaces have enhanced radiation tolerance than their bulk counterpart 
given that interfaces would function as defect sinks. We also suspect that there could be 
considerable size effect on interaction between interface and point defects because the 
volume fraction of atoms at interfaces increases monotonically with decreasing individual 
layer thickness. The major tasks of this research include (1) the fabrication of metallic 
multilayers with immiscible layer interfaces; (2) the exploration of size effect (layer 
thickness) on the microstructure and mechanical properties of multilayers before and 
after irradiation; and (3) the mechanisms of interaction of layer interfaces with radiation 
induced point defects. Because the capability of interface to absorb radiation induced 
point defects will decay due to the loss of interfaces, a major factor to consider is the 
stability of interfaces in a multilayer system. FCC Cu and BCC V were selected as the 
candidates in this study because of their ultra low solid solubility. The mutual solid 
solubility between Cu and V, is very limited, approximately 2.5 wt. % Cu in V matrix at 
800 °C. Furthermore, the Cu and V system has a positive heat of mixing of ~ 5 kJ/mol, 
indicating high resistance of the interface to radiation induced mixing. The project will 
establish a new scientific approach to understanding the fundamental physics that 
governs the radiation response of metallic nanocomposites at nanoscale. 
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CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1 Fabrication of metallic Cu/V multilayer films 
 A popular class of technique to synthesize the metallic multilayer films is physical 
vapor deposition (PVD), which allows us to deposit almost any metallic materials. In 
PVD process, the vapor particles are ejected from a source (target) and are deposited on 
the substrate to form thin film. One of the PVD techniques, molecular beam epitaxy 
(MBE), can deposit well-defined layer structures with the precision at atomic level by 
using a very low deposition rate. Another advantage of MBE is to synthesize single 
crystals or epitaxial films with high quality. In comparison, as one of the most widely 
used methods to deposit thin films, magnetron sputtering typically produces 
polycrystalline metallic materials at much higher deposition rates.  
 When energetic particles such as accelerated ions bombard the solid target 
surface, the target atoms from the solid surface are scattered backward due to collision 
cascade between the energetic particles and the target atoms. This phenomenon is called 
sputtering. Sputtering was discovered in 1852 by W.R. Grove in the investigation of 
discharge tubes where the film deposition on the anode place was observed [184]. Later 
sputtering was used to deposit metal films for mirrors and other applications. During the 
sputtering process, collision cascade between energetic inert gas ions and atoms within 
the target material occurs after positive inert gas ions are generated (usually +Ar  by the 
process of −−+− ++→+ eeAreAr ) and accelerated to target surface. One or more of 
the surface or near-surface atoms are kinetically dislodged by the impact of the energetic 
particle to the target. These dislodged atoms having considerable kinetic energy by 
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transferring from the initial particles, move deeper into the target material and dislodge 
extra atoms. This knock-on process only stops when the energy in the projectile or 
displaced atoms is smaller than the displacement energy. The residual energy is absorbed 
to generate phonons and this raises the local temperature. These atoms on or near the 
surface may be dislodged to leave surface by overcoming the surface binding energy due 
to enough energy transferred from the ions or other knock-on atoms, and are deposited on 
the substrate surface. These atoms are known as sputtered atoms and the process is 
termed as sputtering deposition.  
 The number of atoms (molecules) ejected from a target surface per incident ion is 
defined as sputtering yield Y . The magnitude of sputtering yield depends on factors 
including the details of energy transfer between incident and target atoms, mass and 
energy of incident ion, type of discharge gas, mass and binding energy of target atom, 
incident angle of the projectile. The sputter yield can be obtained either from the 
simulation such as SRIM in which collisions between the energetic ions and the paths are 
calculated by using collision potential, or from the experiments [185]. The empirical 
expression of sputter yield )(αY  as a function of incident angle is given by [186]: 
)]
cos
11(cosexp[
)(cos
)0()( αααα −⋅= optf f
YY  (91)
where )0(Y  is the sputter yield at normal incidence to the target and optα  is the incident 
angle corresponding to the maximum yield. The increase of the incidence angle of the 
energetic ions results in a smaller fraction of their energy deposited to the target. This 
leads to less sputtering. So sputter yield has a peak value at a certain angle [187]. In 
equation 91, f  is a function of surface binding energy bE  of target, mass of recoil atoms 
rm  and discharge gas pm atoms, and can be expressed by: 
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 Sputter yield has a unit of atoms/ion , so the sputtering or deposition rate are in 
the unit of 1-2cmatoms −⋅ s atoms. But usually, the deposition rate is defined as the 
thickness of thin film deposited per second with the unit of snm /  by converting mass to 
thickness using the density. Experimentally, the deposition rate can be calculated based 
on the thickness of deposited thin film at a given time.  
 The sputter deposition is often practiced in plasma, which can be generated by a 
voltage applied across a cathode and an anode in the vacuum chamber. In most cases, the 
grounded chamber wall is treated as the anode, and the cathode is then biased negatively. 
The types of source for sputtering deposition include dc diodes, rf diodes and magnetrons. 
  Sputter-deposition of thin films has a wide range of applications, including 
architectural glass, semiconductors, automobiles’ coatings and surface analysis by 
etching patterns. Since the transverse magnetic field normal to the electric field is applied 
to increase the ionization efficiency of electrons by increasing their path length in the 
sputtering, which is so called magnetron sputtering. The principle of DC magnetron 
sputtering is illustrated in Figure 2.1 [188]. During the magnetron sputtering process, 
secondary electrons close to the target will be trapped by a magnetic field where the 
electrons follow helical paths around the magnetic field lines. The confinement of 
electrons leads to more ionizing collisions with neutral gaseous atoms (such as Ar) near 
the target surface than would otherwise occur during a regular sputtering process, and in 
turn leads to a higher deposition rate. The sputtered atoms are neutrally charged and so 
are unaffected by the magnetic trap.  
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Figure 2.1. Principle of DC magnetron sputtering [188]. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Magnetron (diode) cathode geometries (planar, conical, cylindrical, hollow) [189, 
190].  
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 There are a number of target geometries as shown in Figure 2.2 [189], including 
planar, conical, cylindrical and hollow, all of which are based on the same closed-loop 
effect [189, 190].  
 The advantages of magnetron sputtering are as follows. (1) There is almost no 
restriction on target material; (2) The sputtered films typically exhibit a better adhesion 
on the substrate than evaporated films; and (3) Magnets in the magnetron enable lower 
pressures to be used. When sputtering metals by using DC magnetron sputtering 
technique, the good conductivity of metals guarantees a discharge-free sputtering of the 
targets.   
 The fabrication of multilayer films in the study was performed by using DC 
magnetron sputtering system, shown in Figure 2.3. A typical magnetron sputtering 
system includes a vacuum chamber, controlling system operated by a computer, a load-
lock system for loading sample, sputter guns, and sample stage for holding substrate. 
Three sputter guns with circular planar magnet cathode shown in Figure 2.4 are used in 
the custom-designed sputter system [189]. Prior to deposition, the chamber was 
evacuated to a base pressure of 5 × 10-8 - 1 × 10-7 torr. Pre-sputtering of Cu and V is 
typically performed to clean the target for avoiding contamination before depositing thin 
film. The substrate temperature during deposition was kept at room temperature. No 
heating or cooling was applied to the substrate during deposition. The deposition rate is 
varied in the range of 5-10 Å/s by controlling the dc power to the magnetron gun and the 
distance between targets to substrate. HF etched Si (100) and Si (100) with a native 1 µm 
thick SiO2 layer were used as Cu/V multilayer film substrates for different purposes. The 
selection of Si (100) with a native 1 µm thick SiO2 layer as substrate considers avoiding 
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the diffusion between the Si and multilayer films in annealing study. The multilayer films 
grown on HF etched Si (100) were used to prepare TEM samples.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.3. Front view of the custom-designed DC magnetron sputter system at Los 
Alamos National Laboratory. There are 3 sputter guns in this system. The deposition 
process is fully automated through computer control. (The 3rd gun is at the back side, not 
visible from the front view). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4. Schematic of a circular planar magnetic cathode for (a) side view and (b) top 
view [189]. 
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2.2 Ion accelerator for ion irradiation studies  
 The basic elements in the typical ion accelerators illustrated in Figure 2.5 
included ion source, acceleration column, mass separator, beam sweeping and target 
chamber. A wide variety of ion beams with sufficient intensity for irradiation can be 
produced by different types of ion sources such as protons, neutrons, helium, hydrogen, 
etc. [116]. The total fluence (ion dose) varies with the irradiation time and beam current 
density.  
 In this dissertation, He ion implantation at energy up to 150 keV with a fluence 
level up to 1017/cm2 was performed in accelerator laboratory at Texas A&M University 
(TAMU) and ion beam materials lab in Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). The 
Accelerator Laboratory in TAMU is one of the largest university ion irradiation facilities 
in USA. A total of five accelerators are able to deliver virtually all ions in the elemental 
table with ion energy from a few hundred to a few MeVs. The lab provides unique 
capabilities to perform irradiation studies on various nuclear materials. The key facility in 
the study in the Accelerator Laboratory is a 150 kV Ion Accelerator (with a universal ion 
source). He ions were used for irradiation of Cu/V multilayers. 
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Figure 2.5. Schematics of typical ion irradiation system components [116]. 
 
 
 
2.3 Characterizations of metallic Cu/V multilayer films 
 Void swellings and radiation hardening are two of the major radiation effects in 
the irradiated metallic materials, and were extensively studied in the current project. 
Experiments were focused on detailed microstructure examination of ion-irradiated 
multilayered composites by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD), and the 
evolutions of mechanical properties examined by nanoindentation technique. TEM offers 
the details of microstructural changes, such as He bubbles, voids and dislocation loops. 
STEM can provide chemical information at nanometer length scales and therefore is 
helpful for checking interface morphology and chemistry before and after ion irradiation. 
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XRD determined the evolution of texture and lattice distortion originated from defect 
accumulation. These experiments were intended to examine the development of stable 
defect clusters as a function of proximity to interfaces or grain boundaries and the 
associated evolution of interface stability and chemistry that developed with irradiation. 
Mechanical properties (hardness and modulus) of multilayer coatings were studied by 
nanoindentation technique. 
2.3.1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)  
2.3.1.1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is critical in evaluation of 
microstructure in sputtered Cu/V multilayer films, such as interface features, film 
structures and radiation damage. TEM is a microscopy technique whereby an electron 
beam is transmitted through an ultra thin specimen, interacting with the specimen as 
electrons pass through. An image is formed from the interaction of the electrons 
transmitted through the specimen, which is magnified and focused onto an imaging 
device, such as a fluorescent screen, as is common in most TEM microscopes, on a layer 
of photographic film, or to be captured by a CCD camera [191].  
 A typical TEM is composed of four systems: illumination, electromagnetic lens, 
sample stage and holder, and imaging system as shown in Figure 2.6 [192]. The 
illumination system provides a stream of monochromatic electrons by electron source 
composed of a cathode and an anode. Usually a heated tungsten or LaB6 filament emits 
electrons, which are then confined into a loosely focused beam by a negative cap. The 
positive anode accelerates the focused beam, most of which will pass through the tiny 
hole in the center of the anode to form a stream of monochromatic electrons. When the 
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stream passes through the electromagnetic lens system, it is tightly focused to a small, 
thin, coherent beam with a well-defined energy by condenser lenses and metal aperture. 
The first condenser lens determine the general size range of the final spot that strikes the 
sample and the second condenser lens can adjust the size of the spot on the sample. The 
metal aperture, a thin disk with a small circular through-hole, is applied to restrict the 
electron beam and knock out high angle electrons before striking the specimen. The well-
defined beam by electromagnetic lens system strikes the specimen, which is sitting in the 
sample holder, and parts of it are transmitted. The sample holder is a platform equipped 
with a mechanical arm for holding the specimen and controlling its position. Three types 
of transmitted electrons after interactions between the electron beam and specimen are 
collected to provide the sample information. The unscattered electrons are the incident 
electrons, which are transmitted through the thin specimen without any interaction 
occurring inside the specimen. The contrast generated by the unscattered electrons varies 
in terms of specimen thickness as the transmission of unscattered electrons is inversely 
proportional to its thickness. Elasticity scattered electrons are the incident electrons that 
are scattered to leave their original path by atoms in the specimen in an elastic fashion 
without loss of energy. The pattern generated by elasticity scattered electrons can provide 
the information regarding the orientation, atomic arrangements and phases present in the 
area being examined because all electrons scattered by the same atomic spacing will be 
scattered by the same angle, which follows Bragg's Law. Inelastically scattered electrons, 
which are incident electrons that interact with specimen atoms in a inelastic fashion, 
loosing energy during the interaction can be used to get either electron energy loss 
spectroscopy (EELS) or Kirkuchi bands. After transmitting the specimen, the electron 
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beam is focused by the objective lens into an image system consisting of another 
electromagnetic lens system and a screen.  In the electromagnetic lens system, objective 
lens is used to re-focus the electrons after they pass through the specimen and projective 
lens can enlarge the image and project it onto the screen with a phosphorescent plate. The 
objective aperture can enhance the contrast of the image by blocking out high-angle 
electrons, and the projective aperture offers the functions to examine the periodic 
diffraction of electrons by ordered arrangement of atoms in the specimen. The image is 
formed in a similar way to photography after the electrons strike the phosphor plate and 
can be observed as it glows when it is hit by electrons.  
 Selected area diffraction (SAD) is a method in which the SAD pattern is produced 
on the display screen of the microscope when parallel electrons transmitted through a 
small area of the thin foil specimen determined by intermediate lens aperture size and are 
diffracted according to the Bragg's law. The SAD patterns of polycrystalline or 
nanocrystalline materials are composed of a transmitted beam and a number of rings. It 
can prove the information on the periodicities in the lattice, and hence the atomic 
positions, such as amorphous or crystalline, crystallographic features, orientation 
relationship of the interface, and so on. 
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Figure 2.6. The schematic outline of a TEM [192].  
 
 
 
 Another type of TEM is a scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM). 
The electron optics focuses the beam into a narrow spot which is scanned over the sample 
in a raster when the electrons pass through the specimen. The contrast of different 
materials in STEM is directly related to their atomic numbers. STEM is typically 
accompanied by chemical analysis techniques, such as mapping by energy dispersive X-
ray (EDX) spectroscopy, electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), and annular dark-
field imaging (ADF) due to the rastering of the beam across the sample. After the 
introduction of a high-angle ADF detector into STEM, images with atomic resolution can 
be obtained.  
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 TEM and STEM were performed in the microscopy and imaging center (MIC) at 
TAMU equipped with two transmission electron microscopes. One is JEOL JEM-2010 
equipped with Gatan SC1000 ORIUS CCD camera (Model 832), using 200 kV 
accelerating voltage with a LaB6 filament. This is a high-resolution analytical TEM 
microscope with 0.23 nm point resolution. The STEM and EDX were performed by the 
FEI Tecnai G2 F20 microscope with Fischione ultra-high resolution STEM HAADF 
detector (0.23 nm in the STEM image mode) and Oxford instruments EDX detector with 
a spatial resolution of ~ 1-2 nm. 
2.3.1.2 Preparation of cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) samples 
 Sample preparation for TEM studies, whether cross-sectional or plan view, is a 
challenge because of the tiny dimensions of specimens required for the experiment. 
Typically a TEM holder has about 3 mm space for the sample to be analyzed. However 
the thickness of the electron transparent specimens is on the order of nanometers. 
Usually, TEM samples can be prepared by conventional thinning and focused ion beam 
cutting (FIB). Ion milling is the most commonly used method for solid samples and was 
used in the study. Figure 2.7 shows several steps for a TEM sample to become electron 
transparent. The bulk sample was firstly cut into thin slices with around 0.6 mm 
thickness. Then the sample was grinded and polished to around 60 µm thick and was 
punched to get a 3 mm diameter disks. After that, the disk was dimpled until the 
thickness in the center reaches about 10 to 20 µm. The last step is to ion mill the sample 
in the ion milling machine until it is penetrated.  
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Figure 2.7. The schematic of TEM sample preparation by ion-milling [193].  
 
 
 
 Particularly, when preparing cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) samples for multilayer 
films on substrates, a small piece of specimen is bonded by using M-bond to another 
piece of Si, and the sandwich is pressed to cure at about 100 °C for 3 hours. Once the 
sample is cured, mechanical grinding and polishing were performed from both sides of 
the sandwiches to eventually ~ 60 μm. Then the sample is further thinned by Gatan 
dimpler to 30 µm, followed by ion milling to obtain an electronically transparent TEM 
specimen.  
2.3.2 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
X-ray diffraction is a powerful and non-destructive tool for the structural study of 
multilayer films. No sample preparation is required in this quick and versatile technique. 
XRD was extensively utilized in this study especially for the comparison of the 
crystallinity of as-deposited and ion irradiated multilayer films.  
In the XRD experimental, the multilayer thin film samples are exposed to a 
monochromatic beam of x-rays from a Cu-Kα source, which is used to investigate the 
crystal structure. The wavelength of these x-rays is of the same order as the interatomic 
distance (a few Å), which allows atomic structure of the deposited thin film to be studied. 
The thin film sample scatters the incident x-ray beam in all directions. However, due to 
the periodic arrangement of atoms on specific crystallographic planes in the crystalline 
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solid thin film, the scattered x-rays mutually reinforce each other in certain directions, 
giving rise to a strong (high-intensity) diffracted beam by constructive interference. The 
position (angleθ ) of the diffracted beam is given by the Bragg’s law (93): 
θλ sin2dn =  (93)
 where n  is the order of diffraction, λ  is the wavelength for the incident x-ray beam, d  is 
the spacing between planes that contribute to diffraction, and θ  is the angle between 
incident beam and the crystallographic plane. An x-ray detector such as a Geiger counter 
or a scintillation counter, mounted on a movable arm, detects the diffracted beam. From 
the intensity and position of the diffracted beam, various interplanar spacings, crystal 
structure, and orientation of the thin film are determined. From equation (93), a basic 
condition for the waves reflected from a given set of planes to be in phase with one 
another is set that the difference of path lengths for waves reflected from successive 
planes must be an integral multiple of the wave length, i. e. n = 1, 2, etc.. Figure 2.8 
shows diffraction according to Bragg’s law. 
 
 
  
 
Figure 2.8.  Diffraction according to Bragg’s law. 
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 XRD was performed in the study by two Bruker powder diffractometers (D8-
Focus Bragg-Brentano and D8-Vario) in the X-ray Diffraction Laboratory at the 
Department of Chemistry in TAMU. Bruker-AXS D8 advanced Bragg-Brentano X-ray 
powder diffractometer (XRD) is equipped with Cu-Kα source anode, D8 Goniometer, 
automatic divergence slit, graphite monochromator on the diffracted beam and Lynxeye 
PSD for detection. The divergent x-ray beam of filtered or monochromatized radiation 
impinges on the flat face of a sample. This sample is rotated at precisely one-half of the 
angular speed of the receiving slit so that a constant angle between the incident and 
diffracted beams is maintained. The receiving slit is mounted in front of the counter on 
the counter tube arm, and behind it is usually fixed with a scatter slit to ensure that the 
counter receives radiation only from the portion of the sample illuminated by the primary 
beam. 
The angle between the direct x-ray beam and the diffracted beam is 2 ,θ  where θ  is 
the Bragg angle for each set of crystal planes. This is called the 2 θ  method. The 
divergent x-ray beam of filtered or monochromatized radiation impinges on the flat face 
of a sample. The sample is rotated at precisely half of the angular speed of receiving slit 
so that a constant angle between the incident and diffracted beam is maintained.  
2.3.3 Nanoindentation 
2.3.3.1 Definition of hardness 
 The mechanical properties of a material reflect its response or deformation to an 
applied load or force. Hardness is one of the important mechanical properties of a 
material and indicates its resistance to localized plastic deformation or to permanent 
penetration by another hard material. Hardness can be measured by performing carefully 
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designed laboratory experiments that replicate as close as possible the service conditions 
[194]. Measuring hardness involves two steps. Firstly a small and hard indenter is pressed 
into the material with a load F  and the displacement is composed of elastic and plastic 
deformation; secondly when the indenter is retracted, the elastic deformation is recovered 
and only the residual area A  (plastic deformation) is measured [195]. Figure 2.9 shows 
the schematic diagram of the cross-section of an indentation [196]. The harder the 
material, the smaller and shallower is the indent. The hardness is defined by: 
A
FH =
 
(94)
where H  is hardness, F  is load and A  is residual area.  
 Based on the hardness definition, quantitative hardness measurement techniques 
have been developed over the years and they include Rockwell hardness test, Brinell 
hardness test, Vickers and knoop microhardness tests [197]. These conventional hardness 
test methods satisfy the need of hardness measurement for bulk materials with larger 
dimensions; however, their load and indenter size limit applications in materials with at 
least one dimension in the micrometer or nanometer length scale such as thin film, 
particle, second phase, nanowire, etc. Micro-scale or nano-scale materials are often 
subjected to extreme conditions and their hardnesses are different from that of the bulk 
materials due to dimensional constraints. So a novel approach to measure the hardness of 
micro- or nano-scale materials is desirable. Nanoindentation technique combined with 
high resolution record of indentation depth and load and corresponding data analyses was 
developed to perform the hardness measurement of small structures [195].  
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    Figure 2.9. Schematic representation of the cross sectional indentation [196].  
 
 
 
2.3.3.2 Determination of indentation hardness  
 The nanoindentation instrument must have the capability of applying and 
recording the predetermined load and displacement with very high resolution during 
indentation, and use powerful computational method to perform the indentation load 
displacement analysis and obtain the mechanical properties directly from the load-
displacement data.  
 The hardness of materials measured by nanoindentation is referred as indentation 
hardness ( ITH ) and it is determined by equation: 
c
IT A
FH max=
 
(95)
where maxF  is the maximum applied force and cA  is the projected (cross-sectional) area 
of the contact between the indenter and the test piece determined from the load-
displacement curve. cA  can not be measured directly and is an area function, which 
F 
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describes the shape of the indenter tip. It can be expressed as a mathematic function 
relating to the depth of contact of the indenter with the test piece ch  ( )( cc hfA = ) [198]. 
 The indentation hardness measurement process is similar to the conventional 
techniques. Hardness values are directly obtained from the load-displacement curve, but 
they are sensitive to the details of the analysis. Data analysis methods include elastic 
contact model [199-201], continuous stiffness method [202], and Herzian contact solution 
for spherical indenters [203, 204]. Among these, the analysis based on elastic contact 
model developed and refined by Oliver and Pharr in 1992 [201] is the most commonly 
used nanoindentation analysis method, and is used to determine the indentation hardness 
of thin film in the dissertation as well. It assumed: (1) deformation upon unloading is 
purely elastic; (2) the compliances of the samples and of the indenter tip can be combined 
as springs in series and (3) the contact can be modeled using an analytical model for 
contact between a rigid indenter of defined shape with a homogeneous isotropic elastic 
half space using equation: 
π
cr AES
2=
 
(96)
where S  is the contact stiffness, A  is the contact area, and rE  is the reduced modulus 
[201].  
 Based on these assumptions, contact depth ch  can be expressed by:  
)( maxmax ic hhhh −−= ε  (97)
where maxh  is the maximum depth, and ih , the intercept depth, is the intercept of the 
tangent to the load-displacement data at the maximum load on unloading with the depth 
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axis [201]. The correction factor ε , a function of the shape of the indenter tip, for 
different indenter geometries is shown in Table 2.1 [198].  
  
 
Table 2.1. Correction factor for different indenter geometries [198]. 
Indenter Geometry ε  
Flat punch 1 
Conical 2(π-2)/π=0.73 
Berkovich, Vickers 3/4 
Paraboloid of revolution (includes spherical) 3/4 
  
 
 The procedure for data analysis to obtain indentation hardness is as follows: The 
slope of the fit at maxF  is used to obtain ih , and maxh  at maxF  is acquired in load-
displacement curve shown in Figure 2.10 [205]. Correction factor ε  is determined by the 
shape of indenter tip. So the contact depth ch  can be obtained by inputting maxh , ih  and 
ε  according to equation (97). The project area cA  is a function of shape of indenter tip. 
For a Vickers indenter, a pyramid shape indenter with a square base,  25.24 cc hA ×=  and 
for a perfect Berkovich indenter, a diamond pyramid with triangular base, 
296.23 cc hA ×= [198]. The obtained ch  is put into the area function to get cA . Finally 
the indentation hardness can be obtained according to equation (95).  
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Figure 2.10. Schematic diagram of a loading-unloading curve during indentation, where 
maxh  is maximum displacement, fh  is final depth and ih  is the intercept displacement 
[205]. 
 
 
 
2.3.3.3 Determination of indentation modulus  
 The elastic contact model assumes that the compliances of the samples and the 
indenter tip can be combined as springs in series, so  
)
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(98) 
where rE  is called reduced modulus, indenterE  is the modulus of indenter and ITE  is 
modulus of the tested materials. indenterν  and ITν  is the Poisson’s ratio of the indenter and 
the tested materials, respectively. In the contact model, the contact stiffness describes the 
slope of the tangent of load-displacement curve during unloading cycle and can be 
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expressed by equation (96) [201]. So reduced modulus is obtained by a rearrangement of 
equation (96) as: 
c
r A
SE
2
π=
 
(99)
According to equation (98), the ITE , modulus of the tested materials can be expressed 
by: 
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(100)
rE  can be obtained according to equation (99) after contact stiffness, the slope of the 
tangent, is acquired from loading-unloading curves. So combining the equation (99) and 
(100), finally the rE  can be obtained according to the following equation 
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(101)
The indentation modulus is comparable to the Young’s modulus of the material. 
 Accurate quantitative measurements of indentation hardness and modulus may be 
obtained by nanoindentation measurements. However, results from this technique are 
influenced by many factors such as tip geometry, machine compliance, time-dependent 
displacements, surface roughness, indentation size, etc. [195, 206-209]. 
2.3.3.4 Measurement of thin film hardness  
 The nanoindentation measurements in our study were performed by the 
Fischerscope HM2000XYp measurement system, which measures the indentation 
hardness according to ISO 14577. Basically, the hardness measured with Fischerscope 
HM2000XYp is determined from the area of the indenter displacement under load. The 
indentation depth and a constant, specific to each indenter, are used to calculate the area 
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of the indenter displacement. The positioning devices consist of the holding device for 
the measuring head and a microscope with an attached video camera for viewing the test 
area in a video image that is shown on the computer monitor. Manually adjustable XY 
measuring stage and programmable XY measuring stage are equipped in the tester. The 
coordinates of the measurement points can be stored and visited automatically in 
sequence. A Vickers indenter was used as the indenter. The load range is from 0.4 to 
2000 mN and the maximum indentation depth of the indenter is 150 µm [210]. The tested 
materials in our study in the nanoindentation measurement are thin films grown on 
silicon substrate. For an example, the hardness and indentation modulus of Cu/V 
multilayer thin films were measured based on an average of 9-12 indents at different 
indentation depths at room temperature with the same loading rate. The maximum 
indentation depth was kept at ~ 200 nm for all specimens [211]. The low surface 
roughness of the thin film (a few nm) leads to a negligible roughness effect. The total 
thicknesses of the films are ~ 2 µm, so the maximum depth is kept at below 200 nm, 
which satisfies the one-tenth of film thickness “rule of thumb” to eliminate the substrate 
effect [201, 212]. 
2.3.4 Profliometer 
 The Dektak3 Stylus Profilometer shown in Figure 2.11 can measure small vertical 
features ranging in height from 10 to 65,000 nm. The height position of the diamond 
stylus generates an analog signal which is converted into a digital signal stored, analyzed 
and displayed. The radius of diamond stylus is 12.5 microns, and the horizontal 
resolution is controlled by the scan speed and scan length. 
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 There is a horizontal broadening factor which is a function of stylus radius and 
step height. This broadening factor is added to the horizontal dimensions of the steps. The 
stylus tracking force is factory-set to 50 milligrams. The scanning head contains a 
viewing camera, a motor driven stylus and analog electronics to detect and amplify the 
transducer signal. 
 Before helium (He) ion irradiation, the samples with 5 × 10 mm in dimension 
were partially masked to avoid ion irradiation in the masked regions. After irradiation 
experiments, the difference in height (step height) between the irradiated and masked 
regions was measured by using a Dektak3 Stylus profilometer with a Z height resolution 
of better than 1 nm.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.11. Photos of the Dektak3 ST step profilometer [213]. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROPERTIES OF CU/V AND AL/NB MULTILAYERS * 
3.1 Introduction 
 Nanostructured metallic multilayers have received broad attention due to their 
high mechanical strength [1, 6, 214, 215]. The yield strength of certain metallic 
multilayers, estimated as 1/3 of nanoindentation hardness [216], can approach 1/2 to 1/3 
of the lower-bound estimate of theoretical strength limit of ,30/μ  (where μ  is the shear 
modulus) [217]. The evolution of film hardness as a function of layer thickness has been 
studied, and various strengthening mechanisms have been proposed [2, 72, 79, 218-223]. 
At micron to submicron length scale, the yield strength of multilayers is proportional to 
,5.0−h  where h  is the individual layer thickness, a phenomenon that can be explained by 
Hall-Petch model of dislocation pile-ups at layer interfaces. Furthermore, Hall-Petch 
slope is a measure of the strength of interface barrier for slip transmission and determines 
the rate of strength increase with decreasing .h  However, in the tens of nanometers 
regime, the deformation mechanism may involve glide of single dislocation, in the form 
of Orowan loops, leading to a hhy /)ln(∝σ  relation [2, 218]. In the limit of a few 
nanometers, the strength of the multilayer may be determined by the stress to transmit a 
single dislocation across the interfaces. Factors such as shear modulus mismatch and 
lattice parameter mismatch may determine the transmission stress, Koehler stress or 
coherency stress, for single dislocation [1, 99, 224]. Molecular dynamics simulations 
have shown that in fcc/fcc systems, such as Cu/Ni, coherency stress determines the peak 
strength of multilayers [94]. In fcc/bcc systems with incoherent interfaces, such as 
*Reprinted with permission from “Mechanical Properteis of Sputtered Cu/V and Al/Nb 
Multilayer films” by E.G Fu, Nan Li, A. Misra, R.G. Hoagland, H. Wang, X Zhang, 2008. 
Materials Science and Engineering A, 493, 283-287, Copyright [2007] by Elsevier B.V. 
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Cu/Nb, a weak interface leads to dislocation core spreading and creates a strong barrier 
for the transmission of slip activity [94].  
 In this chapter, we report on the mechanical properties of two fcc/bcc multilayer 
systems, Cu/V and Al/Nb. Comparisons of their mechanical properties with Cu/Cr and 
Cu/Nb studied previously provide insight on the factors that determine strengthening 
mechanisms and peak strength in these multilayer films. 
3.2 Experimental 
 Cu/V and Al/Nb multilayers with individual layer thickness ranging from 1 nm to 
200 nm were deposited at room temperature on Si (100) substrates with native SiO2 layer 
by DC magnetron sputtering technique. A base pressure of ≤ 5 × 10-8 torr (~ 6.67 × 10-6 
Pa) is reached prior to deposition. The number of bilayers deposited was such that the 
total multilayer film thickness was kept at ~ 1.6 - 2 μm. The deposition rate for various 
metals was kept at a few Å/sec or higher. X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiment was 
performed by using Bruker-AXS D8 VARIO high-resolution X-ray diffractometer. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on a JEOL 2010 operated at 
200kV, and high resolution TEM (HRTEM) was performed on a JEOL 3000F operated at 
300kV. The hardness and indentation modulus of films were measured by means of an 
indentation load and depth sensing apparatus, a commercial Fischerscope HM200, using 
a Vickers indenter. The maximum indentation depth was kept at about 200 nm for all 
experiments.  
3.3 Results 
 Distinct Cu (111) and V (110) peaks are observed in XRD patterns of Cu/V 50 
nm multilayers as shown in Figure 3.1. The two peaks start to overlap at smaller layer 
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thickness and eventually, at a layer thickness of 2.5 nm, only one broad peak is observed 
centered at a two-theta value between Cu (111) and V (110).  
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Figure 3.1. X-ray diffraction patterns of Cu/V multilayers. Two distinct peaks, 
corresponding to Cu (111) and V (110), are observed in Cu/V 50 nm multilayers. The 
two peaks tend to overlap at smaller layer thickness, Cu/V 10 nm multilayers, and 
eventually only a single peak is observed in Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayers. 
 
 
 
 Figure 3.2a is the cross-sectional TEM micrograph of as-deposited Cu/V 2.5 nm 
multilayer films. The layer interface between Cu and V is clearly distinguishable. The 
inserted selected area diffraction pattern (SAD) indicates a strong fiber texture with 
Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) orientation relationship, i.e. {111}Cu // {110}V and <110> Cu // 
<111>V. The columnar grain sizes of Cu and V are much greater than layer thickness. 
The cross-sectional TEM micrograph and the corresponding SAD pattern of Cu/V 100 
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nm multilayers are shown in Figure 3.2b. Both constituents have polycrystalline 
microstructures without a strong texture. The cross-sectional TEM micrograph of as-
deposited Al/Nb 5 nm multilayer films is shown in Figure 3.3a. No significant 
intermixing is observed. Furthermore, such multilayer films have strong fiber texture, Al 
{111} and Nb {110}, with a K-S orientation relationship similar to that of Cu/V 2.5 nm 
multilayers. Microstructures of as-deposited Al/Nb multilayers with individual layer 
thickness of 50 nm, not shown here, or greater exhibit weaker texture as compared to the 
2.5 nm layer thickness.  
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 3.2. (a) Cross-sectional TEM micrograph of as-deposited Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayer 
films, and (b) as-deposited Cu/V 100 nm multilayer films. Insets are selected area 
diffraction patterns. 
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Figure 3.3 (a) Cross-sectional TEM micrograph of as-deposited Al/Nb 5 nm multilayer 
films. The inset is SAD pattern, and (b) Cross-sectional view of high resolution TEM 
(HRTEM) micrograph of as-deposited Al/Nb 5 nm multilayer films.  
 
 
 
 HRTEM micrograph of interface of Al/Nb 5 nm multilayers shown in Figure 3.3b 
indicates little intermixing along interfaces. Fast Fourier transform from the micrograph 
has confirmed a K-S orientation relationship, and more importantly shows that atomic 
arrangement is such that Al{111} and Nb{110} atomic planes are continuous across 
interface. 
 The hardnesses of Cu/V and Al/Nb multilayers are plotted as a function of ,2/1−h  
as shown in Figure 3.4. The hardness data of Cu/Cr and Cu/Nb metallic multilayers [93] 
are also shown in the same plot for comparison. When layer thickness is greater than ~ 50 
nm, the hardnesses of all multilayers increase approximately linearly versus 2/1−h  with 
decreasing layer thickness. The Hall-Petch slope is the highest for Cu/Cr multilayer, 
followed by Cu/Nb, Cu/V and Al/Nb multilayers. Such linear relation is quickly deviated 
at smaller layer thicknesses. Peak hardnesses are approached at approximately the 
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smallest layer thickness for all systems, except in Cu/Cr system, where the peak hardness 
is approached at 10 nm individual layer thickness and stays constant thereafter. Among 
these four systems, the peak hardnesses of Cu/Cr and Cu/Nb, almost identical at ~ 6.8 
GPa, are the highest, and Al/Nb has the lowest peak hardness at ~ 4.8 GPa.   
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of hardness vs. 5.0−h  plots for various fcc/bcc metallic multilayer 
systems, including Cu/Cr, Cu/Nb, Cu/V and Cu/Nb, where h  is the thickness of each 
layer. 
 
 
3.4 Discussions 
3.4.1 Microstructure of multilayer films 
 The mutual solubility between Cu and V is very small, approximately 2.5 wt% Cu 
in V matrix at 800 oC [21]. Such immiscible nature, derived from thermodynamics, is 
consistent with the observation of chemically discrete interfaces in all Cu/V multilayer 
films. Cu/V multilayer with smaller individual layer thickness (10 nm or less) has 
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stronger fiber texture with K-S orientation relationship, whereas a weaker texture is 
observed in Cu/V multilayers at layer thicknesses of 50 nm or greater. The evolution of 
texture intensity and K-S orientation relationship are similar in Al/Nb multilayer films. 
Although phase diagram shows the formation of several intermetallic phases between 
Al/Nb [21], we did not observe significant intermixing, and no new phases are identified 
by either XRD or TEM in current studies. The retention of interface between miscible Al 
and Nb is partly attributed to the fact that all deposition was performed all at room 
temperature at which there is not sufficient thermal energy to promote inter diffusion. 
Furthermore heating was prohibited during TEM specimen preparations. We have studied 
the microstructures of Cu/Cr and Cu/Nb previously. Both systems have fcc/bcc type of 
layer interfaces, and the texture and K-S orientation relationship are similar to the current 
cases. Examination of phase diagrams of Cu/Cr and Cu/Nb indicates that both systems 
are basically immiscible [21].  
3.4.2 Comparison of Hall-Petch slope of fcc/bcc multilayer systems  
 The phenomena that hardness is proportional to 2/1−h  at layer thickness of 50 nm 
or greater in all cases can be explained by the Hall-Petch model, based on dislocation 
pile-ups at layer interfaces [77]. Dislocation pile-ups become more and more difficult at 
smaller layer thicknesses. The deviation from the Hall-Petch linear relationship occurs 
when the number of dislocations (n) in the pile-up is less than 2 for a circular pile-up (n ≤ 
3 for a double-ended pile-up and n ≤ 6 for a single -ended pile-up) [225-227]. Hall-Petch 
slope, ,k  is a measure of interface barrier strength for slip transmission and can 
determine the rate of strength increase with decreasing .h  Hall-Petch slope was 
calculated using:                       
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bk μ18.0=  (102)
where μ  and b  are the shear modulus and the magnitude of Burgers vector of the stiffer 
component of the multilayers, respectively [228]. The magnitude of Burgers vector is 
2/2a  in fcc phase and 2/3a  in bcc phase, where a is lattice parameter. The 
calculated k  values for each multilayer system are given in Table 3.1. Briefly the 
experimental Hall-Petch slopes are in good agreement with that of calculated values. For 
instance, in Cu/Nb and Cu/V systems, Cu is the stiffer phase. Therefore the calculation 
predicts that the Hall-Petch slope of the two systems shall be the same. This is precisely 
what the experimental results have shown in Table 3.1. In Cu/Cr, the calculated k  based 
on the stiffer component, Cr is slightly lower than experimental result. In Al/Nb 
multilayers, the calculated slope based on the stiffer Nb phase is similar to experimental 
value. These studies indicate that in thicker multilayer composites, at length scale of tens 
of nanometers or greater, the interface barrier strength of multilayers could be dominated 
by the strength of the stiffer component. 
 
 
Table 3.1. Calculated and experimental H-P slope of nanoscale metallic multilayers. 
Metallic multilayers Cu/Cr Cu/Nb Cu/V Al/Nb 
Average shear modulus* (GPa) 70 42 46 31 
Calculated k, (MPa m ) 0.29 0.14 0.14 0.11 
Experimental k (MPa m ) 0.33 0.16 0.15 0.12 
 * Shear modulus (GPa): Cu (46), Cr (93), Nb (38), V (46), and Al (25) 
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3.4.3 Comparison of peak hardnesses of various fcc/bcc multilayer systems 
 The peak hardnesses of four fcc/bcc multilayer systems are listed in Table 3.2, 
together with the heat of mixing and mismatch strain between fcc {111} and bcc {110} 
interplanar spacing. The peak hardness is the highest for Cu/W [230], then Cu/Cr and 
Cu/Nb, followed by Cu/V and Al/Nb in descending sequence. We will attempt to 
understand the difference in their peak hardness based on factors that may determine the 
interface barrier strength, including average shear modulus and modulus mismatch and 
dislocation core spreading along interfaces.  
 At layer thickness of a few nanometers, the metallic multilayer films typically 
reach peak hardness, and thereafter, the hardness varies very little with layer thickness. 
At length scales of a few nanometers, dislocation pile-ups are less likely; instead the 
strength of multilayer films is dominated by the strength of interface barrier to the 
transmission of single dislocation [50, 231].  
 
 
Table 3.2. A comparison of peak hardness of several multilayers. 
System 
Average 
biaxial 
modulus (GPa) 
Indentation 
modulus (GPa)
Mismatch 
strain* (%) 
Heat of mixing  
(kJ/mol) [229] 
Peak 
hardness 
(GPa) 
Cu/W 415 228 13.1 22 8.9 
Cu/Cr 296.5 170 2.3 12 6.8 
Cu/Nb 211.5 115 10.5 3 6.8 
Cu/V 228 111 2.5 5 5.2 
Al/Nb 138 95 0.02 -18 4.8 
Mismatch strain between the fcc {111} and bcc {110} interplanar spacing 
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 In earlier literature, it was postulated that the Koehler stress plays a dominant role 
in determining the peak strength, especially in systems with large elastic modulus 
mismatch [1]. We examine this by plotting the peak hardness as a function of the average 
biaxial modulus of the multilayers. A plot of the peak hardness versus average biaxial 
modulus revealed essentially identical trends as in Figure 3.5. The average biaxial 
modulus for each multilayer system is the average value of biaxial modulus between fcc 
[111] and bcc [110]. The biaxial modulus for each metal is taken from the paper by D. 
Baral et al. [232]. While there is a general trend of the peak hardness scaling with the 
modulus, there are significant departures from this trend as well. For an example, Cu/Nb 
is significantly harder than Cu/V in spite of similar moduli, and Cu/Cr and Cu/Nb have 
similar peak strengths in spite of a large difference in moduli. Thus, the peak strengths of 
these fcc/bcc multilayers cannot be interpreted solely based on the Koehler stress. 
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Figure 3.5. The peak hardness as a function of the average biaxial modulus of the various 
fcc/bcc metallic multilayers. Average biaxial modulus for fcc/bcc multilayer is the 
average value of the biaxial moudulus between the fcc [111] and bcc [110]. 
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 Molecular dynamics simulations of slip transmission across the incoherent Cu/Nb 
interfaces revealed that these interfaces have low shear strengths [231]. As a result, the 
stress field of a glide dislocation can locally shear the interface and lead to dislocation 
core spreading along the interface plane. This trapping of the glide dislocation in the 
interface plane due to core spreading makes the slip transmission difficult. The extent of 
core spreading is inversely proportional to the interfacial shear strength and may be the 
key to determining the interface barrier to slip transmission in incoherent fcc/bcc 
interfaces. The interfacial shear strength (and hence the core spreading and the peak 
strength of the composite) of fcc/bcc interfaces with Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation 
relationship may depend on a combination of factors such as heat of mixing, lattice 
parameter mismatch and the atomic structure of the interface. This will be investigated 
via atomistic modeling in our future work. 
3.5 Conclusions 
 The mechanical behavior of sputter-deposited Cu/V and Al/Nb multilayer films is 
compared with that of Cu/Nb and Cu/Cr. All systems are all fcc/bcc type with incoherent 
interfaces, and with Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation relationship. The Hall-Petch slope 
scales with the shear moduli of the stiffer layer, but a similar scaling was not observed 
between the peak strength and the moduli of the fcc/bcc multilayers investigated. The 
peak strength depends on the interface barrier to slip transmission which for fcc/bcc 
incoherent interfaces may depend on the low shear strength of the interface that allows 
dislocation core spreading along the interface.   
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CHAPTER IV 
INTERFACE ENABLED DEFECTS REDUCTION IN HELIUM  
ION IRRADIATED CU/V MULTILAYERS * 
4.1 Introduction 
 Radiation-induced defects and evolutions of mechanical properties in proton, 
neutron, synchrotron and ion irradiated metallic materials have been extensively studied 
[233-238]. During radiation the interactions between energetic projectile particles and the 
atoms of the irradiated materials lead to atomic displacement damages, such as vacancies, 
interstitials, and their agglomerations in the form of vacancy clusters, voids and 
dislocation loops [111-115]. Stacking fault tetrahedra (SFT) as a result of agglomeration 
of vacancies are frequently observed in numerous irradiated metals and alloys with faced-
centered cubic (FCC) structure, such as Au, Cu, Ni, Pd and austenitic stainless steel [142-
148]. A high concentration of vacancy clusters and SFTs are observed in FCC Cu, 
whereas interstitial loops seem to prevail in irradiated BCC V [149]. In fusion reactors, 
besides the aforementioned displacement damages, a high concentration of He atoms 
created via (n, α) or other transmutation reactions typically leads to a large number of He 
bubbles in irradiated structural metals [239-241]. Radiation induced void swelling can 
cause significant dimensional instability and degrade the mechanical properties in the 
form of embrittlement. Significant void swelling, ~ 14 %, has been observed in neutron 
radiated 316L stainless steels [159]. Radiation hardening has been extensively studied in 
irradiated FCC and BCC monolithic metals, such as Cu and V [154, 155, 157, 242-246].  
The yield strengths of neutron irradiated Cu and V both increase with the extent of  
 
*Parts of this chapter are reprinted with permission from “Size Dependent Enhancement of 
Helium Ion Irradiation Tolerance in Sputtered Cu/V Nanolaminates” by E.G Fu, J. Carter, 
G. Swadener, A. Misra, L. Shao, H. Wang, X Zhang, 2009. Journal of Nuclear Materials, 
385, 629-632, Copyright [2008] by Elsevier B.V. 
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damage, displacement-per-atom (dpa). The increase of yield strength is approximately 
200-300 MPa in bulk coarse-grained Cu and V irradiated at a damage level of ~ 1 dpa 
[158].  
 Microstructural control has been shown to be effective in suppressing radiation 
damage. Significant reduction of void swelling has been recognized in a series of ferritic / 
martensitic (F/M) steels [247-251] with BCC or BCT structures. Also, oxide-dispersion-
strengthened alloys, with nanoscale oxides uniformly distributed in F/M steels, have 
shown superior void swelling resistance and high temperature thermal stability [252]. A 
high density of dislocations in cold-worked 316L stainless steel can moderately alleviate 
void swelling at low temperatures [235]. The aforementioned studies have shown that 
grain or phase boundaries may act as sinks for radiation induced point defects and their 
clusters, where recombination of interstitial and vacancy could occur and such recovery 
process assists the interfaces in maintaining their ability to continuously absorb point 
defects [183, 253-256]. Increasing the volume fraction of grain or phase boundaries thus 
appears beneficial to alleviating radiation-induced damage. Metallic multilayer films 
possess very large interfacial areas. Recent studies show that immiscible Cu/Nb 
multilayers, particularly those with a layer thickness of a few nm, are extremely resistant 
against He ion irradiation-induced intermixing [257]. He bubbles are barely detectable in 
irradiated Cu/Nb 2.5 nm multilayers, suggesting the extraordinary capability of Cu/Nb 
interface in reducing point defect concentration compared to their bulk counterparts [46]. 
Atomistic simulations show that pairs of extended jogs formed by misfit dislocations 
along interfaces can effectively lower the point defect formation energy, and such 
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interfaces become virtually inexhaustible sinks for point defects and catalysts for efficient 
Frenkel pair recombination [259].  
 Despite these studies, the effect of the volume fraction of interfaces on radiation 
induced evolutions of microstructure and mechanical properties has not been studied 
systematically. The preliminary studies showed the reduction of He bubble density and 
suppression of radiation hardening in He ion irradiated Cu/V multilayers [260]. In this 
chapter, we provide a complete analysis of radiation induced defects, lattice distortion, 
void swelling, and evolution of hardness, and explain the mechanisms that lead to 
enhanced radiation tolerance in nearly immiscible Cu/V multilayers. 
4.2 Experimental 
 Cu/V multilayer films with equal individual layer thickness ranging from 1 to 200 
nm were synthesized on HF etched Si (100) substrates by using DC magnetron sputtering 
at room temperature. The deposition rate was approximately 1 nm/s. The total thicknesses 
of Cu/V multilayers were kept at 1.6-2 µm. A base pressure of 6.6 × 10−6 Pa was reached 
prior to depositions and argon partial pressure during sputtering was ~ 0.5 Pa. Before 
helium (He) ion irradiation, the samples with 5 × 10 mm in dimension were partially 
masked to avoid ion irradiation in the masked regions. After irradiation experiments, the 
difference in height (step height) between the irradiated and masked regions was 
measured by using a Dektak3 Stylus profilometer with a Z height resolution of better than 
1 nm. The ion irradiations were performed at room temperature using 50 keV He ions. A 
total fluence of 6 × 1020 / m2 was achieved in 4 hours at a constant beam current of 2 µA. 
Baseline pressure in the ion implanter was less than 1 × 10-5 Pa. The temperature rise of 
specimens due to beam heating was estimated to be less than 50 ºC.   
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 The microstructure of Cu/V multilayer films was characterized by Bruker-AXS 
D8 advanced Bragg-Brentano X-ray powder diffractometer (XRD). The XTEM samples 
of Cu/V, prepared by dimpling and ion-milling, were examined in a 200 kV JEOL 2010 
TEM equipped with a Gatan SC1000 ORIUS CCD camera. The scanning TEM (STEM) 
and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis for identifying the elemental composition 
and the interface integrity of the specimens were performed by the FEI Tecnai G2 F20 
with Fischione ultra-high resolution STEM HAADF detector (0.23 nm in the STEM 
image mode) and Oxford instruments EDX detector with a spatial resolution of ~ 1 nm. 
The hardness and indentation modulus of films were measured based on an average of 9-
12 indents at different indentation depths at room temperature, by a Fischerscope 
HM2000XYp micro/nano indenter using a Vickers indenter with the same loading rate. 
Hardness and indentation modulus were measured as a function of indentation depth, up 
to a maximum depth of ~ 200 nm for all specimens. The plots of hardness vs. indentation 
depth are typically used in a depth range of 100 - 200 nm for accurate determination of 
average film hardness values.  
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 SRIM simulation 
 The stopping and range of ions in matter (SRIM) computer program based on 
Monte Carlo method [140] was used to compute the depth profile of the concentration of 
implanted He at an energy of 50 keV and a total fluence of 6 × 1020 ions/m2. The 
simulation, as shown in Figure 4.1, predicts that, in Cu/V 50 nm multilayer, He 
concentration initially increases with the increase of the penetration depth, reaches a peak 
value of ~ 5 at.% at a depth of ~ 200 nm, and decays thereafter. The peak damage 
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induced by He collisions in multilayers is approximately 6 dpa, and the radiation damage 
extends to a maximum depth of ~ 380 nm underneath the film surface upon 50 keV He 
ion irradiations.  
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Figure 4.1. The depth profile of helium concentration obtained from SRIM simulation 
of Cu/V 50 nm multilayers subjected to He ion irradiation at 50 keV with a total 
fluence of 6 × 1020 ions / m2. 
 
 
 
4.3.2 Evolutions of microstructures examined by TEM 
   Bright field XTEM micrographs of the as-deposited and ion irradiated Cu/V 50 nm 
and Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayers are compared in Figure 4.2. For all layer thicknesses, the 
as-deposited Cu/V multilayers possess polycrystalline columnar grain structures with 
clearly defined layer interfaces and Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) orientation relationship: Cu 
{1 1 1} // V {1 1 0} // interface, and Cu <1 1 0> // V <1 1 1>. The columnar grain size in 
as-deposited Cu/V 50 nm is on the order of the individual layer thickness, ,h  whereas the 
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columnar grain size is much greater than h  in the as-deposited Cu/V 2.5 nm specimen. 
Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayer has stronger fiber textures of Cu {111} and V {110} than Cu/V 
50 nm. After He ion irradiation, de-focused XTEM experiments were performed to reveal 
defects induced by He ion irradiation across the entire thickness of the Cu/V 50 nm and 
Cu/V 2.5 nm specimens. Figure 4.2c and 4.2d show the under-focus XTEM images of 
these specimens after He ion irradiation. Superimposed on the images are two depth 
profiles of He concentration (solid curves starting from surfaces) obtained from SRIM 
simulations [140] of Cu/V 50 nm and Cu/V 5 nm nanolaminates by using experimental 
radiation parameters. The simulated maximum He concentration is ~ 5 at. % at a depth of 
around 200 nm underneath film surfaces where the peak displacement per atom (dpa) is 
approximately 6. These de-focused bright field XTEM images across the entire radiation 
region indicate that the number of He bubbles follows the concentration profile reaching 
a maximum at a depth of ~ 200 nm underneath the film surface. Inserted SAD patterns 
indicate irradiated films have similar texture as before. Peak damage regions outlined by 
a box in Figure 4.2c and 4.2d, are compared in Figure 4.2e and 4.2f. Careful examination 
of these Figures shows that white dots, typical signatures of He bubbles, appear in both 
Cu and V. Comparisons of the two micrographs show similar size of He bubbles, ~ 1 nm 
in diameter, and the density of He bubbles in Cu/V 50 nm specimen is much greater than 
that in irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayers.  
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Figure 4.2. XTEM images of as-deposited (a) Cu/V 50 nm, and (b) Cu/V 2.5 nm 
multilayers, and ion irradiated (c) Cu/V 50 nm and (d) Cu/V 2.5 nm nanolaminates. In (c) 
and (d), peak damage regions as indicated by two square boxes are magnified in (e) and 
(f), respectively. 
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4.3.3 Evolutions of microstructure examined by STEM technique and chemical analyses 
 STEM experiments were performed to examine the chemical integrity of layer 
interface after irradiation. A STEM micrograph of ion irradiated Cu/V 50 nm specimen is 
shown in Figure 4.3a. The brighter layers are Cu, sandwiched by the darker V layers. 
Three different regions predicted by SRIM simulation were examined: (i) a surface 
region with low-to-medium damage; (ii) a peak damage region at a depth of around 200 
nm; and (iii) a no damage region that is deeper than the ion range. Chemically abrupt 
layer interfaces were observed in all three regions with the interfaces in the peak damage 
region being rougher than those in less irradiated or unirradiated regions. Furthermore, 
semi-quantitative chemical composition analysis via EDX was performed in the same 
specimen along a straight line, 550 nm in length as shown in Figure 4.3a, normal to the 
layer interface across all three regions. As shown in Figure 4.3b, the composition profiles 
for the three regions are essentially the same (no discernable sign of intermixing), 
indicating that radiation induced interdiffusion across layer interface, if any, is under the 
spatial resolution limit of such technique.  
 Similarly, the geometric and chemical integrity of interfaces of irradiated Cu/V 
2.5 nm in the unirradiated and peak damage regions are compared in Figure 4.4a and 
4.4b. The comparison of STEM micrographs shows qualitatively that layer interfaces 
remain chemically modulated after He ion irradiation. Chemical analyses of the same 
specimen with an EDX spatial resolution of 1-2 nm is shown in Figure 4.4c. Insignificant 
change in the peak-to-valley distances indicates that layer interfaces in Cu/V 2.5 nm 
specimens were essentially unchanged after ion irradiations.  
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Figure 4.3. (a) A STEM image of He ion-irradiated Cu/V 50 nm multilayers with a total 
fluence of 6 × 1020 ions / m2. Layer interfaces retain after radiations. (b) Semi-quantitative 
EDX chemical analysis along a 550 nm long line from the film surface as shown in 3a, 
normal to the layer interface across all three regions: the surface, peak damage and no 
damage region. Radiation induces insignificant change in the modulated composition 
profiles. 
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Figure 4.4. STEM images of ion-irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayers in (a) a no damage 
region (~ 1100 to 1200 nm from surface), (b) a peak damage region (200-325 nm), and (c) 
EDX chemical analysis of the same specimen along the interface normal direction across 
three regions: the close-to-surface, peak damage and no damage region.  
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4.3.4 He bubbles and void swelling measurements  
 XTEM was used to examine the influence of layer thickness on bubble density in 
ion irradiated Cu/V multilayers. Figure 4.5a shows He bubble density as a function of 
depth from the film surface in irradiated Cu/V 50 nm and Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayers. He 
bubble density (number per unit volume) was calculated from TEM micrographs taken at 
an under-focused condition (-400 nm) where similar bubble sizes (~ 1 nm) are observed 
in all irradiated specimens, and sample thickness is assumed to be ~ 25 nm. In both cases, 
the He bubble density increases rapidly to a maximum at a depth of ~ 200 nm, where the 
helium concentration reaches a peak as shown in Figure 4.1.  
 One major difference in the two cases is that the peak He bubble density in the 
Cu/V 50 nm multilayer is around 3 times greater than that of Cu/V 2.5 nm specimen. On 
the other hand, the peak bubble density of irradiated Cu/V 50 nm multilayer is still lower 
than that of single layer polycrystalline Cu films, as shown by the horizontal dashed line 
in Figure 4.5a, irradiated at the same condition.  
 From the XTEM studies, we also attempted to estimate the threshold 
concentration of He that leads to the formation of visible He bubbles. Figure 4.5b shows 
the SRIM simulation of depth dependent He concentration profiles of Cu/V 5 nm and 
Cu/V 50 nm multilayers. The vertical dotted and dashed lines, obtained from the TEM 
images, indicate the depth range over which bubbles are observed in TEM images of 
irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm and 50 nm multilayers. The intersection of the vertical dotted 
lines with the SRIM simulated He concentration profiles indicates that the minimum He 
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concentration at which the bubbles are observed is approximately 1 at.% at ~ 80 nm 
underneath the film surface in Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayer. At larger layer thickness, Cu/V 
50 nm, bubbles are resolved very close to the surface, ≈ 10 nm. The analysis shown in 
Figure 4.5b indicates a critical helium concentration of approximately 0.28 at.% in Cu/V 
50 nm multilayer. 
 To provide a rough estimate of radiation-induced void swelling, the step height 
across the irradiated and masked (no radiation) region was measured by a profilometer 
and the results are shown in Figure 4.5c. The magnitude of void swelling in multilayers 
clearly decreases with decreasing h . The void swelling in irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm 
multilayer is approximately 2 times lower than that in Cu/V 50 nm multilayers. 
Furthermore, void swelling in all irradiated Cu/V multilayers is less than rule-of-mixture 
(ROM) void swelling in irradiated single layer Cu and V films, shown as the horizontal 
dashed line in Figure 4.5c.  
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Figure 4.5 (a). Comparison of He bubble density distribution along film normal direction 
underneath the surface in ion-irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm and Cu/V 50 nm multilayers. Peak 
He bubble density is reduced by a factor of around 3 in Cu/V 2.5 nm, compared to that in 
Cu/V 50 nm specimen; (b). Comparison of minimum He concentration at which He 
bubbles are detectable in the plot of He concentration vs. irradiation depth of Cu/V 5 nm 
and Cu/V 50 nm simulated by SRIM program using 50 keV He+ with a total fluence of 6 
× 1020 ions / m2; (c). Void swelling vs. h/1  in ion irradiated Cu/V multilayers, where h  
is individual layer thickness. The rule-of-mixture (ROM) void swelling in irradiated Cu 
and V single layer films is also shown by the horizontal dashed line. 
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Figure 4.5 Continued. 
 
 
 
4.3.5 Lattice distortions examined by x-ray and electron diffraction 
 All the as-deposited and irradiated samples were characterized by XRD, and V 
(110), Cu (111) and Si (400) (as a reference peak) diffraction peaks are present in all 
diffraction patterns. XRD patterns of as-deposited and irradiated Cu/V multilayers with 
individual layer thickness of 50 and 2.5 nm (Cu/V 50 nm, and Cu/V 2.5 nm) are shown in 
Figure 4.6. V (110) and Cu (111) peaks are well separated in Cu/V 50 nm specimen, but 
they overlap in Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayer. The V (110) and Cu (111) peaks in the He ion 
irradiated Cu/V 50 nm multilayers were shifted to lower angles by 0.45° and 0.06°, 
corresponding to ~ 1.1 % and 0.13 % of lattice expansion, respectively. The overlapped 
peaks in Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayers showed peak shift with the same trend (i.e. lattice 
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expansion), but at a smaller magnitude (0.11 % of lattice expansion) than those observed 
in the irradiated Cu/V 50 nm specimen. 
 Systematic SAD experiments were performed, with an aperture size of 100 nm in 
diameter, to examine the localized variation of lattice distortions along the irradiation 
path. Depth dependent lattice expansions, calculated from a series of SAD patterns along 
the implantation path, are shown in Figure 4.7 for Cu/V 2.5 nm and Cu/V 50 nm 
multilayers. The dependence of lattice expansions on implantation depth is similar to the 
variation of He bubble density vs. depth, as shown in Figure 4.5a. The peak lattice 
expansion in Cu/V 2.5 nm specimens is ~ 1.2 %, ~ 2-3 times lower than that in Cu/V 50 
nm multilayers, ~ 2.5 %. The average lattice expansion is ~ 0.51 % and 1.30 % in Cu/V 
2.5 nm and Cu/V 50 nm multilayers, respectively. Both values are larger than those 
obtained by XRD studies, which typically yield the average lattice parameters of the 
whole specimen. Given the difficulty of distinguishing Cu (111) from V (110) in SADs, 
the average values of the two are used in the calculations. Overall, the XRD 
measurements are more precise in estimating the lattice strain, if specimens are uniformly 
strained through thickness. The strains measured from SAD patterns, however, indicate 
the variation in strain with depth and show the correlation between the depth dependence 
of helium bubble density (Figure 4.5a) and depth dependence of strain (Figure 4.7). 
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Figure 4.6. XRD patterns of as-deposited and ion-irradiated Cu/V 50 nm and Cu/V 2.5 
nm multilayers. After radiation peak intensity decreased and peak position shifted to 
lower angles. 
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Figure 4.7. The depth dependent evolution of lattice expansion of Cu/V 50 nm and 2.5 nm 
multilayer films calculated from a series of SAD studies starting from the film surface. 
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4.3.6 Irradiation hardening 
 Hardnesses of as-deposited (shown by spheres) and ion-irradiated (shown by 
squares) Cu/V multilayers vs 1−h  are plotted in Figure 4.8a, where h  is the individual 
layer thickness. The hardness of as-deposited Cu/V increases monotonically with 
decreasing ,h  and approached peak values at h  of 2.5 nm or less. He ion irradiation in 
general leads to the increase of film hardness (radiation hardening). But the magnitude of 
radiation hardening diminished continuously with decreasing ,h  and became negligible 
at 5.2≤h nm. To test the reproducibility of radiation hardening effect, two more sets of 
deposition, irradiation and hardness measurements were performed and results (not 
shown here) are reproducible. ROM hardness values of as-deposited and ion irradiated 
films are also shown by horizontal dashed lines in the same plot, respectively, with an 
ROM hardness increase of ~ 1 GPa after irradiation. In order to examine hardness 
variation in more detail, the change of hardness between the as-deposited and ion 
irradiated Cu/V specimens, ,HΔ  as a function of ,1−h  was plotted in Figure 4.8b. The 
magnitude of HΔ  increases with increasing h  and approaches the values of radiation 
hardening in single layer Cu and V films.  
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Figure 4.8. (a) Comparison of hardnesses of as-deposited and ion-irradiated Cu/V 
multilayers as a function of .1−h ROM hardness values of as-deposited and ion-irradiated 
films are also shown by horizontal dashed line, respectively. Hardnesses increase with 
decreasing h  in both cases and approach peak values at h of 1 nm - 2.5 nm; (b) 
Hardness variation ( depositedasirradiatedion HHH −− −=Δ ) of Cu/V multilayer after He ion 
irradiation as a function of 1−h . Radiation hardening in Cu and V single layer films is 
indicated by two horizontal dashed lines. Radiation hardening of multilayers increases 
with increasing h  and approaches that of single layer Cu and V, and is negligible at h  of 
2.5 nm or less.  
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 Figure 4.8 Continued. 
 
 
 
4.4 Discussions 
 We will first examine the evolution of microstructures, including the retention of 
layered morphology, generation of He bubbles and lattice distortions, and then the 
implication of these microstructural changes on irradiation hardening.   
4.4.1 Morphological stability of Cu/V layer interfaces 
 An energetic ion beam can induce ion mixing at interfaces between dissimilar 
materials. Such energetic ion induced ballistic mixing can effectively induce the 
formation of new phases or even completely destruct layer interfaces in miscible systems, 
such as Cu/Au [261], Hf/Ti [262], Fe/W [263] and Al/Nb [264]. However, in Cu/V 
system with a positive heat of mixing, ~ 5 kJ/mol [229], a chemically driven demixing 
process may have occurred simultaneously during irradiation experiments. Hence the 
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strong demixing tendency led to the retention of Cu/V layer interfaces. Similar 
phenomena have been observed in several other immiscible systems, such as Cu/W [261], 
Cu/Nb [257] and Hf/Ni [262]. The mutual solid solubility between Cu and V is very 
limited, approximately 2.5 wt. % Cu in V matrix at 800 °C [21]. Intermixing at the level 
of a few at.% is below the detection limit of the STEM technique used in this study, 
although some indication of the increased interface roughness was noted in Figure 4.2e 
and 4.3a. The curvature of interfaces as shown in Figure 4.4a and 4.4b is typically 
observed in TEM analyses of columnar grains [211, 265, 266], and is a consequence of 
the island growth mechanism of sputtered films.  
4.4.2 Radiation induced He bubbles and lattice distortion 
 We now attempt to analyze radiation induced defect concentration and 
corresponding lattice distortion in multilayers. The primary radiation damage event in 
crystalline metals is the displacement of one or more atoms, and consequently vacancies, 
self-interstitials and foreign elements are created in crystal lattices [267]. In bulk FCC 
metal with low-to-medium stacking fault energy (SFE), such as Cu (γSF = 39 mJ/m2) 
[142], approximately 90 % of neutron radiation-induced defects are stacking fault 
tetrahedra (SFT) at a density of 2-6 × 1023 /m3 at a damage level of 0.01 - 0.9 dpa [149]. 
In BCC bulk V, radiation induced defects are mostly dominated by interstitial loops, 2 
nm in diameter, at a density level of 1-2 × 1023 /m3 [149, 268]. Helium will rapidly 
combine with vacancies and vacancy clusters to form bubbles.   
 He bubbles have been observed in most irradiated Cu/V multilayers. The size and 
density are crucial to depict the He bubbles. To determine the He bubble size, a series of 
XTEM images of ion irradiated Cu/V 50 nm and Cu/V 2.5 nm were taken at different 
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under-focus conditions. Figure 4.9a and b show that the bubble image size increases with 
increasing magnitude of de-focus distance. The average bubble size at in-focus condition, 
determined by the intercept of linear fit with y  axis, is 0.7 ± 0.2 nm, and 0.6 ± 0.2 nm in 
irradiated Cu/V 50 nm, and Cu/V 2.5 nm specimens, respectively. Such analysis indicates 
that the average bubble size depends very little on h  of the multilayers, and provides the 
basis for accurate determination of He bubble density. The reduction of He bubble 
density in Cu/V 2.5 nm specimen by a factor of approximately 3 compared to that in 
irradiated Cu/V 50 nm and Cu films indicates that vacancy concentration must have been 
dramatically reduced.  
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Figure 4.9. Measurement of average bubble size in ion-irradiated (a) Cu/V 50 nm and (b) 
Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayers through a series of defocused XTEM studies. The measured 
bubble sizes depend on the underfocus conditions. The real average bubble size 
determined from the intercepts of linear fit with y-axis (in focus condition), is ~ 0.7 nm in 
Cu/V 50 nm multilayers, and ~ 0.6 nm in Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayers. 
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Figure 4.9 Continued. 
 
 
 
 The equilibrium distribution function of He bubbles with the number of 
vacancies, ,n  and gas atoms, ,x  can be expressed by [111]: 
)}ln(lnexp{),( 3/20
xkT
MHnxnSnMxn Vx
Ω+−= ξρ  (103)
where xM is the number of gas-atom clusters per unit volume composed of x  gas atoms, 
VS  is the supersaturation of vacancies, ξ  is a temperature dependent constant, M  is the 
overall He concentration in metals, H  is the Henry’s law constant for the dissolution of 
He in the metal, and Ω  is the atomic volume of metals. VS  can be expressed by: 
0V
V
V C
C
S =  (104)
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where VC  and 0VC is the vacancy concentration and thermal equilibrium vacancy 
concentration, respectively. ξ  can be written as: 
kT
γπξ 3/12 )36( Ω=  (105)
where γ  is the surface energy of solid.  
 Inspection of equation (103) shows that for Cu/V 2.5 nm and Cu/V 50 nm 
multilayers, the major difference in the two systems is the first term in the bracket, VS . 
Hence, assuming the thermal equilibrium vacancy concentration is similar in both 
systems, the reduced He bubble density at smaller layer thickness should be a direct 
evidence of reduced vacancy concentration, VC , in multilayers, via annihilation with 
interstitials. 
 It is generally accepted that radiation induced defects tend to migrate to the 
interfacial regions, such as grain boundaries and interfaces [183]. These interfacial 
regions are expected to act as effective sinks for radiation induced defects. The interfacial 
area density (number of interface per unit length along the direction normal to the layer 
interfaces) in Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayers is 20 times higher than that in Cu/V 50 nm 
multilayers. It is likely that defect migration along interface is facilitated, an event that 
leads to enhanced annihilation of opposite type defects. Mathematically, the reduced 
supersaturation of vacancies could also be affected by 
0V
C  to certain extent, which is 
dependent on temperature and vacancy formation energy in thermal equilibrium state. 
Recent MD simulation studies of Cu/Nb multilayer films showed the formation energies 
of vacancies are significantly lower at Cu/Nb interfaces than in the perfect crystals of the 
neighboring elements [269]. Hence it is likely that when h  in the multilayer is reduced to 
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a few nm length scale, the value of 
0V
C  is slightly increased due to the interface effect. 
As a result the capacity of defect storage in multilayer is enhanced and reduces the 
supersaturation of vacancies. The reduction of He bubble density in multilayers is thus a 
combined effect of enhanced defect storage capacity (increasing 
0V
C ) and increased 
probability of defect annihilation at interfaces (decreasing VC ).  
 Lattice expansion is observed in XRD and TEM-SAD analyses as shown in 
Figure 4.6 and 4.7. There are several factors that may contribute to lattice distortions, 
including dissolution of solute atoms, vacancies, He bubbles, interstitials, and interstitial 
loops. Interstitials are mobile and may migrate to interfaces or form loops, and hence the 
contribution of interstitials to lattice expansion can be neglected. Our TEM analysis 
reveals that interstitial loop density in multilayers is low, thus interstitial loop induced 
lattice expansion is insignificant and will not be considered further. From Cu-V phase 
diagram [266], it is evident that up to 2 at. % of Cu can be dissolved in V. Assume that 
ion irradiation induces slight intermixing by incorporating a maximum of 2 wt % Cu into 
V, and by using the lattice parameters of Cu and V ( Å615.3=Cua , Å027.3=Va ), one 
can estimate a lattice expansion of ~ 0.46 % in V. However the peak lattice expansion is 
~ 2.5 % in Cu/V 50 nm multilayers as revealed by SAD studies in Figure 4.7. Also, the 
intermixing zone is unlikely to extend over several tens of nanometers given that the 
microscopy characterization (Figures 4.3 and 4.4) revealed the preservation of discrete, 
compositionally modulated layered structure. In the ion irradiated Cu/V 50 nm specimen, 
the variations of He bubble density and lattice expansion with implantation depth follow 
a similar trend (i.e. a maximum at approximately 200 nm below the surface). This 
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observation implies that pressurized He bubbles may account for much of the observed 
lattice expansion. 
 Pressurized He bubbles could lead to lattice expansion based on the point source 
dilatation mechanism [270]. The pressure due to point source (He bubbles in this case) 
dilatation can be expressed as:  
3
0r
P π
μδν=  (106)
where μ  is the shear modulus of the metal matrix, and vδ  is the volume expansion 
induced by internal pressure, and 0r  is the radius of bubbles. If we assume that the lattice 
expansion due to He bubble is approximately 2 % (= 2.5 %-0.46 %) in V, given μ = 46 
GPa for V and a bubble radius of 0.5 nm, the pressure is estimated to be ~ 3.8 GPa. By 
using the EOS of He [271, 272], the molar volume of He is estimated to be 6.29 cm3/mol, 
or approximately 1.3 He atoms per vacancy in V. A similar result, 1.1 He atoms per 
vacancy in Cu is obtained. This compares well with literature values (1.4 He/vacancy in 
He bubbles of 4 GPa pressure in V, and 1.0 He/vacancy in He bubbles of 2.8 GPa 
pressure in Cu [273]). 
4.4.3 Mechanical integrity and hardening mechanisms 
 In conventional metals, radiation hardening is contributed by interaction of 
dislocations with two types of radiation-induced defects: strong obstacles, such as 
interstitials, interstitial loops, SFTs and precipitates, and relatively weak obstacles, such 
as He bubbles [156, 267, 274]. The interaction of glide dislocations with Cu/V interfaces 
is not expected to change significantly given the retention of chemically abrupt interfaces 
after radiation. As noted in previous reviews of obstacle-controlled strengthening, the 
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dispersed barrier model [181] is appropriate for strong obstacles induced hardening. An 
alternative hardening relationship was developed by Friedel-Kroupa-Hirsch (FKH) for 
weak obstacles [180, 275]. The contribution of He bubbles to radiation hardening is 
negligible at low He concentration and becomes significant only above a critical He 
concentration around 1 at. % [276-278]. The SRIM simulation results predict the average 
He concentration is around 1.9 at. % in Cu/V 50 nm multilayers and 1.6 at. % in Cu/V 5 
nm multilayers, respectively. When the bubble size is very small, He bubbles are treated 
as the weak obstacle. The FKH model is applied to estimate the He bubbles induced 
enhancement of yield strength, Δσ, by: 
2
3M bdNσ α μΔ =  (107)
where α is typically taken as ~ 1/8 [279]. M  is the Taylor factor taken as 3.06 for 
equiaxed FCC and BCC metals, and μ  is the shear modulus of 46 GPa for both Cu and 
V; b  is the Burgers vector of the primary glide dislocations. The magnitude of Burgers 
vector in FCC Cu is 25562.02/3615.02/ ==Cua nm, and it is 
26218.02/33027.02/3 =×=Va nm in BCC V. The diameter of He bubbles ( d ), ~ 1 
nm, and their average number density ( N ) across the radiation damage region are 
obtained from TEM measurements (Figure 4.5a and 4.9). Radiation hardening, estimated 
as three times of the calculated σΔ  indicated by red square, is compared with 
experimental values in Figure 4.8b. It is evident that insignificant radiation hardening in 
multilayers at smaller h  (a few nm or less) can be described well by He bubble induced 
hardening. However, He bubble induced hardening alone clearly underestimates the 
experimental values for single layer Cu and V film, and multilayers with greater h  ( h = 
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50 nm for instance). The above analyses with a constant α  value of 1/8 show that the 
magnitudes of radiation hardening due to He bubbles alone are less than experimental 
measurement, implying radiation hardening contributions from other factors, presumably 
interstitial loops.  
We noticed that, in spite of a rather high He bubble density, the average distance 
between He bubbles ( ,λ  estimated as 1/ Nd [111]) is ~ 25 nm, a length scale where 
Orowan type of dislocation bowing between bubbles is a reasonable mechanism. 
Depending on the difference between inter bubble separation (λ ) and the individual layer 
thickness, ,h  radiation hardening in multilayers could be categorized into three regimes. 
(i) For h  << ,λ  at a few nm length scale, the yield strength of the multilayers is expected 
to be controlled by the smaller length scale, ,h  with minimal contribution from He 
bubbles. (ii) When h  is comparable to ,λ  radiation hardening from bubbles will become 
more evident. (iii) Finally when h  is much greater than ,λ  on the order of hundreds of 
nm, the magnitude of radiation hardening approaches that of single layer films, and 
significant hardening by irradiation-induced defects is expected. In addition to He 
bubbles, other defects, such as interstitial loops will also become important. At small ,h  
interstitials are expected to migrate to interface sinks and hence, loops may not form 
within layers. 
 The interstitial loops are typically treated as the strong barriers to the trespassing 
of the dislocations in the radiation studies. The dispersed barrier model based on 
straightforward geometrical considerations for obstacles intersecting the dislocation slide 
plane is the most appropriate model to describe the increase in yield strength,  ,σΔ  for 
polycrystalline metal, and can be expressed by:  
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'M b Ndσ α μΔ =  (108)
 Where M , μ , b , N and d carry the same physical meanings as defined 
previously in equation (107), but this time the defect clusters are interstitial loops. 'α  is a 
parameter that depends on the average barrier strength of the radiation-induced defect 
clusters. Recent studies estimate that 'α  is 0.26 for V, and 0.2 for Cu [149]. By 
subtracting the contribution of He bubble induced hardening from the measured values, 
the average interstitial loop density with an assumption of size of 2 nm is estimated as 
0.5×1023 /m3 for Cu/V 50 nm multilayer. This is comparable to the interstitial loop 
density of 6.7×1023 /m3 and 2.3×1023 /m3 in neutron-irradiated polycrystalline pure Cu 
and V metals subjected to a total dose of 0.92 dpa and 0.69 dpa, respectively [149]. 
Future experiments are planned in the authors’ laboratory to determine the density of 
interstitial loop. 
 Finally we noticed that the underestimation of radiation hardening by He bubbles 
alone could also be attributed to use of a constant α  value of 1/8 in equation (107). Our 
analysis shows that an α  value varying from 1/8 (for Cu/V with smaller h ) to ~ 1/3 
(single layer Cu or V) can fit the experimental results of radiation hardening well. An 
increasing α  value would indicate a greater number of helium atoms per bubble or 
higher pressure inside bubbles. At higher ,h  less interface area is available to trap He. So 
a higher concentration of helium may be trapped in the bubbles within the layers, making 
bubbles stronger barriers for the glide of dislocations. In the mean time, a higher pressure 
inside He bubble in multilayers of greater h  or single layer films would lead to greater 
lattice expansion as evidenced by electron and X-ray diffraction studies. To elucidate this 
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hypothesis future studies are needed to determine the pressure in bubbles or number of 
He atoms per bubbles in Cu/V multilayers of different .h                   
4.4.4 The significance of Cu/V interface in enhancing radiation resistance in multilayers  
 Our study clearly demonstrates that in the nearly immiscible Cu/V system, layer 
interfaces play significant roles in enhancing radiation resistance of the multilayers, 
manifested as reduced He bubble density and less radiation hardening. Based on this 
study the fundamental mechanisms of interface-driven enhancement of radiation 
tolerance can be interpreted as follows. 
 (1) Interfaces (between Cu and V) act as sinks for defects (vacancies, interstitials 
and helium atoms), since defect formation energy is lower at interfaces than in crystal 
lattices [269]. Furthermore MD simulations of Cu/Nb interface show that misfit 
dislocations evolve into extended jog pairs and significantly increase the sink capacity of 
Cu/Nb interfaces [259]. Since the immiscible Cu/V has similar interface (fcc/bcc type 
with K-S orientation relationship) comparing to immiscible Cu/Nb, we anticipate that the 
Cu/V interface will also have high sink capacity for point defects.   
 (2) Interfaces promote annihilation of unlike defects as defects have high mobility 
and delocalized cores [259] at interfaces. The recent MD simulation studies [259, 269] 
have shown that interfaces will athermally absorb and annihilate point defect within 2 ps 
after their generation up to a distance of approximately 1 - 2 nm from the interface. With 
an interface spacing of 2.5 nm in Cu/V 2.5nm multilayers, the distance between cascade 
events and interfaces is expected to be small enough to allow direct interaction without 
the need for diffusion. So the annihilation process in these very fine nanolayers should 
occur almost instantaneously with the collision cascades. Whereas in bulk lattices (Cu/V 
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100 nm instance), the interface-defect interactions will depends on both the length and 
time scales.  
 (3) Interfaces also have a high solubility for helium, and hence, such an effect 
combined with reduced vacancy concentration due to enhanced annihilation defers the 
bubble nucleation to higher helium concentration. 
 (4) Interfaces in Cu/V multilayers can significantly reduce the densities of defect 
clusters such as interstitial loops, stacking fault tetrahedra, and more importantly He 
bubbles, and hence, dramatically alleviate void swelling and suppress irradiation 
hardening. Furthermore the significance of interface is also manifested from a clear size 
(layer thickness) dependent reduction of void swelling and irradiation hardening. When 
the individual layer thickness is ~ 100 nm or greater, the radiation tolerance of multilayer 
decays and approaches that of bulk materials.    
4.5 Conclusions 
 The evolution of microstructure and mechanical properties of sputtered Cu/V 
multilayers subjected to 50 keV He ion irradiation were investigated systematically. 
Irradiated multilayer interfaces remain chemically abrupt even in the peak damage region 
upon a total dosage of ~ 6 dpa. Such immiscible layer interface can effectively reduce the 
overall concentration of He bubbles and void swelling, the magnitude of which reduces at 
smaller individual layer thickness. These multilayers also show clearly a monotonic 
suppression of radiation hardening at smaller layer thickness due to the effective 
attraction and facilitated annihilation of Frenkel pair defects. Multilayers with immiscible 
layer interface hence may offer a promising approach in alleviating void swelling and 
radiation hardening.  
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CHAPTER V 
DOSE DEPENDENCE OF RADIATION DAMAGE IN HELIUM  
ION IRRADIATED CU/V MULTILAYERS 
5.1 Introduction 
 The previous chapter has shown that immiscible Cu/V interface can effectively 
alleviate radiation induced void swelling and suppress radiation hardening in He ion 
irradiated Cu/V multilayers. However, the limit that Cu/V multilayer can sustain 
radiation damage remains unclear. In this chapter we discuss the exploration of the 
capacity of these interfaces in absorbing radiation induced defects spanning a fluence of 6 
× 1019 to 1.2 × 1021 / m2. 
5.2 Experimental 
 Cu/V multilayer films of nominally identical individual layer thickness, ,h  
ranging from 1 to 200 nm were deposited on HF etched Si (100) substrates using a DC 
magnetron sputtering technique at room temperature. The total film thickness is 1.5-2 µm 
in all cases. The first deposited layer on the silicon substrate was always vanadium. A 
deposition rate of a few Å/s for Cu and V metals was used. The base pressure of the 
vacuum system was better than 6.67 × 10−6 Pa prior to deposition. The pressure of Ar was 
typically ~ 0.5 Pa during deposition. He ion irradiations were performed at room 
temperature with ion energy of 50 keV in an ion accelerator with He gas ion source. The 
dose rate was kept at a constant of 4.2 × 10-4 dpa/s. The total fluences of He ion 
irradiation were set to 6 × 1019, 6 × 1020 and 1.2 × 1021 / m2, corresponding to the peak 
displacements per atom (dpa) of 0.6, 6 and 12 based on SRIM simulation of He ion 
irradiated Cu/V 50 nm multilayer. A base pressure of better than 1 × 10 -5 Pa was 
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obtained in the ion irradiation chamber prior to irradiation experiments. Details of 
fabrication and helium ion irradiation are given in the earlier chapters.   
 X-ray powder diffractometer (XRD) with the model of Bruker-AXS D8 
Advanced Bragg-Brentano equipped with a LynxEye linear position sensitive detector 
was used to characterize the microstructure of Cu/V multilayer films. Microstructure of 
ion irradiated films was examined in JEOL 2010 TEM microscope, and images were 
recorded by Gatan SC1000 ORIUS CCD camera. Cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) 
specimens were prepared by using a dimple grinder followed by ion milling with argon 
ions. The hardness and indentation modulus of multilayer films were measured by a 
Fischerscope HM2000XYp micro-indenter with a Vickers indenter at room temperature. 
The indentation depths range from 100 to 200 nm, and at least of 9-12 indents were 
performed at each depth to obtain an average hardness value.   
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 SRIM simulation 
 The simulation of He ion irradiation on the Cu/V multilayer was performed by the 
stopping and range of ions in matter (SRIM) computer program based on Monte Carlo 
method [140]. The nominal individual layer thickness of Cu/V multilayer in the 
simulation was 50 nm. Three ion irradiation fluences, 6 × 1019, 6 × 1020 and 1.2 × 1021 / 
m2, corresponding to real experiments were simulated with a He ion energy of 50 keV. 
The corresponding peak damages, induced by He collision and calculated from the output 
of simulation, were 0.6 dpa, 6 dpa and 12 dpa, respectively. Figure 5.1 shows the 
variation of He concentration as a function of the ion penetration depth predicted by 
SRIM for the three cases. In all cases with the increase of irradiation depth, He 
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concentration increases to the peak value at a depth of around 200 nm and then decreases 
to zero at depth of 380 nm. Higher total fluence results in greater He concentration and 
thus higher radiation damage. The He concentration at the total fluence of 1.2 × 1021 / m2 
is twenty times greater than that in the specimen radiated at a fluence of 6 × 1019 / m2. 
The maximum implantation depth is the same in all three cases due to the usage of the 
identical He ion energy.  
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Figure 5.1. Depth profile of helium concentration from SRIM simulation in Cu/V 50 nm 
multilayers subjected to He ion irradiation at 50 keV with a total fluence of 6 × 1019 / 
m2, 6 × 1020 / m2 and 1.2 × 1021 / m2, respectively. 
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5.3.2 Evolutions of microstructures examined by STEM and TEM  
 The examination of the chemical integrity of layer interface after irradiation was 
performed by STEM based on the contrast of different materials. Figure 5.2a shows a 
STEM micrograph of ion irradiated Cu/V 50 nm specimen. The darker layers are V, 
sandwiched by the brighter Cu layers. This STEM micrograph examined three different 
regions of the sample predicted by SRIM simulation. These three regions include a film 
surface region with low to medium damage, a peak damage region at a depth of around 
200 nm, and a no damage region that is deeper than the ion projected range. STEM image 
clearly shows chemically abrupt layer interfaces in all the three regions. This indicates 
the remaining of integrity of interface structure after high dose He ion irradiation.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.2. STEM image of Cu/V 50 nm with He ion irradiation at a total fluence of 
1.2 × 1021 / m2. 
 
  
 Furthermore, semi-quantitative chemical composition analysis via EDX (not 
shown here) indicates that the composition profiles for the three regions are essentially 
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the same, implying that radiation induced interdiffusion across layer interface, if any, is 
under the spatial resolution limit of such a technique. 
 XTEM micrographs in the previous chapters show the sputtered Cu/V 50 nm and 
2.5 nm multilayer samples, having columnar grain structure, exhibit distinguishable 
interfaces without significant intermixing. The interfaces in both samples have 
Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) orientation relationship, i.e. Cu {111} // V {110} and Cu <110> 
// V <111>, with weak fiber texture in Cu/V 50 nm and strong fiber texture in Cu/V 2.5 
nm sample. The depth profile of He bubble distribution in ion irradiated Cu/V multilayer 
films indicates the He bubble density increases to peak value at a depth of 200 nm and 
then decreases to zero at a depth of 380 nm. The radiation damage in terms of He bubbles 
across the entire radiation depth in the irradiated Cu/V multilayers with various radiation 
levels were examined by XTEM. Figure 5.3a-5.3c compare the de-focused TEM 
micrographs of Cu/V 50 nm multilayer after He irradiation to a total fluence of 6 × 1019 / 
m2, 6 × 1020 / m2, and 1.2 × 1021 / m2. Insets in the Figures show the corresponding 
selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns. The white boxes labeled in the Figures are 
estimated to be peak damage regions and details will be provided in the following 
Figures. The numbers of He bubbles in Cu/V 50 nm sample irradiated at the highest 
fluence are much higher than that in Cu/V 50 nm multilayer with the lowest fluence. This 
indicates that higher fluence leads to more significant radiation damage, consistent with 
the SRIM predictions. The comparison of SADs shows no significant change in the 
texture after ion irradiation. The defocused TEM images of the irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm to 
a total fluence of 6 × 1019 / m2, 6 × 1020 / m2, and 1.2 × 1021 / m2 are shown in Figure 5.4a- 
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Figure 5.3. XTEM images of He ion irradiated Cu/V 50 nm upon peak dose of (a) 0.6 dpa, (b) 6 dpa, and (c) 12 dpa. 
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Figure 5.4. XTEM images of He ion irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm upon peak dose of (a) 0.6 dpa, (b) 6 dpa, and (c) 12 dpa. 
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5.4c, respectively. Similar trend is observed, i.e. higher dose leads to great concentration 
of He bubbles. However, no significant He bubbles are observed in ion-irradiated Cu/V 
2.5 nm at a flucence of 6 × 1019/m2. The comparison of numbers of He bubbles in the 
irradiated Cu/V 50 nm (Figure 5.3) and Cu/V 2.5 nm (Figure 5.4) at the same radiation 
fluence indicates the Cu/V 50 nm multilayer films have much more He bubbles than the 
Cu/V 2.5 nm samples. At the lowest irradiation fluence in the study, irradiated Cu/V 2.5 
nm multilayer has no detectable He bubbles, however, irradiated Cu/V 50 nm does. All 
the Figures show clear interfaces between Cu and V without apparent intermixing in the 
irradiated Cu/V multilayers.  
 Next, the focus will be to compare the peak damage regions of Cu/V multilayers 
subjected to different radiation fluences. Figure 5.5a-5.5c show under-focused XTEM 
micrographs of the peak damage regions, labeled by the boxes in Figure 5.3, in the 
irradiated Cu/V 50 nm multilayers subjected to the different dosages. He bubbles 
appeared in all peak damage regions. The number of He bubbles in Cu/V 50 nm at a peak 
dose 0.6 dpa is much less than those irradiated at higher doses. The interfaces in all peak 
damage regions are clear without significant intermixing. 
 Figure 5.6a-5.6c show the under-focused XTEM micrographs of the peak damage 
region, labeled by boxes in Figure 5.4a-5.4c, of Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayers ion irradiated to 
a total fluence of 6 × 1019 / m2, 6 × 1020 / m2, and 1.2 × 1021 / m2. In the peak damage 
region in all ion irradiated 2.5 nm, the interfaces between Cu and V remain abrupt 
without significant mixing. With the increase of the ion irradiation dose, the number of 
He bubbles increases in the peak damage region. However, no bubbles are detected in 
Cu/V 2.5 nm subjected to a radiation fluence of 6 × 1019 / m2. The number of He bubble 
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Figure 5.5. Peak damage XTEM images of ion irradiated Cu/V 50 nm multilayer films subjected to peak dose of (a) 0.6 dpa, (b) 6 
dpa, and (c) 12 dpa. 
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Figure 5.6. Peak XTEM damage images of ion irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayer films subjected to upon peak dose of (a) 0.6 
dpa, (b) 6 dpa, and (c) 12 dpa. 
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increases with the increase of the total fluence from 6 × 1020 /m2 to 1.2 × 1021 / m2.  
 Overall, layer interfaces retain in all irradiated multilayers in spite of a high He 
concentration and a highest fluence of 1.2 × 1021 / m2. The SAD patterns (not shown 
here) for all the samples indicate the orientation relationship between the Cu and V at 
interfaces remains unchanged, and no extra diffraction spots are identified. The 
comparison between ion irradiated Cu/V 50 nm and Cu/V 2.5 nm subjected to the same 
dose indicates that Cu/V 50 nm multilayers contain more radiation damage in terms of He 
bubbles, compared to ion irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayer specimens. 
5.3.3 Peak He bubble density evolution  
 To compare the radiation damage quantitatively at various fluences, a plot of peak 
He bubble density, counted from TEM micrographs taken with an under-focus distance 
of -400 nm, as a function of fluences for ion irradiated Cu/V 50 and 2.5 nm multilayers 
samples is shown in Figure 5.7. Overall, the bubble density in the peak damage regions of 
irradiated Cu/V 50 nm multilayer is a factor of 3 higher than that in irradiated Cu/V 2.5 
nm multilayer at the same radiation dose. The peak He bubble density increases with 
increasing fluence and reaches saturation at the fluence of 6 × 1020 / m2 in ion irradiated 
Cu/V 50 nm multilayers. The He bubble density increases continuously with increasing 
fluence in irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayer. Although the peak helium bubble density 
shows the trend to reach saturation in irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm at a fluence of 1.2 × 1021 / 
m2, it is speculated that the Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayer may reach the same level of peak 
helium peak bubble density as Cu/V 50 nm multilayer after it is subjected to even higher 
total helium ion fluence.  
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Figure 5.7. Comparison of Helium bubble density in the peak damage region distribution 
in irradiated Cu/V multilayers. Peak He bubble density is reduced by a factor of 3 in 
Cu/V 2.5 nm, in comparison to that in Cu/V 50 nm specimen. 
 
 
 
5.3.4 Lattice expansion examined by XRD 
 The lattice expansion was deduced from the shift of the diffraction peak position 
of Cu/V multilayers with Si (100) substrates before and after irradiations with various 
fluences characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) shown in Figure 5.8. Si (400) peak 
from Si substrate is used as a reference for calibration purpose. Two distinct peaks of V 
(110) and Cu (111) are observed in all Cu/V 50 nm multilayer samples shown in Figure 
5.8a. With the increase of total fluences, labeled by peak damage of 0.6 dpa, 6 dpa and 12 
dpa, respectively, both the V (110) and Cu (111) peaks shifted to the lower angle. Also 
the magnitude of peak shift in V (110) is more significant, compared to that of Cu (111) 
peak. Similarly, the comparison of peak shift in XRD patterns of the Cu/V 2.5 nm 
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multilayers is shown in Figure 5.8b. An overlapped V (110) and Cu (111) peak is 
observed in all Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayer samples. After He ion irradiation at different 
fluence levels, the peak shift of overlapped peak to the low angle increases 
insignificantly, and the peak shift is much smaller than that observed in irradiated Cu/V 
50 nm multilayers.  
 The lattice expansion deduced from the peak shift of XRD patterns as a function 
of fluence in Cu/V 50 nm and Cu/V 2.5 nm is shown in Figure 5.8c. At the lowest 
fluence 0.6 × 1019 / m2, the lattice expansion in V layer is 0.15 % in Cu/V 50 nm 
multilayers, however, its lattice expansion increases to 1.38 %, when the fluence 
increases to 1.2 × 1021 / m2. The expansion of lattice parameter in Cu layer subjected to 
the highest fluences of 1.2 × 1021 / m2 is 0.36 %, which is also higher than that (0.08 %) 
in the sample subjected to the lower fluence. Much smaller position shift of the 
overlapped peak in Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayers shows that magnitude of lattice expansion in 
Cu/V 2.5 nm specimens is much smaller than that in Cu/V 50 nm specimen subjected to 
the same irradiation fluence.   
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Figure 5.8. (a) and (b) XRD patterns of as-deposited and irradiated Cu/V multilayers 
with individual layer thickness of 50 nm and 2.5 nm; (c) Lattice expansion ratio from 
XRD pattern as a function of peak dosage for ion irradiated Cu/V multilayers with 
individual layer thickness of 50 nm and 2.5 nm. 
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Figure 5.8 Continued. 
 
  
 
5.3.5 Dose dependent radiation hardening 
 To examine dose dependent radiation hardening, the hardness of irradiated Cu/V 
multilayers were measured by nanoindentation technique. Dose rate was essentially the 
same during radiation experiments and loading rate was kept constant during 
nanoindentation. Figure 5.9a shows the evolution of hardness change (radiation 
hardening) at different fluence levels as a function of .h  The trend of radiation hardening 
in specimens irradiated at different fluences is similar, i.e., radiation hardening is more 
significant at greater h  and decreases with decreasing .h  A greater fluence (from 6 × 
1019 / m2 to 6 × 1020 / m2) leads to more significant radiation hardening when h  > 1 nm. 
Hardening is negligible for fine ( h ≤ 2.5 nm) multilayers at all fluence levels in the study. 
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No radiation hardening is observed in Cu/V 1 nm multilayers even at a fluence of 6 × 
1021 / m2. The hardness enhancement seems to reach a saturation value at a fluence of 6 × 
1020 / m2. The hardness enhancement in Cu/V multilayer with greater h  is more 
significant at higher dose. The hardness increases in Cu/V multilayer films with different 
individual layer thicknesses as a function of radiation fluence is compared in Figure 5.9b. 
Overall the hardness increases with the increase of fluence in all these three Cu/V 
multilayer films. However, the magnitude of hardness increase in Cu/V 2.5 nm is much 
less than that in Cu/V 10 nm and Cu/V 50 nm multilayers subjected to the same radiation 
fluence.  
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Figure 5.9. (a) Comparison of radiation hardening vs. h  at different radiation levels; 
(b) Comparison of radiation hardening vs. different radiation fluence levels. 
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Figure 5.9 Continued. 
 
 
 
5.4 Discussions 
5.4.1 Interfacial stability upon high dose 
 Ion mixing along the interfaces between dissimilar materials induced by 
bombardment of energetic particles has frequently been observed in many miscible 
systems such as Cu/Au [261], Hf/Ti [262], Fe/W [263] and Al/Nb [264], however, as for 
the immiscible Cu/V interface, the chemical analysis study shown in Figure 5.2 has 
shown clear interfaces without significant intermixing. The simulation for Cu recoil 
atoms into V layer and V recoil atoms into Cu layer due to He ion irradiation has been 
performed by SRIM computer code using the experimental ion energy of 50 keV. The 
distribution of recoil atoms into layers can be well fitted by Gauss function: 
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where ,, ba and c  are constant. The parameter c  is related to the full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) of the peak. The value of FWHM of diffusion regions in He ion 
irradiated Cu/V from SRIM simulation is within the range from 9 Å to 14 Å. The ion 
mixing region along the interface at a depth of 150 nm has the maximum FWHM value 
of 14 Å, which is above the limitation of STEM resolution and can be detected by 
chemical analysis. However, no significant ion intermixing region with a length of 1.5 
nm along the interface between layers was observed by the STEM and EDX. When the 
fluence increases to 1.2 × 1021 / m2, both STEM (Figure 5.2) and XTEM micrographs of 
irradiated Cu/V 50 nm and Cu/V 2.5 nm (Figure 5.3c and 5.4c) still show clear interface 
without intermixing. There is a very limited mutual solid solubility between Cu and V. 
According to the phase diagram, only approximately 2.5 wt % Cu can be dissolve in V at 
800 °C, which results in a positive heat of mixing of ~ 5 kJ/mol [229]. The positive heat 
of mixing leads to a driving force for de-mixing process between Cu and V. The 
competition result between mixing and de-mixing is that the de-mixing process canceled 
the influence of ion mixing on the Cu/V interface. Therefore, no significant ion 
intermixing between Cu/V was observed. Similar phenomena showing a lack of 
irradiation induced intermixing have been observed in several multilayer systems such as 
Cu/W [261], Cu/Nb [257] and Hf/Ni [262], which are all immiscible systems and have 
positive heat of mixing.  
5.4.2 Radiation induced He bubbles and lattice expansion 
 Radiation damage, such as He bubbles, has been observed in the irradiated Cu/V 
multilayers. The interactions between the projectiles and the atoms in the solid result in 
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the collision cascade, composed of the vacancy clusters core and interstitial shell. After 
collision, the recombination of interstitial and vacancy occurs immediately by which 
most of point defects recover to the original site. However, a small fraction of interstitial 
and vacancy will remain in the matrix and develop to either the dislocation loops or 
voids. He atoms introduced by ion irradiation can combine with vacancy clusters and thus 
form He bubbles. The density of He bubbles is a direct measure of the magnitude of 
radiation damage. Radiation damage during ion solid interactions can be described by the 
modified Kinchin-Pease displacement damage function. When the energy of the 
implanted particles is greater than the minimum displacement energy of atoms, the 
modified Kinchin-Pease displace damage function is given by: 
d
d E
EEN
2
)()( ξν=〉〈  (110)
where 〉〈 )(ENd  is the vacancy-interstitial pairs (Frenkel pairs) generated by a primary 
knock-on effect, dE  is minimum displacement energy, and ξ  is parameter suggested to 
be 0.8 by both analytical theory and computer simulations. )(Eν  is nuclear stopping 
power and is given by dxdEE /)( =ν  [116]. 
 This equation is used to calculate the Frenkel pairs and estimate the radiation 
damage. Before that, the nuclear and electronic stopping power is required. It is well 
known that the contribution to ion stopping in solids originates from two different 
mechanisms: nuclear and electronic stopping [116]. Nuclear stopping, the loss of energy 
by ion-target nucleus collisions, plays a dominant role in displacing the atoms from their 
lattice sites. In the case of electronic stopping, ions lose energy by collision with target 
electrons. The nuclear and electronic stopping power can be obtained through SRIM 
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simulation, but their stopping power as a function of projected range can not be obtained 
directly from SRIM. Firstly, a table regarding stopping powers as a function of energy 
can be calculated by SRIM. After that the energy can be converted into the corresponding 
depth for 50 keV He ions. The comparison of the electronic and nuclear stopping powers 
of He ions in the Cu/V multilayer based on SRIM simulation is shown in Figure 5.10. 
Electronic stopping is reduced with increasing depths, while nuclear stopping increases 
with increasing of depth and reaches the peak at a depth of the range between 150 nm and 
200 nm, which is consistent with the depth where peak damage region was observed 
experimentally in Figure 5.3 and 5.4.  
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Figure 5.10. The comparison of the electronic and nuclear stopping powers of He ions in 
the Cu/V multilayer based on SRIM simulation. 
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 Based on the nuclear stopping power functions, the Frenkels pairs generated by a 
primary knock-on effect as a function of depth can be calculated. At a given total fluence 
φ , the displacements per atom (dpa) as a function of depth is given by [116]: 
nd
d
dx
dE
NEN
xNxdpa ⋅=≅
2
8.0)()( φ  (111)
where )(xNd  is the Frenkel pairs generated by knock-on effect at a given fluence of φ , 
N  is the atomic density of the solid, and 
ndx
dE is nuclear stopping power as a function of 
depth. Another approach to calculate )(xdpa  is given by SRIM simulation, which uses 
the same analytic method as above. The SRIM simulation can provide the value of ,D   
which has the unit of displaced atoms per ion per unit thickness. In the calculation, the 
)(xdpa  is given by [116]: 
NDxdpa /)( φ⋅=  (112)
 Based on this analytic method, the plot of )(xdpa  for He ion irradiated Cu/V 50 
nm upon a total fluence of 1.2 × 1021 / m2 is shown in Figure 5.11. The peak radiation 
damage is around 12 dpa at a depth of 150 nm in Cu layer. Similarly, the plot of 
)(xdpa in He ion irradiated Cu/V 50 nm at 6 × 1019 / m2 and 6 × 1020 / m2 has the same 
distribution of radiation damage, but corresponding magnitude of dpa is smaller than that 
irradiated to a flucence of 1.2 × 1021 / m2 by a factor of 20 and 2, respectively. This is the 
reason why higher irradiation fluence level results in heavier radiation damage, observed 
in both irradiated Cu/V 50 nm (Figure 5.3) and Cu/V 2.5 nm (Figure 5.4) where the He 
bubbles are more frequently observed in Cu/V multilayers upon higher fluence of He ion 
irradiation.  
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Figure 5.11. The plot of )(xdpa  for He ion irradiated Cu/V 50 nm upon a total fluence 
of 1.2 × 1021 / m2. 
 
 
 The SRIM simulation results predict the similar irradiation damage generated at 
the same irradiation fluence based on the calculation method above, however, it is noted 
that the comparison of de-focused XTEM micrographs of the irradiated Cu/V multilayer 
samples (comparing Figure 5.3a-3c with Figure 5.4a-4c orderly) indicates the irradiated 
Cu/V 2.5 nm samples have less radiation damage with respect to the Cu/V 50 multilayer 
sample subjected to the same fluence levels.  
 Figure 5.12a and 5.12b show the depth dependent He concentration profiles of 
Cu/V 50 nm and Cu/V 5 nm multilayers predicted by SRIM simulation, respectively. The 
simulation assumes no interface effect to the radiation damage. The vertical dashed lines, 
obtained from the de-focused TEM images of Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, indicate the 
depth range over which bubbles are observed (assuming similar results of He 
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concentrations between Cu/V 5 nm and Cu/V 2.5 nm). The intersection of the vertical 
dashed lines with the SRIM simulated He concentration profiles indicates that the 
minimum He concentration at which the bubbles are observed. In Cu/V 50 nm upon the 
highest fluence in the study, the minimum He concentration where the bubbles are 
detectable is approximately 0.27 at. % at ~ 5 nm underneath the film surface. This value 
is very similar with that in Cu/V 50 nm multilayer upon the lowest fluence, although the 
depth where the bubbles can be observed is around 140 nm. On the other hand, the 
threshold of He concentration in Cu/V 2.5 nm upon the highest fluence is around 1.8 %. 
Note the He concentration introduced into Cu/V 2.5 nm at the lowest fluence of 6 × 1019 / 
m2 in the study is smaller than the threshold of He concentration, so no He bubbles are 
observed. This indicates the Cu/V 2.5 nm has higher threshold of He concentration to 
form the He bubbles and thus has more radiation tolerance than that with greater .h  
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Figure 5.12. (a) and (b) show the depth dependent He concentration profiles of Cu/V 50 
nm and Cu/V 5 nm multilayers predicted by SRIM simulation, respectively. 
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 On the other hand, the aforementioned discussions are based on the assumption 
that the interfacial regions do not trap or reduce the radiation damage. However, it is well 
accepted that grain or phase boundaries may act as sinks for radiation induced point 
defects and their clusters, where recombination of interstitial and vacancy could occur 
and such recovery process assists the interfaces in maintaining their ability to 
continuously absorb point defects [183, 253-256]. The Cu/V 2.5 nm has 20 times of 
volume fraction of interfacial region as the Cu/V 50 nm nanlayers at a given total 
thickness. This means the Cu/V 2.5 nm may have less radiation damage than that 
predicted by SRIM simulation due to the strong effect of interfaces. This hypothesis has 
been confirmed by the experimental observation of both de-focused XTEM of peak 
damage regions in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, and the peak bubble density in Figure 5.7. 
In the peak damage regions, the irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm has less radiation damage in 
terms of He bubbles compared to Cu/V 50 nm upon the same fluence of irradiation. 
Consequently, the peak bubble density in irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm is much lower than that 
in irradiated Cu/V 50 nm at the same fluence level as well.  In the previous chapter, we 
already discussed the phenomena of reduction of He bubble density in irradiated Cu/V 
2.5 nm with respect to the irradiated Cu/V 50 nm. The equilibrium distribution function 
of He bubbles with the number of vacancies, ,n  and gas atoms, x [111]:  
)}ln(lnexp{),( 3/20
xkT
MHnxnSnMxn Vx
Ω+−= ξρ  (103)
 is determined by 
0V
V
V C
CS =  in Cu/V 2.5 nm and Cu/V 50 nm multilayers.  
 The interfacial regions are expected to act as effective sinks for radiation induced 
defects due to the tendency of point defect migration to the interface. Cu/V 2.5 nm has 
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smaller VC  due to the annihilation of vacancies with interstitials and larger value of 0VC  
due to the interface effect. The reduction of He bubble density in multilayers is thus a 
combined effect of enhanced defect storage capacity (increasing 
0V
C ) and increased 
probability of defect annihilation at interfaces (decreasing VC ). 
 The magnitude of the peak shift in both peak Cu (100) and peak V (110) in 
irradiated Cu/V 50 nm increases with the increase of radiation fluence. In Cu/V 2.5 nm 
sample, the magnitude of peak shift increases very small even subjected to the highest 
fluence of 1.2 × 1021 / m2  in the study. This observation results in the conclusion that the 
peak shift in Cu/V 50 nm is more significant than that in Cu/V 2.5 nm. Peak shift is 
related to the change of d-spacing or lattice parameter induced by defects. More peak 
shift implies more radiation damage. In Cu/V 2.5 nm, less peak shift indicates a large 
number of interface can effectively absorb the radiation induced point defects.  
 Lattice expansion deduced from XRD studies shown in Figure 5.8c provides 
another means to evaluate the radiation damage level. A couple of factors can contribute 
to lattice distortions, such as dissolution of solute atoms, vacancies, He bubbles, 
interstitials, and interstitial loops. The studies in the previous chapter indicated 
insignificant contributions to lattice distortion from interstitials and interstitial loops. Up 
to 2 wt. % of Cu can be dissolved in V according to phase diagram, so the maximum 
lattice expansion induced by dissolution of Cu in V is 0.46 % with assumption of a 
maximum of 2 wt % Cu into V. Other major contribution to lattice expansion is the He 
bubbles according to previous studies. Pressurized He bubbles could lead to lattice 
expansion based on the point source dilatation mechanism [270]. The less lattice 
expansion in Cu/V 2.5 nm compared to Cu/V 50 nm confirms again the Cu/V multilayer 
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with smaller h  has less defects and thus has more radiation tolerance than that with 
greater .h  
5.4.3 Radiation hardening mechanisms  
 Radiation hardening and its strengthening mechanism together with the effect of 
interface in irradiated Cu/V multilayer films have been discussed in Chapter IV. The 
increase of the hardness after irradiation is attributed to the interactions of dislocations 
with two types of radiation-induced defects, which are strong obstacles, such as 
interstitials, interstitial loops, SFTs and precipitates, and relatively weak obstacles, such 
as He bubbles [156, 267, 274]. Based on this description, the dispersed barrier model for 
strong obstacles and FKH model for weak obstacles were applied to explain and estimate 
the radiation hardening in irradiated Cu/V multilayer films, respectively. The previous 
study indicated He ion irradiation results in the increase of film hardness (radiation 
hardening) when the individual layer thickness is greater. However the magnitude of 
radiation hardening is reduced continuously with decreasing ,h  and became negligible at 
5.2≤h nm. In the irradiated Cu/V multilayer with a few nanometer length scale, the 
negligible radiation hardening was consistent with the estimation of He bubbles induced 
hardening based on the FKH model. This indicates the He bubbles play a dominant role 
in the radiation hardening of the irradiated Cu/V multilayers at small length scale. As the 
radiation fluence varies to the Cu/V multilayers with small ,h  radiation hardening 
changes slightly based on the distribution of He bubbles. But the magnitude of radiation 
hardening remains low. For an example, the estimation of He bubble induced radiation 
hardening in irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayer with a fluence of 1.2 × 1021 / m2 is 0.12 
GPa, according to FKH model, which is very close to the experimental observation of 
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radiation hardening of 0.2 GPa. The difference between them could be attributed to the 
other defects induced hardening at higher radiation fluence.  
 On the other hand, when the irradiated Cu/V multilayers have greater ,h  radiation 
hardening is induced not only by the He bubble but also by other defects, such as 
interstitial loops. The interstitial loop induced hardening can be estimated by the 
dispersed barrier model based on the fact that they are treated as the strong obstacles to 
the trespassing of the dislocations. Due to the difficulty to quantify interstitial loop 
density from the XTEM experiments, it is very hard to estimate the interstitial loop 
induced hardening by obtaining the interstitial loop density. But dispersed barrier model 
can be used to estimate average interstitial loop density assuming a known interstitial 
loop induced hardening. In this study, it is given by subtracting the He bubble-induced-
hardening from the observed experimental hardening. The estimation of average 
interstitial loop density with an assumption of size of 2 nm is estimated as 0.7×1023 /m3 
for Cu/V 50 nm multilayer upon 1.2 × 1021 / m2 He ion irradiation fluence, which is on 
the same order of the interstitial loop density of 6.7×1023 /m3 and 2.3×1023 /m3 in 
neutron-irradiated polycrystalline pure Cu and V metals subjected to a total dose of 0.92 
dpa and 0.69 dpa, respectively [149]. 
 In addition to the similar trend of the radiation hardening observed in irradiated 
Cu/V multilayers upon He ion irradiation with various fluences, another significant 
observation is the saturation of radiation hardening when the irradiation fluence reaches a 
certain value. The dispersed barrier hardening model indicates the magnitude of radiation 
hardening increases as ,2/1N where N is the defect density. In the absence of 
mechanisms for the destruction of obstacles, N  is proportional to the total fluence of ion 
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irradiation, so the radiation hardening should be proportional to 2/1)(φ and can be 
expressed by [127]: 
2/1)(φσ ∝Δ S  (113)
where SσΔ  is the increase of yield strength and φ  is the radiation fluence. At low doses, 
the radiation hardening is estimated accurately and can be fitted with a 2/1)(φ  dependence 
quite well by the equation above. This equation indicates radiation hardening will 
continue to increase with increasing radiation fluence without a limit. Hence it will 
clearly overestimate the hardening once the radiation induced defect density reaches 
saturation. At higher doses, the radiation saturation is usually because of cascade overlap 
[280, 281]. In trying to account for saturation of radiation hardening, Makin and Minter 
proposed that the displacement cascade can not create new zone in the neighborhood of 
an existing zone or cluster because the reduced volume available for new zones formation 
cause it harder to form as the concentration increases [282]. They suggested a two 
parameter equation to predict radiation hardening: 
2/1)]exp(1[( φσ BAS −−=Δ  (114)
where A  and B  are regression coefficients. This expression shows a progress transition 
from the low-dose region with 2/1)(φ  dependence to the saturation regime with an 
asymptotic value A  at very high dose [158].  
 For simplicity, in this study the power-law expression will be used to evaluate the 
saturation of radiation hardening: 
n
S mφσ =Δ  (115)
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where m  and n  are regression coefficients, φ  is the radiation fluence, and can be 
replaced by dpa [283-284].  
 When the radiation dose is greater than the saturation dose, the exponent n  for Cu 
and V is 0.01 and 0.13, where the saturation dose is 0.05 dpa for Cu and 0.003 dpa for V, 
respectively [158]. The corresponding coefficient ,m  representing the magnitude of 
radiation hardening, is 290 MPa for Cu and 280 MPa for V, respectively [158]. In the 
case the saturation dose is much smaller than the present study, so the coefficient of m  
and n  can be used to estimate the saturation of radiation hardening in the irradiated Cu/V 
multilayers. When h  is 50 nm in the Cu/V multilayer irradiated up to a total fluence of 
1.2 × 1021 / m2, the average dose deduced from Figure 5.11 is 6 dpa in Cu layer and 4 dpa 
in V layer. The estimation of radiation hardening is the average value of the hardening 
contributed from both Cu and V layers. By incorporating the dose, m  and ,n  the 
calculation of radiation hardening based on power-law expression is 0.85 GPa in Cu/V 50 
nm irradiated by fluence of 1.2 × 1021 / m2. Similarly, the calculated value for radiation 
hardening in irradiated Cu/V 50 nm with a flucence of 6 × 1020 / m2 is 0.81 GPa. Both 
values are slightly greater than the experimental data of 0.6 GPa and 0.5 GPa of radiation 
hardening in irradiated Cu/V 50 nm multilayer upon these two fluences, respectively. The 
slight difference between the calculation and experiment value could be due to the 
reduction of radiation damage (dpa) induced by the effect of interface. Better regression 
coefficients of m  and n  for this case can be obtained by fitting the experimental data 
based on the power-law expression.  
 Compared to Cu/V 50 nm multilayer, Cu/V 5 nm multilayer has much larger 
volume fraction of atoms at interfacial regions. Previous study shows the interfacial 
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region can significantly reduce the radiation damage, so the regression parameters used in 
estimating hardening by power-law expression in irradiated Cu/V 50 nm multilayer will 
deviate to evaluate the hardening in irradiated Cu/V 5 nm multilayers due to a higher 
density of interfaces. For an example, by using the m  and n  of regression coefficients 
together with the radiation damage from SRIM for irradiated Cu/V 5 nm, the radiation 
hardening is estimated to be 0.86 GPa and 0.82 GPa, which is much greater than the 
experimental value of 0.40 GPa and 0.36 GP in irradiated Cu/V 5 nm with fluence of 1.2 
× 1021 / m2 and 6 × 1020 / m2, respectively. The discrepancy could be due to the reduced 
radiation damage induced by greater density of interfacial region in irradiated Cu/V 5 nm, 
whereas the SRIM failed to consider the strong interfacial effect. On the other hand, 
regression coefficients of m  and n  can be fitted according to the experimental values in 
irradiated Cu/V 50 and Cu/V 5 nm multilayers with various fluences based on the power-
law equation when radiation damage is known. For an example, the fitting power-law 
expression based on experimental data multilayer with various fluences of 6 × 1020 / m2, 
1.2 × 1021 / m2, and 1.8 × 1021 / m2  for irradiated Cu/V 50 nm is: 
180.020 )10/(4.131 φσ =Δ S  (116)
where MPam 4.131=  and 180.0=n , and for irradiated Cu/V 5 nm is: 
123.020 )10/(7.106 φσ =Δ S  (117)
where MPam 7.106=  and  The values for the exponent 180.0=n and  
123.0=n  are within the range of 0.07-0.18 and 0.01-0.24 in the high-dose regime in 
BCC and FCC metals, respectively [158]. This fitting expression could evaluate the 
radiation hardening in irradiated Cu/V 50 nm and irradiated Cu/V 5 nm with various 
fluences, which are greater than the saturation dose.  
.123.0=n
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5.5 Conclusions 
 The dose dependent evolution of microstructure and mechanical properties of 
sputtered Cu/V multilayers subjected to 50 keV He ion irradiation were investigated 
systematically. The interfaces in all immiscible Cu/V multilayers remain clear without 
significant intermixing even at the total fluence of  1.2 × 1021 / m2, corresponding to a 
peak damage of 12 dpa. A nearly immiscible interface between Cu and V is believed to 
play a significant role to avoid ion mixing. With increasing the total fluences, the peak 
He bubble density increases, but it is a factor of 3 lower in irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm 
multilayers, compared to Cu/V 50 nm multilayers. Higher radiation fluences results in 
greater radiation damage, except at very small h  (2.5 nm or less). The threshold He 
concentration to form He bubbles is greater in irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayer than 
that in Cu/V 50 nm. Interface enhanced radiation tolerance is explained by a combined 
effect of enhanced defect storage capacity and increased probability of defect annihilation 
at interfaces.  
 At all fluences, radiation hardening is greater in Cu/V multilayer with greater ,h  
but it becomes negligible when h  is at the length scale of a few nm. The saturation of 
radiation hardening in Cu/V multilayers at greater fluences was discussed based on an 
empirical power-law expression. The saturation of radiation hardening in irradiated Cu/V 
with greater h  is close to the calculation, but the saturation behavior in Cu/V multilayer 
with small h  deviates. The saturations of radiation hardening in both irradiated Cu/V 50 
nm and Cu/V 2.5 nm yield new fitting coefficients.  
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CHAPTER VI 
THERMAL STABILITY OF CU/V MULTILAYERS 
6.1 Introduction 
 The study in the chapter V has shown the interfacial stability upon high He ion 
irradiation up to a fluence of 1.2 × 1021 / m2. XTEM micrographs of irradiated Cu/V 50 
nm and Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayers show clear interface without significant ion-induced-
mixing due to very limit mutual solid solubility between Cu and V. The chemical and 
morphological stability of the interface is also important at high temperatures since most 
metallic materials will be applied at these temperatures. This chapter, therefore, is aimed 
at exploring the thermal stability of interfaces at elevated temperatures. 
6.2 Experimental 
 A series of Cu/V multilayers with individual layer thickness, ,h  ranging from 1 to 
200 nm were deposited by dc magnetron sputtering technique at room temperature on 
oxidized Si substrates with 1 µm thick SiO2. The details regarding synthesis of 
immiscible Cu/V multilayers can be found in the previous chapters, but this time for 
annealing study, the SiO2 instead of HF etched Si (100) was used as the substrates for 
growing Cu/V multilayers. This is due to the reason that V or Cu will react with Si and 
they will diffuse into each other under high temperature [285]. Consequently, the Cu/V 
multilayers will be contaminated and peeled off from substrate after high temperature 
annealing. SiO2 is inert to the Cu or V under high temperature, so it will be stable without 
reacting with thin films during annealing.  
 To investigate the thermal stability of Cu/V multilayers, a series of ex-situ 
annealing experiments on Cu/V films deposited on oxidized Si substrates were carried 
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out in a vacuum tube furnace at 400 °C and 600 °C for 1 hour. The tube furnace is 
equipped with a diffusion pump and resistive heater. Samples were placed in a ceramic 
boat inside the quartz furnace tube under a vacuum of 5 × 10-6 torr or better. The samples 
remained at room temperature during pump-down. After the vacuum level and furnace 
temperature were stable, the furnace was slid over the tube to heat the sample for the 
specified time. The furnace was pulled away from the tube and the samples were allowed 
to cool under vacuum. To cool from 600 °C to 300 °C takes about a minute, but it takes 
nearly half an hour to cool down continuously to room temperature.  
 X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiment was performed by using Bruker-AXS D8 
VARIO high-resolution X-ray diffractometer to characterize the annealing induced 
structure changes. The microstructure of annealed multilayers was examined by cross 
sectional TEM (XTEM) in 200 kV JOEL 2010 equipped with Gatan SC1000 ORIUS 
CCD camera, which is used to capture the images. Heating stage for in-situ heating was 
attached to the TEM for observing real time microstructure changes and interfacial 
stability with the varying of temperature. A dimple grinder followed by ion milling with 
argon ions was used to thin XTEM specimens. The hardness and indentation modulus of 
films were measured by means of an indentation load and depth sensing apparatus, a 
commercial Fischerscope HM2000XYp, using a Vickers indenter. The maximum 
indentation depth was kept at about 200 nm for all experiments. 
6.3 Results and discussions 
6.3.1 X-ray diffraction 
 X-ray diffraction patterns of Cu/V 50 nm and Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayers annealed 
at 400 °C and 600 °C were shown in the Figure 6.1a and 6.1b, respectively. Two 
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significant diffraction peaks have been observed in the as-deposited Cu/V 50 nm 
multilayers in Figure 6.1a. The peaks become stronger and sharper and tend to shift to the 
standard position of bulk V (110) and Cu (111) after annealing at 400 °C. Cu (111) peak 
becomes even sharper and stronger at 600 °C. It is unclear why V (110) peak disappears 
at such a temperature as shown in Figure 6.1a. We noticed that the surface layer, V, in 
Cu/V 50 nm samples, was oxidized after high temperature annealing experiments. 
The overlap of V (110) and Cu (111) peaks has been observed in as-deposited Cu/V 
2.5 nm multilayers in the previous studies. After annealing at 400 °C for an hour, as 
shown in Figure 6.1b, the overlapped peak intensity is higher than that in as-deposited 
samples, indicating the release of the constraint along layer interfaces originated from 
lattice mismatch of ~ 2.5 % between Cu (111) and V (110). The overlapped peak of V 
(110) and Cu (111) already separated completely into V (110) peak and Cu (111) as the 
annealing temperature increased to 600 °C.  
 The overlap of V (110) and Cu (111) peaks in XRD in the as-deposited Cu/V 2.5 
nm indicates a large tensile stress in Cu (compressive stress in V) caused by the lattice 
mismatch between V (110) (d (110) = 2.1411 Å) and Cu (111) (d (111) = 2.0817Å). As h  
increases from 2.5 nm to 50 nm, the overlapped peak separated into two independent 
peaks of V (110) and Cu (111), indicating a diminished interface induced tension 
(compression) in Cu (V). On the other hand, in the annealed Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayers, as 
the annealing temperature increases, the overlap peak tends to separate and eventually 
separate into two independent peaks when the annealing temperature reaches 600 °C, 
indicating the influence of annealing temperature in diminishing constraint along layer 
interface. The intensity of two distinguished peaks observed in as-deposited Cu/V 50 nm 
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multilayers increases with increasing annealing temperature up to 400 °C, but V (110) 
peaks disappears at annealing temperature of 600 °C. This could be due to the oxidation 
of V layers during annealing.  
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Figure 6.1. XRD diffraction patterns of as-deposited and annealed samples at 400 °C 
and 600 °C for (a) Cu/V 50 nm, and (b) Cu/V 2.5 nm. 
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6.3.2 Evolutions of microstructures examined by XTEM  
 The sputtered Cu/V 50 nm and 2.5 nm multilayer samples grown on the HF Si 
(100) have columnar grain structure and distinguishable interfaces without significant 
intermixing, which has been shown in the previous chapters. Figure 6.2a and 6.2b show 
the bright field XTEM micrographs of as-deposited Cu/V 50 nm and Cu/V 5 nm samples. 
The insets are corresponding selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns. Both Cu/V 50 nm 
and Cu/V 5 nm multilayer films exhibit flat and distinguished interface without mixing 
and have polycrystalline grains, confirmed by the diffraction rings in the corresponding 
SAD patterns. The crystallographic plane orientation is determined after careful 
examination of interplanar distance. The results in both samples indicate Cu (111) plane 
is parallel to V (110) plane, typical features of Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) orientation 
relationship, i.e., Cu {111} // V {110} and Cu <110> // V <111>.    
 
 
 
(a) 
Figure 6.2. XTEM micrographs of as-deposited (a) Cu/V 50 nm, and (b) Cu/V 5 nm. 
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(b) 
Figure 6.2 Continued. 
 
 
 
 Figure 6.3a and 6.3b shows the XTEM micrographs of Cu/V 50 nm and Cu/V 5 
nm multilayer films annealed in vacuum at 400 °C for 1 hour. The interfaces in annealed 
Cu/V 50 nm multilayer samples remain stable, but the average column grain sizes have 
increased to around 60 nm, a factor of 2 compared to that of as-deposited Cu/V 50 nm 
multilayers, which have an average grain size of 30 nm. The corresponding SAD 
patterns, shown in the inset of the XTEM images, have more diffraction dots indicating 
the possibility of oxide formation. The XTEM image of annealed Cu/V 5 nm multilayer 
shows insignificant changes of microsctructures including the column grain size. But like 
the annealed Cu/V 50 nm samples, more diffraction dots appeared in corresponding SAD 
patterns shown in the inset of micrographs. The clearly distinguishable layer interface 
between Cu and V in annealed Cu/V 5 nm multilayers indicates insignificant intermixing 
along layer interface. The XTEM studies of annealed Cu/V 50 nm and 5 nm multilayer 
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films indicates their interfaces are thermally stable at the annealing temperature of 400 
°C.  
 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 6.3. XTEM micrographs of annealed multilayer films at 400 °C for (a) Cu/V 50 
nm, and (b) Cu/V 5 nm. 
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Grain growth is observed in annealed Cu/V 50 nm multilayers, but annealed Cu/V 
5 nm multilayer has less grain growth. The grain growth kinetics in multilayer films may 
differ significantly from the common three dimensional grain growth kinetics. In general, 
the 3D grain growth model is given by: 
α tdd ∝− )( 0  (118)
where d  is the real time grain size, 0d  is the initial grain size at the beginning of the 
grain growth, t  is the time and α  is a fitting parameter [286]. This equation predicts that 
grains grow with increasing annealing period at a given temperature. However, it was 
reported that grain growth in the annealed Cu/Nb multilayer is quite different. After the 
initial grain growth following the 3D grain growth model, a sharp increase of grain 
growth occurs when the annealing time is greater than a certain time, which is related to 
the individual layer thickness of the Cu/Nb multilayer. For greater ,h  this characteristic 
becomes much larger [286]. The sharp increase of the grain grow is believed to be 
attributed to the fact that fast diffusion along the interfaces occurred. After this early 
jump, the grain growth will follow a logarithmic time law, which is given by: 
),()ln()( 0 TdconstatTAd particle +=  (119)
where T  is the temperature, t  is annealing time, )(TA  is the coefficient, proportional to 
the temperature [286].  
 In order to examine the interfacial stability with the time, the in-situ annealing 
experiments were performed in TEM by using a heating stage. Figure 6.4a-e compared 
the microstructural changes of Cu/V 50 nm multilayer kept at 600 °C for increasing 
periods. Figure 6.4a shows the XTEM image of the Cu/V 50 nm multilayer films when 
the sample temperature just reached 600 °C. The layer interfaces appear rougher. After 
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15 minutes, as shown in Figure 6.4b, at the same temperature, some grains in Cu layer 
start to grow in all directions. Half an hour later, as shown in Figure 6.4c, the grain 
highlighted by dash lines appear spheroidized. When the annealing time reached 45 
minutes, as shown in Figure 6.4d, the Cu grain seems to grow into the neighboring V 
layers, but the grain growth ceases in the direction parallel to layer interfaces. After 60 
minutes of in-situ annealing, no obvious grain growth in the lateral direction is observed, 
but the Cu grain appears to almost completely penetrate the downward V layer, and joins 
together with another Cu layer. We notice that a majority of layer interface remains 
distinguishable at this annealing stage. The SAD pattern of multilayers in Figure 6.4e is 
shown in Figure 6.4f, and reveals the existence of the phases of vanadium oxide. Figure 
6.5 shows the Cu/V 5 nm multilayers annealed at 600 °C for 1 hour. Interestingly the 
interfaces appear mostly intact after annealing, indicating outstanding thermal stability of 
layer interfaces. This observation is confirmed again by STEM study of Cu/V 5 nm in-
situ annealed at 600 °C for 1 hour. The STEM image of in-situ annealed Cu/V 5 nm 
shown in Figure 6.6 indicates film keeps clear column grain and clear interfaces without 
intermixing after 600 °C annealing for 1 hour. The comparison between annealed Cu/V 
50 nm and Cu/V 2.5 nm annealed at 600 °C for 1 hour indicates that Cu/V 5 nm 
multilayers may have greater thermal stability, compared to Cu/V 50 nm multilayer 
specimen, an intriguing phenomenon. 
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(a) 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 6.4. XTEM micrographs of annealed Cu/V 50 nm multilayers at 600 °C for (a) 0 
min, (b) 15 min, (c) 30 min, (d) 45 min, (e) 60 min and (f) SAD pattern after 1 hour 
annealing. 
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(c) 
 
 (d) 
 
(e) 
Figure 6.4 Continued. 
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(f) 
Figure 6.4 Continued. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.5. XTEM micrographs of in-situ annealed Cu/V 5 nm multilayers at 600 °C for 
1 hour. 
 
(f) 
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Figure 6.6. STEM image of in-situ annealed Cu/V 5 nm multilayers at 600 °C for 1 
hour. 
 
 
 
6.3.3 Evolution of hardness of Cu/V multilayers after annealing 
 The mechanical properties of the Cu/V multilayers films at different annealing 
temperatures were examined by nanoindentation technique. Figure 6.7 shows the 
indentation hardness of as-deposited and annealed Cu/V multilayers films as a function of 
.h  At 400 °C, when h  > 25 nm, hardness of multilayer barely change; when h  ≤ 25 nm,  
hardening is observed and the magnitude of hardening increases with decreasing .h  On 
the other hand, annealing at 600 °C induces softening at h  across all length scale, and 
softening is more significant at smaller .h  In general, the yield strength of multilayer 
films are determined by both the layer thickness and the in-plane grain size, similar to 
additive film thickness and grain size contributions to yield strength noted in single layer 
thin metal films on substrates [287, 288]. The smallest dimension of the two typically 
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determines the strength of materials as the confinement of dislocation activities is more 
significant by this dimension. In multilayers, this parameter is typically the individual 
layer thickness since in general the columnar grain sizes are either comparable or much 
greater than .h  When Cu/V multilayer with greater h  was annealed at 400 °C, no 
significant hardness change is observed. This is consistent with the fact that the 
morphology of multilayers (layer thickness) retained after annealing. Although the 
average grain size increased from 30 to 60 nm after annealing, the hardness is still 
dominated by layer interface confined dislocation activities.  
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Figure 6.7. Comparison of hardness of as-deposited and annealed Cu/V multilayers vs. ,h  
where h  is the individual layer thickness. 
 
 
 
The significant variation of hardness in multilayers of smaller h  annealed at 
different temperatures and a drastic different trend is more complicated to interpret. In 
general V (110) has greater lattice parameter than Cu (110), the formation of K-S 
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orientation relationship indicates that V will be in compression in-plane and Cu will be in 
tension in-plane. Such alternating stress would have an effect on the propagation of 
dislocations across layer interfaces. At 400 °C, when h  is 50 nm, XRD spectrum (Figure 
6.1a) has shown that the out-of-plane lattice parameter of V has become greater. This 
would indicate that the in-plane lattice parameter of V is getting smaller, and a greater 
compressive stress shall develop. Our previous studies [289] have shown that a 
compressive stress will lead to greater measured film hardness. The increase of 
compressive film stress shall be more significant at smaller ,h  and hence the magnitude 
of hardening could be greater when h  is smaller.  
The reduction of film hardness after annealing 600 °C is likely due to the loss of 
integrity of interfaces as shown by in situ annealing studies. XRD studies (Figure 6.1b) 
also show that when h  is a few nm, a single overlapped peak split into Cu (111) and V 
(110) peaks indicating the loss of constraint along layer interfaces, although in situ TEM 
studies show that layer structure retains. The degradation of interfaces lowers the barrier 
strength of interface. As a result, dislocation can propagate by slip across interface due to 
a lower resistance from interface. We also notice that the oxidation of V can lead to high 
strength vanadium oxides, ~ 21 GPa [290]. However the fact that higher temperature 
annealing leads to softening together with factor that a majority of V remains metallic 
suggest that the hardening observed in multilayer annealed at 400 °C is unlikely to be due 
to the formation of oxides.  
6.4 Conclusions 
 Annealing induced evolution of microstructure and mechanical properties of 
sputtered Cu/V multilayers was systematically investigated by in situ and ex situ 
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methods. Annealed multilayers exhibit stronger texture with the increase of annealing 
temperature. The interfaces in all annealed Cu/V multilayers at 400 °C are stable without 
significant intermixing, although grain growth was observed in annealed Cu/V 50 nm 
multilayers. As the annealing temperature increases to 600 °C, grains grow across the 
interfaces in Cu/V 50 nm multilayers and degrade the integrity of layer interfaces. 
Interface morphology seems more stable in Cu/V 5 nm multilayers. Annealing (at 400 
°C) induced hardening could be related to increasing compressive stress in multilayers as 
indicated by XRD experiments, whereas softening after annealing at 600 °C is due to the 
loss of constraint along layer interface and consequently a lower barrier resistance.  
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 (1) Metallic Cu/V multilayers have been synthesized by magnetron sputtering at 
room temperature. The films have individual layer thickness, ,h  varying from 1 nm to 
200 nm. The microstructure and mechanical properties of Cu/V multilayers were studied 
systematically. The mechanical properties of sputter-deposited Cu/V and Al/Nb 
multilayers are compared to that of Cu/Nb and Cu/Cr. All systems are of fcc/bcc type 
with incoherent interfaces, and have Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation relationship. The Hall-
Petch slope scales with the shear moduli of the stiffer components in multilayers, but a 
similar scaling was not observed between the peak strength and the moduli of the fcc/bcc 
multilayers. The peak strength depends on the interface barrier resistance to slip 
transmission of single dislocations, which for fcc/bcc incoherent interfaces may depend 
on the low shear strength of the interface that allows dislocation core spreading along the 
interface.  
 (2) The evolution of microstructure and mechanical properties of sputtered Cu/V 
multilayers subjected to 50 keV He ion irradiation was investigated systematically. 
Irradiated multilayer interfaces remain chemically abrupt even in the peak damage region 
upon a total fluence of 6× 1020 ions/m2. Such immiscible layer interface can effectively 
reduce the overall concentration of He bubbles and void swelling, and such phenomenon 
becomes more prominent at smaller .h  These multilayers also show clearly a monotonic 
suppression of radiation hardening at smaller layer thickness due to the effective 
attraction and interface facilitated annihilation of Frenkel pair defects. Multilayers with 
immiscible layer interface hence may offer a promising approach in alleviating void 
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swelling and radiation hardening. These findings illustrate remarkable radiation tolerance 
in Cu/V multilayers with small .h  
 (3) We systematically investigated the dose dependent evolution of microstructure 
and mechanical properties of sputtered Cu/V multilayers subjected to 50 keV He ion 
irradiation. The interfaces in all immiscible Cu/V multilayers remain chemical abrupt 
with little intermixing even at the total fluence of 1.2 × 1021 / m2, corresponding to a peak 
damage of 12 dpa. A nearly immiscible interface between Cu and V is believed to play a 
significant role in preventing ion mixing. With increasing the total fluences, the peak He 
bubble density increases, but it is a factor of 3 lower in irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm 
multilayers, compared to Cu/V 50 nm multilayers. Higher radiation fluences results in 
greater radiation damage, except at very small h  (2.5 nm or less), where radiation 
induced void swelling and hardening are minimal. The threshold He concentration to 
form He bubbles is greater in irradiated Cu/V 2.5 nm multilayer than that in Cu/V 50 nm. 
Interface enhanced radiation tolerance is explained by a combined effect of enhanced 
defect storage capacity and increased probability of defect annihilation at interfaces. At 
all fluences, radiation hardening is greater in Cu/V multilayer with greater ,h  but it 
becomes negligible when h  is at the length scale of a few nm. The saturation of radiation 
hardening in Cu/V multilayers at greater fluences was discussed based on an empirical 
power-law expression. The saturation of radiation hardening in irradiated Cu/V with 
greater h  agrees with the literature, but the saturation behavior in Cu/V multilayer with 
small h  deviates and yields new fitting coefficients.  
 (4) The results of ex-situ vacuum annealing and in-situ TEM annealing studies on 
Cu/V multilayer composites reveal their thermal stability up to 400 °C. At this 
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temperature, the texture becomes stronger in annealed Cu/V multilayers with the 
retention of chemically modulated layer interfaces. Grain growth across layer interface 
occurs at higher annealing temperature, 600 °C, in Cu/V 50 nm multilayer, whereas 
interfaces remain distinguishable in annealed Cu/V 5 nm multilayer. Annealing of 
multilayers at 400oC leads to hardening and could be a consequence of increasing 
compressive stress in the multilayers, while the softening of annealed multilayer at 600 
°C is due to the loss of constraint along layer interface between Cu (111) and V (110), 
and hence a lower interface barrier resistance to the transmission of single dislocation.   
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